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No delays are
expected in
Ward's absence
Staff Report
BENTON, Ky. — Mike Ward, Commonwealth Attorney for the
42nd Judicial District of Marshall and Calloway counties, will be
taking some personal time off, according to a spokesperson for his
office. Officials report that, during his absence, there will be no
delays or postponements in criminal proceedings
in the two counties.
Ward, who has held the commonwealth attorney's position since January, is taking some "personal time," according to Margot Merrill, an assistant in the commonwealth attorney's Calloway
County office.
"He is taking some personal time, which, like
every commonwealth attorney. he is entitled to,"
she said. "Other than that, all I can say is we don't
expect any eroblems, _delays . or postponements.
Wsrd
Everything is expected To. continue running
smoothly."
She said Ward was already off, but she wasn't exactly sure when
he would return.
Merrill declined to elaborate any further on Ward's absence.
Circuit Judge Dennis Foust said this morning that the courts
would operate as normal.
"It's just going to be business as usual," he said. "I think he's
going to be gone for around 28 days. But his assistants will continue to have everything under control in his absence. We expect there

Gov. candidates
debate issues at
Louisville forum
By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Wnter
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Ernie Fletcher offered an
upbeat assessment Wednesday
of Kentucky's performance
under his leadership, while
Democratic challenger Steve
Beshear said the Republican
incumbent has been "plagued by
corruption and scandal- that has
hurt the state.
The rivals in Kentucky's
Nov. 6 gubernatorial election
wrangled over two core issues in
the campaign — Beshear's support of allowing casino gambling and an investigation of the
Fletcher administration's hiring
practices that led to numerous
indictments, including one
against the governor.
On another topic. Beshear
said that global warming is a
reality but promised to push for
more coal production along with

new technology to burn the
abundant Kentucky resource
more cleanly.
Fletcher later sidestepped a
question asking whether he
acknowledges that global warming is occurring, saying, "I'll
leave what the statistics are on
global warming to the scientists."
The two candidates took
questions on a range of issues
while appearing before the
Louisville Forum, a nonpartisan
public issues group.
Beshear took the offensive
first, saying that "almost from
the moment that this administration came to power. it has been
plagued by corruption and scandal."
"Until this poisoned atmosphere that we have experienced
for the past four years in state

AP

Kentucky Gov Ernie Fletcher makes a point dunng a forum
with his Democratic challenger Steve Beshear in Louisville.
Ky. Wednesday
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'Every picture tells a story ...'
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Equipment
issues still
hamper
National
Guard

WASHINGTON (AP) —
After six years at war, some
Army National Guard units are
still struggling with less than
half the equipment they need to
do their jobs at home, the top
Guard general said Wednesday.
He said it will take an extra $13
billion over the next five years
to get them 90 percent of what
they need.
Lt. Gen. H. Steven Blum,
chief of the National Guard,
told reporters that while Guard
units heading to Iraq and
Afghanistan have all the equipment they need, those at home
have as little as one-third of the
needed trucks, radios and other
gear.
Blum said all units at home
are short at least 30 percent of
the equipment they need. The
low end is 33 percent, and 50
percent is the average, he said.
Blum also joined other military leaders in criticizing congressional efforts to legislate
the length of troop deployments
or rest times. While the thought
is well-intentioned, he said, it
would be "unhelpful," and the
unintended effects could make
things worse rather than better.
-In •a wide-ranging discusTOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
sion, Blum also said the Guard
Louisiana artist and writer, Glenn Earl Newman, displays some of his unique Cajun country art often finds itself in a "bidding
in his garage studio in Hazel. A retire highway engineer. Newman and his family moved to war" to keep special operations
soldiers from leaving to join the
Hazel from Louisiana recently to live near family members.
more lucrative security firms,
such as Blackwater USA.
The Guard has two special
forces units — including about
5,000 soldiers headquartered in
Alabama and Utah, — and
Blum said they are "constantly
being recruited" by security
companies. Blackwater, the
main provider of security
escorts for U.S. government
workers and other business conBy TOM BERRY
tractors in Iraq, was banned
Staff Writer
from working in Iraq after an
HAZEL. Ky. — A Louisiana
incident this week in which as
bayou artist and writer now livmany as 11 Iraqi civilians were
ing in Calloway County says he
killed.
plans to share his talent and
The Guard and the U.S.
interest with the area's youth.
Army have offered special
Glenn Earl Newman and his
forces soldiers large bonuses to
wife, Myrna, recently relocated
stay in the military, in an effort
to Hazel from Ball. La. They
to keep their specialized skills.
chose the southern Calloway
"When you lose one, it's not
town as their home because they
insignificant," said Blum.
like the "antique theme" and it
He maintained, however,
is located near Indian Mound,
that one of his main concerns is
Tenn., where some of their
the need to fully equip the
many grandchildren live.
Guard, so state units can meet
A former surveyor and highany emergencies — from hurriway engineer by trade. Newman
canes and tornadoes to terronst
has written and self-published
TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times attacks.
eight books: "The Last
Blum has sounded the same
Strawberry Patch," "Table This drawing by new Hazel resident Glenn Earl Newman
alarm
on Capitol Hill for sever"Lost
Goods."
Childrens depicts the home where he grew up near Louisiana's bayou
Games." "What We Gonna' Do country. Most of Newman's uniquely-styled art work tells the al years, warning that Guard
units sapped by deployments to
Today Ernie?." "Louisiana story of his life while growing up in Cajun country.
Iraq
and Afghanistan, often end
Wildlife Paradise," "Bayou
Critters," "The Geyser," and age, but never did it again until paper towel and I borrowed a up with equipment worn out by
war or. in many cases, simply
many years later when he was pencil and that night I drew two
"The Hoax."
left on battlefields.
He has produced at least 126 sitting with his father in a hospi- pictures and wrote a story.
In addition to the $21 billion
large pen-and-ink compositions tal room.
"Ever since then I would
"When I was young, like all write a story for every picture I already budgeted for the next
and more than 800 smaller
five years. Blum said the Army
drawings: each of which is children. I would draw a little draw."
accompanied,by story.
bit but don't remember ever
Many of the drawings detail Guard will need another $13.1
"Every picture tells a story doing it again until 1997 when Newman's life. Most of the art billion for equipment and the
and has a story behind it." my dad was in the hospital." he centers around the people, Air Guard will need about $8.8
billion for equipment over that
Newman said, pointing out that said. "I was sitting up and he places and things — particularly
time.
'The Last Strawberry Patch- an was telling me about his life and the animals, bugs, reptiles and
That money, he said, would
and story is about his own life.
I said to myself 'I really don't other "critters- that inhabit the
Newman lived on a 100-acre know anything about my dad. Louisiana bayou. The art is give the Guard 90 percent of the
needed equipment. which
strawberry farm as he was but I want my children to know
growing up. He discovered his a little bit about me.' So I went
talent for drawing at an early to the bathroom and borrowed a

Cajun artist, author
relocates to Hazel
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Former CBS anchor Rather III Guard ...
From Front
sues network for $70M
NEW YORK tAP,
1).m Rather tiled a $70 million lawsuit
against CBS and his former bosses Wednesday. claiming they made
him a "scapegoat" for a discredited story about President Bush's
nulitary service dunng the Vietnam War
The 75-year-old Rather, whose final months
were clouded by controversy over the story. said
the actions of the defendants damaged his reputation and cost him significant financial loss
The lawsuit, filed in state Supreme l'ourt in
Manhattan. claims the network intentionally
botched the aftermath of the story About Bush's
time in the Texas Air National Guard and had
Rather take the tall to "pacify" the White House.
He was removed from his job at "CBS Evening
Rather
News" us March 2005
BesidCs CBS Corp. the suit names former CBS parent company
Viacom Inc CBS President and CEO Leslie Moonves, VIACOM
chainrum Sumner Redstone. and Andrew Heyward. former president of CBS News The suit seeks $20 million in compensatory
damages and $50 million in punitive damages
"These complaints are old news, and this lawsuit is without
merit." said ('US spokesman Dana McClintock Viacom had no
comment
Rather narrated a September 2004 report saying that Bush had
disobeyed ortkrs anti shirkcsi soluc of his duties dunng his National
Guard service and that a commander felt pressured to sugarcoat
Bush's record
In his lawsuit, Rather maintains that the story was true, but that
if any aspect of the broadcast wasn't at;curate. he was not responsible for the errors
The story relied on lour documents, supposedly written by
Bush's commander in the Texas Air National Guard, the late Lt Col.
Jerry Killian Critics questioned the documents• authenticity and
suggested they were forged.
A(13S review skteMiltied the story was neither lair nor accurate.
CBS fired the story's producer and asked for the resignation of three
executives because it could not authenticate documents used in the
story, and Rather was forced out the anchor chair he had occupied
for 24 years Rather's lawsuit says he was forced to apologize,
although "as defendants well knew, even if any aspect of the broadcast had not been a, orate whit h has never been established..."

would be an acceptable level
In the event of a sudden nat.-,
ural disaster or terror attack.
Blum said, the Guard "must
have the equipment in their
hands when the event happens
so they can immediately
respond
There's no time to
start moving it from neighboring states and drawing it from
consolidated sites as some people have suggested."
Right now, Blunt said, about
1 h percent of the Army soldiers
in Iraq are Guard members —
just slightly lower than the percentage of the soldiers serving
in Afghanistan That number is
dramatically lower than Guard
force levels dunng part of 2005,
when the Guard soldiers made
up about 50 percent of the force
in Iraq.
"If the nation requires us to
do more, we will do more. Are
you asking me, are we in our
comfort zone? No we're not.
Are we stretched"' Absolutely.
Are we broken? No. Will we
break" I don't think so," he said.
At least four Guard units are
scheduled for deployments next
year. and Blum said officials are
working on consolidating their
training so they will be
deployed no longer than 12
months.
Under new Pentagon policy,
Guard members will serve on
active duty for just one year.
down from what has been
months. Shortening the deploy meats will force Guard soldiers
to jam More war preparation
into their routine monthly training exercises at home
Over time, Blum said the
Guard should reach the point
where it could maintain about
60.0(K/ members deployed overseas each year, without too
much strain on the force.

Road Closure Notice
A contractor hi the Kentuc k I ransportation Cabinet plans to
close Brmn Road in Calloway County at the intersection with the
New Ky 80 construc tion /ow
Brinn Road will he closed at 4 put Sept. 26 and remain closed
overnight. It is expected to reopen to traffic at approximately 6
a m Sept 27
Motorists who regularly travel Bonn Road in the area should
make &Isar-Kr alternate travel plans
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Shown are Apollo 11 items ir ,ouding a Ldridwntten card, bottom left, containing a Bible verse
that astronaut Buzz Aldnn planned to broadcast back to Earth during a lunar Holy Communion
service and are among items offered in a space-related auction in Dallas, Texas, Wednesday

Astronaut's scripture,
items up for auction
DALLAS (AP) — A handwritten card containing a Bible
verse that Apollo II astronaut
Buzz Aldnn used during a lunar
Holy Communion service were
up for sale today at a spacerelated auction
Altinn, the second man to
walk on the moon, read the
verse privately during the 1969
mission while using a communion kit furnished by his church.
Heritage Auction Gallenes calls
the moment the "First Religious
Sacrament
Performed
on
Another Heavenly Body"
Aldnn had wanted to broadcast the verse back to Earth, but
a lawsuit by an atheist halted his
plans.
The weathered card, expected to bring at least $50.000, is
one of 43 moon-tnp items consigned to the auction house by
Aldnn. including his personal
slide rule, a Texas state flag and
a section of his Apollo 11
descent monitoring chart.
Howard C. Weinberger, senior space consultant for Dallasbased Heritage. said the card
will Appeal to private collectors.
historical and religious institutions
"Anything that was on the
surface of the moon is deemed
exceptionally rare." Weinberger
said. "For the six missions that
landed on the moon, if you
could gather the few items taken
to the surface you could fill a
very small piece of carry-on
luggage"
Aldnn. 77, wrote about the
religious moment in his 1973
book, "Return to I•at,th "1)uring
his first idle moment on the mission. he was eager to express his
Christian faith and pulled out
the small amount of wine and a
wafer, given to him by Webster
(Texas) Presbyterian.
"With them and a small chalice from the kit. I took communion on the moon, reading to
myself from a Small card 1 carted on which I had written the
portion of the Book of John
used in the traditional communion ceremony," Aldnn wrote.
astronaut
Fellow
Neil
Nrmstrong watched but did not

ConectIons
The Calloway County football homecoming court will he
announced before Friday's
home game against Lone Oak
A caption in Wednesday's
Ledger incorrectly stated the
announcement would be at
halftime

464

Albert and June ('rider's last
was
name
incorrect
in
Mond,' s caption and article
about a Murray High School
memorial reunion for H. Eddie
"Junior" Roberts

CURRENT LOCATION MIDI( Al, ARTS BUILDIN(- MI ;NEW LOCATION 1000 SC)41TH 12TH STREET NI HPikAT
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The Aluerin Ledger & Toner
strives to ensure ACCUMIe and
fair reporting, however mistakes occasionally occur. It is
the Ledger's policy to correct
errors To report a news Mistake or error, please call 7531916
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AP
Shown is a handwritten card containing a Bible verse that
Apollo 11 astronaut Buzz Aldnn planned to broadcast back to
Earth during a lunar Holy Communion service
participate m AkInn's celebration of Holy Communion, the
act of worship that Christians
trace to the last meal Jesus had
with his disciples.
Aldrin planned to recite the
verse and so it could be heard on
Earth in a broadcast. But he was
asked not to read the verse publicly because of a legal challenge NASA faced from famed
atheist Madalyn Murray 0'Hair.
Astronauts from a previous
mission. Apollo K. read the biblical creation story from
Genesis. prompting O'Hair's
suit against NASA.
Though the suit was eventually rejected. NASA was nervous about further religious
activities in space.
Though he never broadcast
the New Testament reading,
Aldnn read notes from his card:
"Houston This is Eagle The LM

Pilot speaking. I would like to
request a few moments of
silence. Over. I would like to
invite each person listening in.
wherever and whomever he may
be, to contemplate for a moment
the events of the past few hours
and to give thanks in his own
individual way."
Below the initial verse on the
card that Aldnn planned to read.
John /5:5, is a passage in lighter
ink from Psalms that Aldnn
later quoted later during a television broadcast by the astronauts the evening before they
splashed down.
The passage. Psalms 8:3-4
reads. — When I consider thy
heavens, the work of thy fingers, the moon and the stars,
which thou has ordained: What
is man that thou art mindful of
him? And the Son of Man, that
thou v tsars( film'r"

III Cajun artist ...
From Front
highly -detailed, elaborate and
well drawn, depicting a segment
of Amencaria rarely seen elsewhere
"1 think I'm the only one
doing this I knosv Waft the only
one in Louisiana doing IC he
said "About 90 percent of it is
memoncs about my life. It's the
story of my life and if you have
read all the books you would
know just about eserything I've
done"
He has even wniten a book
concerning a dream he had of
living in the woods as "Big
Foot." complete with illustrations Newman IN Also A "standup" storyteller and plans to practice some of his talent with
young patrons at the Murray An
Guild soon
"They have asked me to

come in and show some of my
art and tell the kids some stones
and I plan to really enjoy that,"
he said.
The Newrnans say they love
their new Spanish-style home
located at the intersection of
US. 641 and State Line Road
East and plan to stay for a while
'This is my community now
Hazel is my community and I
want to do everything I can for
Hazel." he said. -My wife and
my son also fell in love with the
community We were impressed
with the area. (Murray State)
It's a nice area to live in'
Newman sate he will display
his art and wnting -- and maybe
tell a story or two — dunng the
annual Hazel Day. celebration
Oct. 6 He has now opened a
shop and artist gallery inside his
garage where those interested in
his art are invited

ns •••••
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Judge splits on Commandment display decisions

KentlickylnBrief
Kentucky company executives, two
others survive crash
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(API — Three officials of a Lexington electrical contracting company have escaped serious injury in a plane
crash at Chattanooga, Tennessee.
Authorities said a private plane crashed in the parking lot of a
shopping center last night as it prepared to land at Chattanooga
Metropolitan Airport.
Amtec of Kentucky Project Manager John Dougherty says company owner Ron Turner and president Darren Turner were aboard
the company plane along with Ron Turner's brother in law, Louis
Mullins. He did not know the pilot's name.

PIKEVILLE, Ky. (AP) — U.S. District
Judge Karl Forester has ruled that a display
of the Ten Commandments at one eastern
Kentucky courthouse does not violate the
Constitution, but he found that a display in
the Garrard County Courthouse is illegal.
The Rowan County Fiscal Court display
of the Ten Commandments display, part of
the "Foundations of American Law and
Government" exhibit, came under fire in
2001 when the Amencan Civil Liberties
Union of Kentucky filed a lawsuit claiming

the display was unconstitutional.
Aside from the Ten Commandments, the
display includes the Mayflower compact,
the Declaration of Independence, the Magna
Carta, the Bill of Rights and other commemorative items.
In his ruling released Wednesday, U.S.
District Judge Karl Forester said the display
"does not have the effect of endorsing religion."
In Garrard County, the display at first
included the Ten Commandments and other

documents linking government and religion.
which means that "a reasonable person
would conclude that the county's display
has the effect of endorsing religion,"
Forester wrote in an opinion released Sept.
5
Mathew Stayer, general counsel for the
Florida-based Liberty Counsel and dean of
Liberty University Law School, which represents Rowan County in its lawsuit, said he
thinks the cases will end up back before the
U.S. Supreme Court.

IN Gov. candidates ...

KKK business cards found
in western Kentucky mailboxes

From Front

MORGANTOWN, Ky. (AP) — Police in this south-central
Kentucky town are stepping up patrols after some residents complained that they found KKK business cards in their mailboxes.
"We're going to actually beef up patrol a little bit at night to
ensure anyone on our streets are supposed to be here," Morgantown
Police Captain Billy Phelps said.
It was at least the third town in western Kentucky where residents
have reported finding KKK business cards.
Residents in Owensboro complained of finding similar business
cards over Labor Day weekend at the ends of driveways and in mailboxes. Those cards were white with a screened American flag image
on both sides along with the KKK logo on the left front side.
The message read: "For your safety, the Ku Klux Klan was
watching over your neighborhood as you slept,"

government is changed, we cannot make much progress" on
such issues as health care, education and job growth, Beshear
said.
Soon after taking office in
2003, a special grand jury began
investigating a complaint that
Fletcher's administration had
violated state hiring laws in a
scheme to reward political supporters with state jobs.
Fletcher and at least 14 of his
aides and associates were indicted. Fletcher issued pardons for
everyone except hiinself. His
lawyers worked out a deal with
prosecutors to have the charges
RICHMOND, Ky.(AP) — A short film by an Eastern Kentucky against him dropped.
Fletcher said Wednesday that
University professor will debut Thursday at The Kentucky Theater
mistakes were made but added
in Lexington.
The 13-minute film produced and directed by John Fitch III is that he didn't think they were
titled "Just Yesterday." It was inspired by his family's struggle to criminal. He said his administration's record is better than its
AP
cope with the death of his sister.
Andra Dawn Fitch was nine months pregnant when she was predecessors concerning com- Democratic gubernatorial candidate Steve Beshear shakes hands with audience members
killed in a traffic accident. Although the 21-year-old woman was plaints to the state Personnel prior to a forum with Gov. Ernie Fletcher in Louisville, Ky., Wednesday.
Board.
killed instantly, her baby survived.
If voters legalized casinos, have-•
4 governor who under
Meanwhile, Fletcher said he casino gambling.
"Even though this film is not her story, it is completely inspired
countered
Beshear
Fletcher's
expanded
Beshear
stands
that global warming is a
said
gamthe
turned
around
a
state
suffering
by her death and all that followed," Fitch said. -I am hoping to honor
her by telling a meaningful story, and I hope that the film touches from severe budget problems positive assessment by citing bling would be limited and done reality."
Beshear said he would push
when he took office. The gover- statistics showing Kentucky responsibly.
people in a positive way."
He said Kentuckians are for more coal production
nor
touted his accomplishments, dropping further nationally in
The film will be shown at EKU later this fall
which he said include more state such categories as high-tech spending huge amounts at casi- "because it's a great natural
nos in other states and said that resource we have.- He said he
spending on education, a jobs and its competitiveness.
"That's not a rosy picture, revenue collected from such would create a $60 million fund
revamped Medicaid system,
increased tourism and efforts to folks," he said. "It is time to gambling in Kentucky would to promote research so "whet)
improve education, health care we burn our coal, it will be
help small businesses afford change that."
From Front
Fletcher kept up his criticism and job creation.
burned cleaner."
health insurance. He said
"I think in the long haul, it
Fletcher said he has a good
Louisville also has prospered, of Beshear for supporting a
will be no disruptions whatsoever."
noting the planned downtown change to Kentucky's constitu- will do great things for our environmental record as govei• Foust said the court has a full docket coming up in Calloway
nor and that he wants to promole
arena and more money for tion to allow casino gambling. state," Beshear said.
:County next week and "everything will just keep moving" with no
Taking a swipe at his oppo- clean-coal technology. He citell
research. He said he moved the The governor called it "a prom:problems.
state forward in spite of an ise of fool's gold- that doesn't nent's anti-casino television the energy bill that passed dut' An attempt to contact a spokesperson for Kentucky Attorney
atmosphere he described as the reflect Kentucky values and campaign. Beshear called ing a special legislative sessidn
General Greg Stumbo at the Office of the Attorney General's Benton
wouldn't deliver promised rev- Fletcher a "one-issue candidate" this summer. The bill allows tile
"politics of destruction."
Field Office was unsuccessful.
and said Kentuckians are con- state to provide hundreds of mil"When you go to the polls, enues.
The commonwealth attorney's office is responsible for parpnifm- bet on sure results, and
-We want Louisville to be a cerned about much more than lions of dollars in tinanc41
vote for
felony cases in Marshall and Calloway counties.
incentives to companies that
! somebody who has given those world-class city, not a casino expanded gambling.
ard, who had served as commonwealth attorney for 19so,
On environmental issues, build plants to convert coal 4)
results," Fletcher said in a back- town," Fletcher said.
:*1% defeated by Gale Cook in 2000. He regained the office inlbe
Beshear siti it's time for Beshear told the crowd that if cleaner-burning - a Iternat
banded slap at Beshear for the
May 2006 Democratic primary.
1 Democrat's support of limited Kentuckians to decide the issue. he's elected, "you're going to fuels.
•

Sister's death inspires short
film by EKU professor

•Ward's absence ...

AP
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Pop Quiz: This guy is ...

FESTIVAL OF CHAMPIONS
September 22, 2007

A. Doing his homework.
B. Sending photos to his mother by e-mail.
C. Using your credit and debit card info to shop online.

MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY

PRELIMINARY COMPETITION TIME TABLE
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10:35
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9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45

CLASSA
Crittenden
8:45-9:15
Cumberland Co. 9:00-9:30
Mayfield
9:15-9:45
Ballard Memorial 9:30-10:00
Union City
9:4540:15
10:00-10:30
Lyon County

JUDGES BREAK 1100.11:15

CLASS AA
Elizabethtown 10:30-11:00
Muhlenburg So.10:45-11:15
Murray High 11:00-11:30
11:15-11:45
Reidland
11:30-12:00
Milan

A
B
A
B
A

11:05
11:20
11:35
11:50
12:05

11:15
11:30
11:45
12:00
12:15

JUDGES BREAK 12:30-12:45

CLASS AAA
Muhlenburg No.12:00-12:30
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B

12:35

12:45

A
B
A

12:50
1:05
1:20

1:00
1:15
1:30

CLASEtISAM
12:15-12:45
Madisonville No. 12:30-1:00
St Charles West 12:45-1:15
Calloway Co.

JUDGES BREAK 1:45-200
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CIASS-A&MAA
1.15-1:45
Graves Co.

Blue Springs 1:30-2:00
Marshall Co. 1:45-2:15
2:00-2:30
Davless Co.
OTallon hwnship 2:15-2:45
Henderson Co. 2:30-3:00

B
A
B
A
B
A

1:50
2:05
2:20
2:35
2:50
3:05

2:00
2:15
2:30
2:45
3:00
3:15

EXIMMOIS
Murray State
2:45-315
Racer Band

B

320

3:30

Answer: C. Think it can't happen to you?
Then think about this — over 3 million people per year
are victims of debit card fraud. And 10 million Americans
annually are identity theft victims.
So, what can you do to protect yourself?
Sign up for The Murray Bank's new
Identity & Fraud Protection Plus.
You'll get Daily Credit Monitoring, with notification
of any changes, Identity Theft Insurance, Fraud Assistance,
and Payment Card Protection.
In addition, you'll get peace of mind.
Available now, at The Murray Bank.

405 South 12th Street
700 North 12th Street

Announcement of Finalists 3:45
Finals Competition 8:00-9:00
Racer Band Performance 915

Awards 9:30
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270-753-5626 • www.themurraybank.com
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IN OTHER WORDS
The following is an editorial from another newspaper in Kentucky to offer a point of view from
another area in the Commonwealth. It does not necessarily reflect the editorial opinions or thoughts of
this newspaper:
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What's a
university
president
to do?
You hase to feel sorry for University of Kentucky,
President Lee Todd
He and LK are sitting on nearly 0,000 acres of
forest sprass ling across three Eastem Kentucky counties.
[he Robinson Forest is unique in that it has been virtually-ultouehed since smilers trudged across the mountains a couple of hundred years ago
Think of the marketing possibilities of the timber
alone Lumber Liquidators could get S51/0 a square foot
tor c 'iglu hard w nod for flot ifs in Manhattan lofts and
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WASHINGTON (AP) —
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Obituaries
Mrs. Lillian Hawkins Henry
The funeral for Mrs. Lillian Hawkins Henry will be Saturday at
I p.m. in the chapel of Milner & Orr Funeral Home of Paducah.
Rev. Tim Cole will officiate. Burial will follow in the Mt. Kenton
Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Friday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to The American Cancer
Society, 314/0 Parisa Dr., Paducah, KY 42003 or The Amencan
Parkinson's Disease Association, 1250 Hylan Blvd., Staten Island,
NY 10305.
Mrs. Henry, 80, Murray, formerly of Paducah, died Tuesday,
Sept. 18, 2007, at 4:15 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She retired from Farley Elementary School Cafeteria, Paducah.
A member of Oaklawn Baptist Church, she attended Hazel Baptist
Church at Hazel.
Her husband, Charles D. Henry, and one sister, Eudell Prince,
both preceded her in death. A native of Paducah, she was the daughter of the late Otis William Hawkins and Bessie Mae Thomasson
Hawkins.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Teresa Burgess and husband, Rickie, Murray, and Mrs. Jane Belt, Cheyenne, Wyo.; one son,
Craig Henry and wife, Kathi, LaGrange; four grandchildren,
Christopher Burgess, Jonathan Burgess, Chad Belt and Kieler
Henry; one great-grandchild, Callie Burgess; two sisters, Mrs. Eva
Freeman and Mrs. Nedra Cole; six brothers, Dale Hawkins, Glen
Hawkins, Charles Wayne (Chili) Hawkins, Kenneth Hawkins,
Gaylon Hawkins and Leon Hawkins; several nieces and nephews.

Stanley Dale Warford
The funeral for Stanley Dale Warford will be Sunday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Rev. Robert Chandler
will officiate. Burial will follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens,
Murray.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Saturday.
Mr. Warford, 71, Commerce Street, Hardin, died Sunday, Sept.
16, 2007, at 6:30 a.m. at his home.
A retired auto mechanic, he was of Baptist faith. He was a member of the Free and Accepted Masons in Michigan and California.
Preceding him in death were one son, Harold Dale Warford, one
grandchild, Ruthie A. Sigrist, his parents, Arvil Truman Warford and
Clarissa Carter Warford, one brother, Jim Warford, and one sister,
Sherry Ann Warford.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Velma Martin Warford; two
sons, Tad Stanley Warford, Hardin, and James Edward Warford,
Elkhaa, hid.; four daughters, Mrs. Valerie Farrell and Mrs. Gail A.
Winders, both of Hardin, Dian Lynn Warford, Paducah, and Mrs.
Tracy T. McDowell, Tallahassee, Fla.; one brother, Steve Watford,
Michigan; one sister, Mrs. Charlotte Bailey, South Bend, Ind.; 18
grandchildren; nine great-grandchildren.

U.S. commander:
Violence in Baghdad
has seen a drop
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BAGHDAD(AP)-The No. provide details about how the
2 U.S. commander in Iraq said numbers were obtained and said
today that a seven-month-old that was short of the military's
security operation has reduced objectives.
violence by 50 percent in
"What we do know is that
Baghdad but he acknowledged there has been a decline in civilthat civilians were still dying at ian casualties, but I would say
too high a rate.
again that it's not at the level we
The comments came as rela- want it to be," Odierno said.
tions between "There are still way too many
the U.S. and civilian casualties inside of
Iraqi govern- Baghdad and Iraq.men t s
Al-Qaida in Iraq was
remained "increasingly being pushed out
strained in the of Baghdad, "seeking refuge
of outside" the capital and "even
wake
Sunday's fleeing Iraq," Odiemo said.
Lt. Gen. Abboud Qanbar, the
shooting
involving Iraqi military commander, said
Blackwater that before the troop buildup,
USA security one-third of Baghdad's 507 disOdium
guards, which tricts• were under insurgent conIraqi officials trol.
"Now, only five to six dissaid left at least 11 people dead.
Prime Minister Noun al-Maliki tricts can be called hot areas," he
suggested the U.S. Embassy find said. "AI-Qaida now is left only
another company to protect its with booby-trapped cars and
roadside bombs as their only
diplomats.
The Moyock. NC.-based weapons, which cannot be called
company has said its employees quality_ operations, and they do
acted "lawfully and appropriate- not worry US.Qanbar also reported the
ly" in response to an armed
against
a
State release of 1,686 detainees from
attack
Iraqi jails.
Department convoy.
Odiemo said the U.S. miliBut a survivor who said he
was three cars away from the tary had separately released at
convoy denied the American least 50 detainees per day, or a
guards were under fire, claiming total of at least 250, since beginthey apparently started shooting ning an amnesty program for
to disperse more than two dozen inmates as a goodwill gesture
cars that were stuck in a traffic linked to the Islamic holy month
of Ramadan.
tam.
Meanwhile. a U.S. soldier
"It is not true when they say
that they were attacked. We did died Wednesday in a non-comnot hear any gunshots before bat incident in Anbar west of
they started shooting," lawyer Baghdad. the military said,
Hassan Jabir said from his hos- adding that the incident was
under investigation.
pital bed.
After the shooting Sunday in
On Thursday, Lt. Gen.
Raymond Odierno told reporters the Mansour district of western
that car bombs and suicide Baghdad. Blackwater spokesattacks in Baghdad have fallen woman Anne E. Tyrrell said the
to their lowest level in a year. employees acted "lawfully and
and civilian casualties have appropriately" in response to an
dropped from a high of about 32 armed attack against a U.S. State
Department convoy.
to 12 per day.
But Iraqi witnesses claim seeHe also said violence in
Baghdad had seen a 50 percent ing Blackwater security guards
decrease, although he did not fire at civilians randomly.
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La. town readies for march
JENA, La. (AP) Thousands of chanting demonstrators filled the streets of this
little Louisiana town today in
support of six black teenagers
initially charged with attempted
murder in the beating of a white
classmate.
The crowd broke into chants
of "Free the Jena Six" as the
Rev. Al Sharpton arrived at the
local courthouse with family
members of the jailed teens.
Martin Luther King 111, son
of the slain civil rights leader,
said the scene was reminiscent
of earlier civil rights struggles.
He said punishment of some
sort may be in order for the six
defendants, but -the justice system isn't applied the same to all
crimes and all people."
The six teens were charged
shortly after the local prosecutor
declined to charge three white
teens who hung nooses in a tree
on their high school grounds.
Five of the black teens were initially charged with attempted
murder, but that charge was
reduced to battery for all but
one, who has yet to be
arraigned; the sixth was charged
as a juvenile.
"This is the most blatant
example of disparity in the justice system that we've seen,"
Sharpton told CBS's"The Early
Show" before arriving in Jena.
"You can't have two standards
ofjustice."
"We didn't bring race into
it," he said. -Those that hung
the nooses broughtothe nice into
it."
Sharpton, who helped organized the rally, said this could be
the beginning of the 21st century's civil tights movement, one
that would challenge disparities
in the justice system.
The district attorney who is
prosecution the teens, Reed
Walters, denied on Wednesday
that racism was involved in the
charges.
He said he didn't charge the
white students accused of hanging the nooses because he could
find no Louisiana law under
which they could be charged. In
the beating case, he said, four of
the defendants were of adult age
under Louisiana law and the
only juvenile charged as an
adult, Mychal Bell, had a prior
criminal record.
"It is not and never has been
about race," Walters said. "It is
about finding justice for an
innocent victim and holding

AP

The Rev, Al Sharpton, center, waves as he enters the LaSalle Parish Courthouse in Jena, La.,
to visit Mychal Bell, one of the 'Jena Six Wednesday.
people accountable for their
actions."
The beating victim, Justin
Barker, was knocked unconscious, his face badly swollen
and bloodied, though he was
able to attend a school function
later that night.
Bell, 16 at the time of the
attack, is the only one of the
"Jena Six" to be tried so far. He
was convicted on an aggravated
second-degree battery count at
could have sent him to prison
for 15 years, but the conviction
was overturned last week when
a state appeals court said he
should not have been tried as an
adult.
Thursday's protest had been
planned to coincide with Bell's
sentencing, but organizers
decided to press ahead even
after the conviction was thrown
out. Bell remains jailed while
prosecutors prepare an appeal.
He has been unable to meet the
$90,000 bond.
"We all have family members about the age of these guys.
We said it could have been one
of them. We wanted to try to do
something,"
said
Angela
Merrick, 36, who drove with
three friends from Atlanta to
protest the treatment of the
teens.
The Rev. Jesse Jackson
spoke to a crowd Thursday
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A full time position is available at 1400+ member vibrant church located
in Murray. Kentucky This person will tom laity and staff in a team mmistry The Director, working with the Children's Council. will provide oversight and direction for a comprehensive children's ministry and will he a
motivator with high energy and excellent organizational and leadership
skills Salary will he negotiated per expenence
Send a letter of application and resume, including a minimum of three references. to Res Richard Smith at 503 Maple Street. Murray. KY 420'!
No gime coalicyLpkgc. Inqutnes regarding the position and/or benelir.
may be made hs email to pastorilmurrayfu-stconi Persons may also visit
our website at ss vsa lnungyast.cona The deadline Ice application is
October I 200'

First United Methodist Church
503 Mople St • Murray, KY 42071
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The demonstrators included
large numbers of civil rights
movement veterans and college
students from across the region
who weren't alive in the '60s.
Tina Cheatham missed the
civil rights marches at Selma.
Montgomery and Little Rock.
but she had no intention of missing another brush with history.
Georgia
The
24-year-old
Southern University graduate
drove all night to reach tiny Jena
in central Louisiana.
"It was a good chance to be
part of something historic since
I wasn't around for the civil
rights movement.This is kind of
the 21st century version of it,"
she said.
Red Cross officials manned
first aid stations near the local
courthouse and had water and
snacks available. Portable toilets and flashing street signs to
aid in traffic direction were in
place. At the courthouse, troopers chatted amiably with each
other and with demonstrators
who began showing up well
before dawn.
Sharpton said Bell, whom he •
spoke with Wednesday, was
heartened by the show of support.
"He doesn't want anything
done that would disparage hiS
name- no violence, not even a
negative word," Sharpton said.

Ag secretary leaving Cabinet, says Bush
WASHINGTON (AP) President Bush on Thursday
announced that Agriculture
Secretary Mike Johanns is lea'ing the Cabinet to return to
Nebraska.
where he is
expected to run
for the U.S.
Senate.
Bush said
Johann s
"brought focus
and energy to
departthe
Johanna
ment" but was
"serious about going home and
possibly serving the nation in a
different capacity."
Bush announced Johanns'
departure at a Rose Garden ceremony. He said Deputy
Agriculture Secretary Charles
Conner would take over as acting secretary.
Several state officials said
that Johanns is expected to seek
the Senate seat being vacated at
the end of next year by Sen.
Chuck Nagel, R-Neb.
A Johanns entry into the
Senate sweepstakes would be
welcomed by Republicans who
lost control of the chamber in
the 2006 elections and who also

are seeing some key incumbents
like Hegel and Sen. John
Warner of Virginia opt against
running for re-election.
"He would make an outstanding member of the United
States Senate and there is no
doubt in my mind," Bush said of
Johanns.
Bush earlier this week proposed filling another Cabinet
vacancy-the position of attorney general - with retired federal judge Michael Mukasey,
who was nominated to succeed
Alberto Gonzales.
Inside the White House,
Bush has seen the departures
recently of longtime advisers
Karl Rove and Dan Bartlett.
Press secretary Tony Snow's last
day was Friday.
Bush said he wanted to wish
Johanns a "warm farewell," saying he was "not only a decent
person, an honest person. but a
person who gets things done."
Johanns said that his decision
to "leave this post has not been
an easy one."
"I grew up with farmers and
ranchers as my childhood
heroes and my mentors.
Representing
them
in
Washington has been a great

/If
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morning. Dennis Courtland
Hayes, interim president and
CEO of the NAACP, compared
the outcry over the Jena arrests
to the controversy that followed
racial remarks by radio personality Don lmus.
"People are saying, 'That's
enough, and we're not taking it
any more." Hayes said.
The rally was heavily promoted on black Web sites,
blöj raifie and publications.
State police declined to give
crowd estimates, but participants at the park and the courthouse appeared to number in the
thousands.
Sharpton admonished the
demonstrators to remain peaceful, and there were no reports of
trouble as of midmorning.
White residents in the predominantly white town of 3,000 have
largely been reluctant to comment, saying privately that the
town was being unfairly portrayed as racist.
A group of about a dozen
white residents and black
demonstrators engaged in an
animated but not angry
exchange during the march.
'Whites asked blacks if they
were aware of Bell's criminal
record, blacks replying that Jena
High School administrators had
mishandled the incidents at the
school.

CHECK OUT OUR SPECIALS!,
16" Large Cheese Pizza
16" Unlimited
A Large Unlimited Topping Pizza
3 16" Unlimited
3 Medium 3 Topping Each
onus rad

7.00
$10.00
$22.26
$13.78

privilege," he said.
- Bush said that Johanns had
come to him and asked for
advice about what course to

take. "And my answer to Mike
was ... I support you and I
encourage you to follow your
heart," Bush said.

Top 5 Reasons People Choose Reed Interiors
1. Thousands of the latest fabrics. literally, thousands,
2. Stylish drapery hardware.
3. Beautiful custom bedding.
4. Custom upholstery
rt s nen ckne e haze
5. Interior design services designed to At your budget ;magre That
Fran design to fabrication to professional installation, your wof* 15 done
in house by our friendly staff
Come check out the Reed Intators difference for yourself!

'Weed Dniteet,i0,4,&
408 5. 12th St. • 753-6381
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Pfizer Inc.
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2.8.65 + 0.45

WellPoint Inc_______80.01 + 0.09
44

-15.03 B 15.10 4

. 019

117.5/ + 0.90
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Ron Aunt I Heath Scott
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270 753 3366 I 800 444 1854
Hours 8 00 m -5 00 p m 114-F

Eitablys- Grill
Home of the Cairone

8?? COLDWATER ROAD • MURRAY. KY
(270)762-0441 •(270)762-0442 • (270)762-0443
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Pet ID Clinic and Doggie
Day Spa will be on SaturdayCoun-

Garden walk for four
homes scheduled
Oct. 6 in Paris, Tenn.
PARIS, Tenn. — Four out- Caldwells. both of whom are
standing ornamental gardens in avid gardeners.
An Arkansas stone retainParis. Tenn will be open to
the public Saturday. Oct.6,from ing wall in the back garden
created a raised bed, which
8 30-11.30 a.m.
The Athena Delphian ('Iuh the Caldwell, made into a scree
Of Pettis, a women's organiza- garden. allowing the growth of
tion devoted to civic improve- many plants that demand excelments and the an., will spon- lent drainage. Kathy has filled
a---fund rais- the area with alpine type plants,
sor the e‘r-nt
er for ongoing club projects. dwart Japanese maples and
The %AMC four gardens will be conifers.
A view from a breakfast
again on tour in the spring of
2008 to allow enthusiasts to room through a redwood arch
is on dIUS with a large urn on
see them at ''pp. site seasons
a stone plinth at the back of
all
to
Itu
admissirin
Tickets
four gardens will be 1.10, avail- the garden A stone path travable at any of the gardens or els under the arch into a woodat seseral business locations land garden
Joe and Diane Mahan built
in Paris (hi tour day, tickets
and directions to the gardens their dream retirement home
will he obtainable alter 8 A.M. Just off McIntosh Road east
at Jack Jones Flowers on the of the city hinds J !CS\ !rears
west side of the court square ago A zoysia law n there is plush
tIS a carpet. After the lawn
in Pan.
On the same day, Holy Cross was installed, ambitious plantua_taat-Woot. ing .began an _earnest and a
(
Street in Part', will he holding varied palette of esergreen and
its Annual ()k101yr-test that will flowering shrubs is gaining sue
Perennials were added, Len
last until after the es ening dm well manicured herb garden
Derr hour food and drinks will
was planted Mrs M411411 uses
be available at the church
of the herbs Ira culimany
garden
The most extensor:
on the tour is Al the home irt nary purposes A protected
allows
Dr Walter and C,uolyn (int- retaining wall at the dn.e
. and a specfey There. seseral acres PUS(' espaliering of plants
been under c ultis anon for more innen pink hardy hibiscus ornathan lt) years and features trwrits the wall.
At the home of Jimmy and
recent addition of a
include
East
parterre garden with t1011WOod Peggy Williams at 1315
plant
of
years
3.1
.
St
Blythe
abreakoutside
sUITOUrld )11S1
selection and study hase result,
fast room
The federal house oserlooks ed in a mature garden that
acres tit helds and woodland has a number of rare and
and a three acre lake Wood- unusual specimen.
Stone has been used in
land walks, a pincium under planted with ataleas and prob- retaining walls, pot pedestals,
ably the largest pcietuual and parrs and _plinths_supporting
shrub border in west lennessee urns tilled with timed plantings and hoswoods. A collecare other Attractions
At the home of Bo And tion of lwpertufa troughs supKathy Caldwell. on Hillside ports dwarf plants and conifers
Two small %cater features
lirive off Highway 69A lust out side the city limos, a garden a woodland garden. Ilse perenonly a few years old has nial borders (the red border is
matured with rapichts due to in ha'.'. bloom now I and rock
(-stenos e soil preparation and garden' are other teatures in
rneticul.ius attention by the the Williams garden

The Humane Society of Calloway
Animal
ty and Murray State University's
will;
Health Technology/Pre-veterinary Club
ork
boat a Doggie Day Spa on Saturday
thir;
at
p.m.
2
to
a.m.
9
from
Saturday
Farnt
Carman Pavilion, located on College
Couna'
Rood, directly across from Calloway
ty High School.
.:
The Humane Society will be microchip
custonk
making
each,
$10
for
dogs
ping
pet ID tags on the site for $2 each, and:
lo's
photographing pets and adding them td:
Datebook their
free Lost Pet Photo Registry,.
,
By Jo Burkeen
Murray State animal health technologsi
Community
and pre-veterinary students will bathe dogs:
Editor
for $7 each, clean ears and trim nails for:
for $10.
$4 or give a bath, clean ears and trim nails
at 759
Society
Humane
the
call
on
informati
For more
18134.

Photo proviciaci
Representative Melvin Henley, standing, and his wtfe, Rita,
sealed center purchase the first tickets to the second Heritage
Ball, scheduled Oct 27 at MSU Curns Center from Kathy
Stanfa. left, the club's finance chair.

The Henleys purchase the
first tickets for Heritage Ball
-Thr—seconcLatinual Heritage
Ball. scheduled for Saturday.
(kt. 27. from 7 to II p.m. in
the Corns Center Ballroom on
Murray State's campus will
spotlight the 100 year anniversary of the Murray Woman's
('lub,
Rep. Mel'.in Henley and his
wife., Rita, purchased the first
tickets front Kathy Stanfa,
finance chair of the Murray
club
the club has been and continues to be a ital and important part of Murray's history.
-This celebration is open to
the public. and Murray/Calloway County Citizens are
encouraged to give back to
this organization that has contributed so much to the Purchase Area region over the past

Photo provided
Middle
County
Calloway
MONTH:
THE
STUDENTS OF
School has selected the seventh grade 'Students Of The
Month for August They are, from left. Leeandra Cleaver.
/Utley Harnson Kathryn Tucker, and Rosa Kim The teachng character
ers selected these students for their outstandi
the
school
of
the
n
suCOBas
and for their dedicatio to

call 753-1916 to subscribe
REDIKEN

auditions
Dance Company will holdPurchase
Dance Corn-'

On Sunday at 1:30 p.m. the Jackson
production,
pany will hold casting auditions for the Christmas
the Maple
-Nutcracker," at the Centre of Dance, located in
school age
high
for
looking
is
company
The
Murray,
in
Center
1 Party
dancers at local dance studios to perform in the Act
4:15 to
Scene. Rehearsals are scheduled for Mondays from
payable
6:15 p.m. beginning Monday. There is a $20 casting fee
Balzer,
to JPDC. Interested dancers are asked to call Karen
and
artistic director, at 767-0579 for information, directions
schedules

century," a club .member said. New _Beginnings will meet
This will be a great way
New Beginnings Support Group for people with incarcerayour tion related issues will meet Saturday at Westside Baptist
show
to
appreciation .. dancing the night Church. A potluck meal will begin at 6:30 p.m. in room 25
away for just listening) to the (note change). After the meal the group, For Heaven's Sake,
tunes of The Grumpy Old Men
will present a concert in the gym. For questions or a ride call
and enjoying gourmet hors 753-0156
d'oeus res.
Tickets at $40 per person
Hammack banquet Saturday
are available at the MurrayThe sixth annual Dr. James W. Hammack Jr. Scholarship
Calloway County Chamber of
Banquet will be Saturday at 7 p.m. in the Murray State UniCommerce on North 12th Street. versity Curris Center ballroom. Dr. Larry J. Daniel. will be
Fidalgo Bay Coffee Shop on speaker. The cost will be $40 per person and for information
1201 Payne St., Regions Bank call 809-2234.
Downtown Branch. or any Murray Woman's Club member.
n
1980s Wal-Mart Group plans reunioStore
Tables of ten may be reserved
The annual associates reunion of the 1980s Wal-Mart
upon request.
of Murray will have a reunion on Saturday from noon to
For more information, call 410
at Sirloin Stockade, For more information call Renee
p.m.
4
Kay Hays at 809-2234 or e1-270-437-4069 or Wanda Edwards at 1-270-382at
Mathis
at
mail
2560.
kay_haySq murraystate.edu.

Blood drive at Hazel todayile

7iir./6. 7nnotincernents
Carson Louis Curd
Mr and Mrs Cliff Curd of
Paris. Tenn.. are the parents
of a son. ('at.on Louis turd.
horn on Wednesday, Sept 12.
21)07. at Henry ('ounty Medical Center, Paris
The baby weighed 6 pounds
ountcs 'The mother is the
former Melissa Cook
Paternal grandparents are
Russell and Jane Curd ot
Purycar, lenn
Maternal grandparent is
Glenda 1.1od of Big Sandy.
Tenn
Paternal great-grandparents
arc the late ChilOn and Ruth
Robinson of Puryear and
Stafford and Grace ('urd of
Dexter. K.
Maternal great-grandparents
Are the late William Louis And
(arson Cook of Big Sandy

PAIII MITCHELL - MATRIX

IGI
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Songwriters chapter will meet shville

SongWest Kentucky Songwriters Chapter (NSAI-Na
writers Association International) will meet tonight at 6:30 on
the campus of West Kentucky Technical College, Paducah. The
meeting will be there every other month. Kenya Walker. prosongwnter from Nashvile. Tenn.. will be critiquing songs. For
information call Janet at 1-270-293-7252.

Reformers Unanimous to meet

Reformers Unanimous. a Christ-centered addictions program,
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. For information or for a ride call 753-1834.

Carson Louis Curd

inches
Grandparents are Kenneth
and Brenda Kimbel of Murray
° Maternal great-grandparents
are the late Mr and Mrs. James
Hale of Mum) and the We
B V. ilniath of Hickman
Paternal great-grandparents
ire Mr And Mrs Robert Ridings of Bradford. Tenn and
'he late Kenneth Kimbel Sr
4 Newton. Kan
(Inc aunt is Kim Kimhel of
Murray

Health Coverage
Made Easy.
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Shriners sponsor Bingo

Murray Shnners sponsor Bingo each Fnday starting at 6:30
p m at the Shnnc Club facility, Ky. 121 North, Murray. Proceeds help support many local and shnne charitable activities.

4-H training today

4-H Record Book Training will be today from 3:30 to 4:30
at the Calloway County Extension office. All interested junior
4-H youth. 9 to 18. are encouraged to attend. For information
call 753-1452 or 293-1558.

Preschool has openings

Lvening Care Preschool and Pnmary Program has openings
for children. ages 2 through 10 years to attend part time, full
time or irregular. Monday through Thursday from 4 to 9:30
p.m. It is open to the local community children with or without disabilities For information contact the director at 8093899 or e-mail connie scarborough@murraystate edu

Genealogy class will be taught

AdMoiliiiiM OM Clem.
.Mondsril CardIrsclon
emu:we in.%dem
0111111/MmIlhe
41-tmgioysil
aviMi Miums

270-753-6263
305 North 12th Street • Murray, KY 42071

Glory Bound on Friday

Glory- Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. in the fellowship hall of Goshen United Methodist Church, 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured
will be Joy Trio and Moreheads. There is no admission charge,
but items for Need Line will be accepted. For more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643, Renee Taylor at 753-8124
or Patrick Lea at 761-2666 or e-mail glory-bound@hotmail.com.

Kayden Isaiah Kimbel
Mrs Kayla Renee kiinhel
Gray of Murray is the mother of a son, Ka0en Isaiah
Kindle!, horn on Sunday. July
29. 2007: at 527 p.m at Murray-Callowas County Hospital
The baby weighed 7 pounds
5 ounces and measured 19 3/4

will be a Hazel
The Red Cross Blood Services Bloodmob
Baptist Church Family Life ('enter. Hazel, from 2:30 to 5:30
for persons to donate blood.

4.1
,
tt‘eria
am.
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-Genealogy How to Get Started" will be taught at the Murray -Calloway County Senior Citizens Center. by Susan Hussmann on Wednesday. Sept. 26. at 12:30 p.m. in the education
room for those 60 and older. Persons will learn how to get
started on research. This will not be a computer centered class:
A computer genealogy class will be offered as a follow up to
those who are interested at a later date. The center is located
in the %Leaks Community Center, 607 Poplar St., Murray. To
sign up or for more information call Susan or Ten at 751
0929

Farewell reception today

Bngits & Stratton will host a farewell reception for Larry
and Lois Butting today at 4 at the Murray State University
Alumni house Persons are invited to wish the Barthngs welt
as they leave Murray to return to Milwaukee. Wt.

Stroke/Brain Injury Group to meet
Murray Stroke/Brain Injury Support Group will meet today
at 5 10 in the classroom of Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Center for Health & Wellness. Jeannie Gallmxire. director of
The Center for Accessible Living, will be the speaker All
interested persons are invited For information contact Cheryl
Crouch at 762-1557
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$8.25 Column Inch.60% Discount 2nd Run
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Asis Must Run V[Virhin ti Day Period
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 7534916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
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NOTICE OF INTENTION TO MINE NON-COAL MINERAL

060
H.( Wonted

060
Hs Wariad

WM MOW

iL PERSI

A410A 11.4CI-VC_ A

5

[ to accordance with KRS 354)055 notice is hereby given the Parker Excavating,
LLC of 13217 State Route 121 South, New Concord. Kentucky, 42020 intends
to apply for a non-coal surface mining permit gravel affecting 11 5 acre. located 1 5 miles northeast of Murray in Calloway County

UT

• M0nday-141day PAM-4PO4
•Saturday SAM-NOON

13) The proposed operation is located on Dexter U S(18 7 1/2 minute quadrangle
map and the Murray U S G S. 7 1/2 minute quadrangle map. The operation
will use the pit method of mining The surface area is owned by Al K Parker
The operation is within 100 feet of Knight Road

Now hiring local Murray positions
AM or PM Merchandising Position
Pepsi MidAmerica is seeking local enthusiastic individuals to work at Me
store level and help build customer relations. Job requires maintenance of
in-store shell space, inventory and displays Jobs require own transportation and requires lifting of 20 lbs Must work some week-ends and nights
Territory Sales Representatives

141 The application will be on file for public inspection at the Department for
Natural Resource* Frankfort Office, ez Hudson Hollow. Frankfort, Kentucky
Written comments, objections, or request for a permit conference must be flied
with Director. Division of Mine Reclamation and Enforcement. a2 Hudson
Hollow, Frankfort. Kentucky 40601, within 15 days of the date of due &dyertmement and bnefly summarise the issues to be raised at the conference

Pepsi MidAmenca is accepting applications from qualified candidates for
a full time position in the sales execution of Pepsi products wilh a
Bachelors degree or 2 years of sales expenence.
At Pepsi MidAmenca we otter 401k, Defined Pension Plan, Health
Insurance. Paid Vacation, and opportunity for advancement)
Apply Tendayl
,
1 311 NW Miff 1541 N sonton, KY 4202S
Attn: Ashley WW1*
,
(R701S27-5088
boartonlarOpispadmIonmorleaconn

Notice

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
"PUNCHY"

•

This 's in writing & MAW-Med -Jim Smith celebrates 65 years & 1. his
big sister, say they were great years.

Love,
Judy
9/20/07/,;..-.,..s,
/ .,4;07t
Notarized by:
, t•,"ua
•• ci•i
Jayne Musser
Commission Egslres $/9,104
N.

FAMILY PET
7 Year Old Border Collie
Last seen September 14 in the
Pottertown Rd/Dowdy Trail Vicinity

30
& white markings with black & white .

30
101

ton

ngs
full
:30
tth-

SSlion
get

ated
To
53-

Answers to the name "Jake"
Please contact: Robert Swift
270.436.5862

REWARD:
Sweet Peace Forever
Fall is upon us. and winter is coming on
Our loved one is in Heaven,
Basking in the sun
His trials on earth are over.
We miss him so each day.
Yet we know he was ready
When Jesus came and took him ass as
Sweet peace is his forever.
In dial glorious heavenly home
We know he will be there to greet us
When our work on earth is done
hi looms memory 0(0w
Daddy. Granddaddy and Brother
Johnny RiCkman
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761-4909
Alt
OUR ash is not square
M Sandra D's. tifiE
293-3616

00
Lost and Found
LOST black Razr cell
Phone at Roy Stewart
Stadium parking lot
9/15/07 Contact Larry
Wright 901-682-8667.
901-351-1212

11:31Hsip Wanted

MISSING
0-

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

Free

Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger A
Times
First Come
First Serve
Meese
No Pticine Cads

A child needs you,
Become a foster parent, up to $36/day
WKUMFS
270-4439004
APARTMENT complex
looking for part-time
manager in Murray, KY.
Send inquiries to P.O
Box 160. Doe Run, MO
email
or
63637
response to r4VOISS
nyernanagement.corn
CORP for National and
Community
Service
VISTA
Amencorps•
Position Available in
The
Purchase
VISTA
Amencorps•
program is a network of
national service organizations that empower
[ndrviduals to cove back
to their communities
and is seeking applicants who are interested in serving at a local
,iomestic violence program to help enhance
their capacity building
services e . fund-raising. public relations,
volunteer recrurtment,
etc.) In exchange for
the year of service, the
successful applicant
will receive a living
allowance of $9 708,
medical benefits. amid
care (if eligible), a
housing
S100/mo.
allowance (if applicable) and earn an education award of $4,725
that can be used for
future education or to
repay qualthed student
loans. Applicants must
have a minimum of a
high
school
depiorna/GED & experience working with nonprofits and/or marketrig background a rAus
To apply, send cover
letter, copy of resume,
and three letters of reference to MHOCC.
PO Box 98. Paducah,
Kentucky 42002-0098
Deadline to apply is
9/30
NOW teldrig appliesdons for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
in parson at Sonic
Drive-in. 217 S 12th
St., Murray. KY No
phone calla

060
MO %Wind

Pursuant to Application Number 018-9612

121 The proposed operation ui located approximately 0 46 miles northeast from
Knight Road Junction with State Route 94 East and located 3400 feet east of
the Clarks River The Latitude is 36 degrees 37 minutes 12 seconds North The
Longitude is as degrees 16 minutes 41 seconds Wert

060

Ii an it vol 0

Morningstar
Murray, Kentucky
Is seeking to update our applicant pool of
candidates for future plant entry level
positions.
Successful candidates for entry
level positions with our facility must
have the following qualifications:
• Minimum High School Diploma or GED
• Minimum 2 years manufacturing experience
• Good written and oral communication
skills, good mathematical skills, and be
team focused.
• Must have the ability to adjust to high and
low temperature environments, and be able
to lift medium to heavy materials.
• must be able to work flexible hours and
work shifts that may vary from week to
week, or even day to day on occasion.
• Job offers will be contingent upon negative
substance screen

Interested applicants may apply at:
Office of Employment and Training
319 South 7th Street
Mayfield, Kentucky
Or at the
Career Discovery Center
208 S. 5th Street
Murray, Kentucky
Completed applications for our applicant
pool must be completed no later than
noon, Friday, October 5, 2007.
Morningstar Foods offers an excellent
benefits package with a competitive
salary.
Morningstar Food.s is an Affirmative
,4‘ non/Equal Opportuniti Employer, M/F/D/Ir

OFFICE CLERK - Full time position
responsible for secretarial/clerical duties
of Four Rivers Behavioral Health. Lakes
Cjnter. Duties include typing. filing, medical records, receptionist. etc. Minimum
Qualifications: HS graduate or equivalent; computer experience, excellent clerical skills. Salary: $569.02 bi-weekly.
Send resume to: Anne Thurman, HR
Director. Four Rivers Behavioral Health.
425 Broadway, Suite 201, Paducah. KY
42001. Open until filled. EOE
FULL-TIME RN for busy medical practice. Must be licensed In the state of
Kentucky. Will need good phone, organizational and people skills. Must be
willing to work a flexible schedule
including

resume

Saturdays.

Please

send

and COWIE letter to: P.O. Box

1040-F Murray, KY 42071.

04,0
WM Maier

C=111111
Is looking for
store managers &
assistant managers.
Pisk up apple.anon. at
700A N 12th St
or go to
•.-Ichelnfannhonie com
l'40 phone calls please
EOE

BARTENDER. DAYS &
NIGHTS 641 Club in
Puryear. Tennessee
Good pay for the right
person. 4 or 5 days a
week Must be neat in
Bring
appearance.
resume in person 11-6.
731-644-3796
BIG Apple Cate reads
day server. Apply in
meson

ASSISTANT Database
Administrator,
Information Systems
Department. Full-time.
non-tenure track position to begin October
2007. Qualifications:
Bachelor's degree in
computer science or
is4atad field: one year
of experience with
Oracle, or Microsoft
SQL Server. or DB2
administration,
one
year of experience with
MySOL administration
is required. Must have
strong oral and written
communication skills;
ability to work as a
member of a team.
R•sponsibliities.
Under direction of the
Manager. Applications
Development, support
the institution's activities related to installation,
configuration.
maintenance
and
upgrades of supported
d atabases.
Application Deadline
September 28. 2007
To Apply. Send letter
of aPPfication, resume,
and contact information
for three references to
Chair,
Assistant
D atabase
Administrator Search
Committee,
Applications
Development Services
and
Support.
Information Systems.
Murray
State
University, 112 18 T
Building, Murray, KY
42071-3347 Women
and minorities are
encouraged to apply
Murray State Unrversrty
is an equal education
employment
and
opportunity. M/F/D, AA
employer•
AVON PT help needed
877-420-8587
of
BRITTHAVEN
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for the following positions Certified Nursing
Assistants
We offer
competitive wages and
an excellent benefit
package Apply In Per
son at Britthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street
Hwy
641S
Benton, KY 42025
EOE/AAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE
PAINTING contractor is
recrultkig expenenced
professional journeymen painters Must
have 4-years professional painting experience. Position includes
benefit plan including
Health. Retirement IL
paid vacations. To
apply call 7534895 II
leave void, MOSS8911.
NO walk in applicants
accepted. This comps
toy is an equal opportunity employer.

1
=111

VISA

Help Wonted

BRITTHAVEN of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for the following positions Full-time LPN
We offer competitive
wages and an excellent benefit package
Must be licensed in the
State of Kentucky
Apply in person at
Bntthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy
641 S Benton, KY
42025 EOE/AAE NO
PHONE CALLS
PLEASE

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webPage at
mutrayledgercorn.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobrietwork.corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Tunes. Please call
U) if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
iob listings Thank you
Fr Sales Rep., Comm
sales, qualified leads.
Send resume to Peco
Products, LLC, PO
Box 363, Murray KY
email
42071
or
into0pecoproducts.co
rn

FULL
time
Office
Supervisor Veterinary
tech experience preferred. Send resume
with references to
Animal
Bluegrass
Health
507
Care
Brookhaven Mayfield,
KY 42066
FULL-TIME
position
available for LPN or
Certified
Medical
Assistant with clinical
experience in a busy
family practice setting.
Monday -Thursday.
Benefits
package.
Apply by resume only
with references to.
Richard H Crouch,
M.0
300 South 8th Street
301E
Murray, KY 42071
HELP WANTED
Part/Full time 3 shifts
dully 7 days a week
$9hr after paid
training + Benefits
Contact us now!
1-888-974-JOBS or
w•vva1e889744obs.corn
MASONRY laborers
needed Valid driver's
license required 4892790. 293-2856
MAX Fuel Express is
now hiring customer
service
representatives. Must be able to
*KA any shift. Retail
experience preferred.
but will train the right
person. Please apply in
person at any of the
foilwing locations: 2185
US Hwy. 641N, 1302
Main St.. or 506 N. 4th
St. EOE
MOTORCYCLE
mechanic needed. Call
270-382-2444 for interview
National Property
Management
Company is seeking a
full time Assistant
Manager with bookkeeping experience
5Drug Free Workforce
'Background
Screening 'Benefits
'Equal Opportunity
Employer'Please fax
resume to (270)7593005

PAINTER
wanted
Experience preferred
226-0505
PERSONS needed to
prepare income tax
returns.
Seasonal
employment. We will
train. Free tax course.
Call 753-9204 or 4374531.

PROGRAMMER CLEANING for Homes
Analyst, Information or Businesses I have
Systems Department, 20 years experience
Murray
State 270-759-9553
University. Full-time,
WILL clean houses
non-tenure track posiFlexible hours
tion to begin Novmeber
314-348-1738
2007. Qualifications:
Bachelor degree in WILL clean houses
computer science or Please call 293-5806
related field preferred, WILL do caregrving in
consideration will be your home. Clean.
given to candidates cook, laundry, and
with extensive related whatever needs to be
experience as an appli- done, Will also considcation
programmer er live in with 2 days
analyst. Knowledge of off. 15 years experiapplications program- ence. Have reference.
ming, systems analy- Janet 270-873-2148
sis, relational databas120
es, and programming
Conkolon
support functions is
required. Experience
MOM COMPUTERS
with PL/SOL, Oracle A+ Certified Technician
procedures,
Stored
Service/ repairs
Oracle
and
759.3556
Development tools pre140
ferred, Must possess
*ant M Buy
strong interpersonal
skills (both written and
verbal)
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
R•sponsIbilitles: 753-3633
of BUYING
Under direction
Manager,
Junk cars, trucks and
Administrative
tractors 436-5235
Computing,
provide
systems development, BUYING old U.S. coin
assist in the support & pocket knife collecand implementation of tions. 293-6999
SunGard Banner ERP,
CASH paid for
and perform all duties
good, used guns
associated with the
Benson Sporting
support of University
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
administrative applicaMurray.
tions.
Application
GOOD used refrigeraDeadline: October 12,
tors, electric ranges,
2007. To Apply: Send
gas heaters, air condiletter of application,
tioners,
baseboard
resume, and three curcarpetrent letters of profes- heaters. Used
ing. 753-4109
sional reference to.
Programmer
Chair,
Search
Analyst
Committee,
For Sift
Administrative
Computing, 07 Hot tub, brand new
Information Systems, in package. 6-7 person,
Murray
State lots of lets, digital,
University, 112 I & T ozoneator, water fall,
Building, Murray, KY cover, retail $7.300,
$3,600.
42071-3347. Women must sell
and minorities are (573)300-1031
encouraged to apply. 12X24 storage building
Murray State University w/front porch. New
is an Equal Education 63,900 fimi. 492-8222
Employment 60 inch TV., 5 piece
and
opportunity. A4/FrD, AA cedar bedroom set with
employer
armoire, oak dinette
RN or LPN Part-time,
2-3 days/week. P.O.
Box 1040-0 Murray,
KY 42071

Software
Developer
developmen coupons n
eeeny a talened and
nen aled software deselocer
I,our Mum,, la offer
If ,stertnecl plebe read muir
hap abbe Arv
spree reVdeveloper hem

DEVsource

1 1

set, fender guitar, 2
VCR's. Call after 4:00
pm 753-1308 or
293-7102
APPROX. 300 ft. green
chain link fence. Top
rail, posts, two gates. &
hardware. All in good
shape. $100
270-873-8051
BACH Trumpet, $150
Trombone. $50, and
Trampoline, $50
293-0447
Ceramic tile by the box
or by the pallet $ 59
sq ft and up Large
quantities available
270-443-4590

prom
CINDERELLA
SPEEDWAY is now hir- dresses 1 size 4 yeling a Coffee Steward. low, 1 size 8 blue $150
The position is worked each 270-492-8614
6.4-F from 5:30AM to
1:30PM
and
is In stock Pre-finished
demanding and fast hardwood flooring
paced. Full time bene- $1.79 sq ft.
fits available.
270-443-4590

Enroll your child now!

Evening Child Care
available for ages 2 - 10 years
Mondays - Thursdays
4:00-930 p.m.
Contact director at

•

NURSE Practitioner or
Physician's Assistant.
2-3
days/week. PO. Box
1040-E. Murray. KY
42071

1.--

WANTED Tax professionals for local office
You provide the attitude; we provide education, training, and
career development
Please call
618-771-6296

809-3899
Or &mail
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CLiSSIREDS

ScUtrinber 20. IVO

SON% (.KtNI) 111.1
RE1tDV 1
)!Lit

(01-

panel tear priiiection

tor.

Newt

AI
Ibis
is .1 ti u
0111t IticalTO'uuIl InS c lb*:
III/Limn% dud IN)I111011 sailor
)
111416.1

II

Aliist sell $2.
4500013t
Mt ,. Igo huh:. thr otrichltig St
•
%aitle

435-447,4 • 2 10-N-Poi
Nosy Fullliblip
Don t overpay for your
re-modeling, Laminate
flooring. Ceramic Ms.
Pre-finished hardwood
and more Ky's
Largest Liquidator 270443 4590
FEAT'hiERLITE
aluminum flat bed for a
ton truck. $1,000 20'
gooseneck iv/ramps,
$1,800 4 xEl obey eerier. 8300
437-4296,
227-6611
NO Teletrisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our sariec•
bon of HO televisions
Flat screen Plasma 8
LCDs Rear Proeictexi
also
LG. Toshiba.
Hitachi P. Sony We
nave a WWI SOMIllibOn
ot entertainment c.entars P. TV carts
Beasley Antenna P.
Ito41,fo

":41

Calloway County
ictorial History &
Family History
Books
759-4938
753-2350
kire_, sok,
box Wrongs. $100 270492-8614
_
NEW pool table. never
used. I *- slate. solid
stood, carved legs fee.
acc package. retails
54.500. selling for
see
$1.500.
must
(573)300-1031
PRIME LOCATION 2
crypts
at
Murray
Memorial
Gardens
iirde- by - sidis
inside
Chapel
level
2
14791750-48
- II
- SATELLITE System
FREE
Get a 4-room HEE
FREE DVR Of Hp
upgrade
FREE 6
months of HO programming w/H0 upgrade
Get months 3 FREE of
HBO
&
Cinemax
Programming stans at
S29 99 per mo • 85 00
for local networks Call
Beasley Antenna P.
Saleable for more into
759-0901 or loN tree
877-4554901
STRAW to' sets
bow 227-7362.
4582

$2 se
753

tarati-: Ky's
§ilfitrus
Largest Liquidators of
Pr* -fleshed herdwood flooring ($1 79
▪ 11). Laminate I$ 69
softy Tee I SO sit hi
270-4434590
DIRT
DADDY S
TOP SOIL
Sest re mono i Al
CM lanes Tees«

tal

753-9075

(270)227-2193

Truck
10•CIS
of
Laminate 1/00flng
IOWA $69 per .270-443 4590

LARGE
SELECTION
moto arrtuirc ts
WARD SLAMS

(270) 753 1713
WHITE Frigidaire see
clemwsg stove Si "s
alftele washer P.
$1 75 Chest type tree,
Sr $OS 20.1 5211

KITCHEN lade with
lead and 6 chews corn
piAiw utile vain shoe
"4 cabinet. queen bed
frame wile Need and
fooaboard
Kenmore
Or portable dlefewasher 1 roar old 787
117*

LIKE new crib. dress
ea/changer %alb hutch
& changing pad $750
436-6202

2003 Clayton 18x80,
31x, 2ba. vinyl siding.
shingle roof, extra nice
(270489-2525
FRANKLIN
1993
16x80 38R 2 bath with
upgrades Must move
270-753-6197
GOVERNMENT
FUNDS available for
first time home buyers.
Zero down, your land
or family land Ends
10/15/2007 731-5849109
HARDIN 14460 2/8
iv/fireplace
C/H/A.
$3,500 1982 Chevy
truck. $500 256-5205675
NEW 38R senglewicie
on 1 acre it: move in
ready
no
rentals
$51.500
(270)9780921
Noes Far Rant
28R IBA mob* home
12472
furnished
Weekly $90 monthly
$350 Plus security
deposit No pets Water
& trash included 186
Rotting Acres Ln 753
6558
NICE 28R trailer No
pets 7539666

I OR 2br apts flea
downtown
Murray
starting - at SPOOmie_.
753-4109
1-8R Small hitch
enette, at' utilities tur
rushed, no pets.
Aurora KY Cast 474
2202
t BR. venous locations.
5200-5300 Coleman
RE 7519898
28R IBA. all appliances,
641-Northwood 210,
7510259
28R bnck. viva hookui
carport. patio No pee$355 • month 75,
6931 or 293-607.
28F1 Duplex 130.
Valleywood 1,425.rou
2917738 2931441

COLOSSAL YARD SALE
NICE clean 28R apart
morn 1413 Hilmood
Lease. deposit
No
pets. $400 month 71-'
0864.226-9666
NOW LEASING
1, 2 P. 3bectroom Apt'
We accept Seco°,
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Di
Monday,
Wednesday Friclio
Plane 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD *1-800-648-6J5ir
RED OAKS APTS.
*natal
$100 Deposit
IRA 1.325
281-( $375
Call Today!
753-8668.
•

Philips DVD
VCR
ant PS2
ly 80s & 905 computer speakers HP
Canon point 8 shoot film camera P. ca-'
Ittirs, assorted aorta) video cords & cab,.
phone cords - various lengths coffees
phone without manual George Forem.1
imp George Foreman grill small Cror
toaster. glass 8 plastic kitchen bowls cups cone.. rr
sones tunnel cake kit large glass cookie far we',
box) cast iron pot Black & Decker to, •
microwave rice cooker vegetable stean
containers (new in box) plus size ladleshorts khaki pants big P. tall men s clothes athieti
tong sleeved Oshirts sweatshirts Many books iJ.1
Patricia Cornwell Lawrence Sanders David Baldacci & GI
books candle holders push mower. 4 light colorer:A woou
green fleece blanket light blue fleece blanket with snowflatu
OVG blanket Stationary bike bookcase CSI board game Srrd%y •
tub with handles MANY MORE ITEMS NOT LISTED Early birds to
0/ease
• lvance For more information, sr
•"
corn Cash only Rain or Shen:

1BR in county Lease &
deposit No pets 7530728 994.3308
2 3 & 48R houses
Lease
8
deposit
reqUIrIPCI. 753-4109
28R
IBA.
newly
remodeled, no pets
415 S 10th $425
month 270-293-4602
or 270-435-4602
28R lake front property
with deep water dock
$750 month 759 9046,
978-3953
38R 1 513A. immacu•
late CorrartIOn ex1nnd9.0 iease reOurred no
pets References and
deposit required 1116
Fairtaoe th $850 per
month 270-293-4602
or 270-435-4602
313R ?BA. 3 miles
Murray
of
south
$575imo . references
Available October 1sf
753 1221 after 500
_
38R foreclosure Buy
for only $19990 For
listings 800 560-1951
eat S021
38R only $238 per
month 5% down 20
years at r. APR For
listings 800 560-1951
Hit 5891
ABA- k•leailikiek-- of
town large yard.
garage doer opener,
appliances. $750/mr,
• adipose. tolerances
NO PETS 753 7920

MOVING SAL
1306-G South 12th St.
.ott,
paint supplies. 20-500,
Wallpaper: $2, Borders: $1,
Stocked hardwood: $1/sq.tt
TlIe 50c/sq.ft.,
Carpet 8, vinyl pieces. $3-$6
Al) sales final. 753-3321

GIANT MOVING
SALE
Fri.. Sept. 21 & Sat.. Sept. 22

8AM -- All Day
claw foot tub couches. vintage kitcher
tables large fish tank tons of books
movies, records & art Tons of vintage
& regular clothing
2-FAMILY YARD SALE

809 OLIVE STREET
FRIDAY 7-12
SATURDAY 7-3
Baby & kids clothes galore, lots of
things never worn, baby accessories
& necessities, assorted men's &
women's & maternity clothing, old
electronics & home accessories Too
much to list, must come to see
everything must go'

STARTING yr,ur Own
business/ Use your
imagination Business
property suitable for
pet store pet motet
day care sewing facia
ty craft business, pottery making Pus has
been car detest shop
and retail shop 14
acre lot leaves roorn for
expansion Good peen
rig, good iocation High
traffic business area
Price
reduced
to
579 900 rot quick sale
Cal Earteene Woods
O Grey s Properties
"i1 752-0077
•

VeAll'IMNIM: l.
,js

taflipt-i, rise.
»•
1,•,

270-759-U74

Ccerararlai erte. Far

AKC registered Welch
Corgi small puppies
Jack Russell Terriers
small & Australian
Shepherd Blue Merles
farm raised wormed P.
shots Judy Turner
(618(499-1282
4618)672-4778

11111
Ursa&

liesess

MINIATURE donkey Of
pony can, new, 2 sets
of harness 1500 00
5 month cad miniature
donkey Jenny- black
$300 00 435-4420

MOVING
SALE
1300- A
Vaileywood Or.

Fri • 2PM-6PM
Sat.• 7AM-3PM
washer/dryer, 40.
waterfall chest. 3dr
chest lawnmower
pink glassware Too
much to mention

HUGE YARD SALE
t503 BEUAOHT OR,

bicycle gins clothing
8-14, sink & cabinet
other household
items

YARD SALE
569 Beane Rd.
Take 94E to 280
Fri., Sat., & Sun.

7AM-7
550+ collectible
Hot Wheels 37
TV. solid oak
entertainment center and more
Must sett'

FRIDAY P. SATURDAY
7-7
Furniture lots of
ladies name brand
clothes, shoes, purses, household items,
chandelier ect lots
of mrsc items, see
you at the sale
751 8349

1514
Canterbury
Friday
7-3
New portable
sewing machine
kcxiak digital
camera, bedspreads. doilies- all
sizes, a lot of clean
out, cages, Sugar
gliders

YARD
SALE
828 Oaks
Country Club
Rd.
Saturday
6AM-?
YARD SALE
89 PINE CREEK LANE
COLDWATER
Thum, Fri P. Sid

2115 Southwest Dr.

Sept 21 & 22
8AM-3PM
furniture toys
non-fiction 8
fiction books, knick
knacks clothes
silk flowers etc

ll1Ye
74
7Ses

MULTI-PARTY
SALE

YARD SALE

294 Robertson Rd S
Fri, W21 & Sat, 9/22

YARD SALEMOVING SALE
4828
KIRKSEY HWY
FRI 7-4
SAT 6-2
A little bit of
everything

OFFICE or retail space
availabie Prime tam
tion 753-2905. 293
1480

30R wool aPPearscas.
central ear S minutes
from USU. 121 North
6375/mo • deposit
Cal sifter 4 00 7533580
_
4EIR 28A all ago.
once, central Fara
CoMman RE
1 9096
SOUTHWOOD coodortuniums All appliances included 7679944
FEMALE college students need roommate
In
Murray
Plac•
Everything included
Contact Gwen 2701128-01145
270-4540585 or Murray Place
LIVE Oak Apt.
Nievyty RairnuCkated
'BR 1290 00
28/1 1340 00
3BR $425 00
$100 deposit spoor
kr querked applicants
Orrice noun 8-2
Mon Fn
Cal today for appoint
mem
7S3-8221
lila *A dupe..
Carport No pals 227
3054 or 763-7457

115($ DatauktI)me • 's1turas. KY 42071

270-753-8556
TOO 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
flew and te., fledrisen 'tramlines
renal Neat and Au
S. riving arm.anon.

- 12
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

J&L VIALS
MINI-S1()RAGE
Sins renting
Likaird JI 21) S lthSt

270-436-496
270-29.1-6906
MURRAY Semi end
lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 7517536
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
side climate boned
Waage
•Socurity Warmed
*Safe P. dean
•We sell boxes'
-We rent U-Hauls
7519800

VERY rime commercial
building for lease in
Over
Murray area
8 800 SF Great to.
retail offices rostau
rant, or any kind or
Dusan's& Has perking
lot, central tea. ana
security
system
$1.800/mo 270-293
9349

111P

2 miniature horses for
sale Can be seen at
The Red Bern MO tor
per 293-4304
dirt- Purebred
-Boston
TOMO( puppets 11350
436-5601
Clbedience
00
-3
1 436-2115
,

•All Size Units

.(e

fl

Crossfteld

Subdivision

Saturday
.ce clothes men S
women s & chairen s 27 NEC TV
nousehold items.
antique collectibles
& much more'

la 4 Some.

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGI
Ws

(00 Jarnetwood Dr

Available
'Now Have
Climate Control

753-3853

AVAILABILITY
KEY MINI WAREHOUSES
1850 State Route 121 South
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5662
Call For Sizes & Prices.

Security Gate

YARD
SALE
1169 Gibbs
Store Rd

Fri. & Sat
men S. %UMW)S
)unrors clothing
Home decor. dishes. hunting gear
MIMEO&

111ULTI-FAMILY
YARD SALE
1254
BACKUSBURG RD
KIRK SE
Thor* & Fri
7:00-?
iothse boy girl adue
assainey baby mire
household seimorra
squawks* ritend
swiss furniture

antique dishes, quilts.
toys Electronics NE314T girtsboys clothes,
toys videos, car
seats. trertnill. bicycles seasonal decor,
clothing
women's & men's

YARD SALE
391 Oak Grove
Church Rd.
Thur.. 9/20
Fr)., 9/21
Sat., 9/22
7AM-7
furniture infant
boys P. women s
clothing P. much
mOre

MULTI
FAMILY
YARD SALE
414 N Starks

YARD SALE
South to
Locust Grove Rd,
let house on right
Fri. & Sat.
7AM-11AM
121

0-24 mos gels
clothes, plus size
ivomen s P. maternity home furnishings,
Longaberger &
E amhardt collections

FNeed help
Promoting your
Business?
Call us we will
glad to help.
Murray Ledger
& Times
274753-1916

Rd.,
Benton
Fri & Sat
84M-5PM

Cemetery

thPC fu rr,iture
P. more

mounted

Call 753-5606
Sport tallly YAWN
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END-OF-SUMMER
Sale!
LAKE ACCESS
1+ AC - 134.900
(was $49,900)
w/ FREE Boat Sepal
SAVE $15,000' Great
end-of-season deal on
nicely wooded lake
access acreage in premier development on
spectacular Kentucky
Lake' Paved rd, oig
obis Other parcels
avail at similar savings. CAM now 1-800704-3154. x.1506

1998 Dodge Durango
SLT 99K, synthetic oil.
maroon,
$4.500
(270)753-7410
Used Cars
Camry
2007
SE
Loaded, dark grey,
$21,500 227-8589
02 Ford Taurus Good
condition.
Gold/tan
color 83,000 miles
753-5042. 978-2972
2001
Black
Ford
Mustang, 42,000 miles
Call (270)559-5272
96
Saturn
SC2.
Automatic,
sunroof,
leather. 88,000 miles.
$2,100 492-8876
1989 Ford Bronco,
$700 437-4987
'87 Trans Am, '81
Corvette, 77 Corvette
270-435-4555. 270293-4611, 270-2933173. leave phone
number
SOO
Used Decks

5 acre cleared land 1/2
mile from
Murray
MLSe 40015 Call Mark
Fredrick RE/Max 9781880
Homes For Sal

Serifees Offered

•••OWNER
FINANCING'
405 S 511-i St 3BR
IBA. $2,000 down,
$395 month 753-2222

•
LAM
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing. Manicuring,
Landscaping &
Lea( Vacuuming
Satisfaction guaranteed

110 Ash St.

753-1816 227-0611

752-0456 • 978-0742
1609 Catalina. 4BR
28A. large kitchen. 2+
car garage Appliances
MLS// 41000
Call Mark Fredrick
RE/Max 978-1880
227 Jones St., Puryear.
TN. 3813 1 SBA 1,400
sq.ft., recently completely
remodeled.
931-627-0761. 931627- 1026
38R 1 58A brick home
Immaculate move-in
condition
$119.900
1116 Fairlane 270293-4602 or 270-4354602
3I313 2BA, large lot
24x24
workshop,
Marshall Co. MISS
40600
Call
Mark
Fredrick RE/Max 9781880
4 bedroom brick. 2bath, C/H/A. on 2 lots
$165.003. Other listings Id
alltheassangs corn
(270)753-4109
EXECUTIVE home in
Murray. unique design
with all amenities I
acre wooded lot.
reciaosment cost
1500.000.,sale price
$316.000 by ovmer
(270)753_9686
FORECLOSURE' 38R
only 119.990 For listings 800-580-1951 eel
S020
NEW
construction
FS80
118
Thoroughbred Drive.
Murray Estates 48R
2 SBA, breakfast room,
family room
Floor
hardwood, Me. carpet
Nice, priced to sell
753-3966 293-9747,
752-0624

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Hill Electric
Since 1986

24 sous minim
Res., Corn., & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

753-9562
I (i‘l•s
I•kl%

fuRl

or
your painting needs
Pressure Washing &
Sealing Decks
Free Estimates
Licensed & Insured
293-6034• 436-2320
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal. etc Insured
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages. gutters.
iunk & tree work
A-1 Joe's Mower
repair pack-up, delivery 436-2867
A-I Stump Removal
Fully insured 4373044
AAA HANDYMAN
All types of carpentry,
additions. decks
Hauling, clean up ?talk
Garage, yards.
buildings
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs experience
Anytime 753-9210
APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
12701 293-8726 OR
759-5534
•
van Buren

1S1)11 11.1
Ntilchell
inu
^53.1537'

GARAGE
SALE
4865 Crossland
Rd.
Sat.. Sept. 22
7:30A/44-4P/i
pi& plOthes
mos boys: 3-4T
Toys, household
lam. misc. by
lime. odds & ends

Need to sell your
house?

Call us we will be
glad to help

REDUCED
once,
'
2003 Victory CrUitise
1.507 CCV92 cubic
inches 9.000 miles,
new tires Lots of
extras $7,800 Calf
706-7862

Murrsy Ledger
& TIMM
270-753-1916

2004 Hondo Shadow,
560 wiles. 13.500 270435-4555, 270-2933173. 270-293-4611

-

-19

"02 Ford F-150
Supercrew. beige,
78,000 miles, V8,
$12,000. (270)3452505
2001 Toyota Tacoma
extended cab 80K
miles, $7,500 7532297 or 293-9528
'99 Dodge Ram 1500
360 V8, 444, tow package. bed liner, 74.000
mi .
original owner,
loaded. clean, $9,700.
293-5884

43 acres for sale by
owner 30 acres tendable 13 acres in timber 978-0505. 4362051

Qt

ch

liais www

doors P. lever shutters
& lots more

14. 15. 16 inch
Starting at 520

Heusi% 44 Audi sekiawl Is **Win am pft,
beers er
de IT'
am Mod m
kalliklp babe
II IOW
or mime
me web
bin
bemire'or

good S3,500 furniture

MOVING
SALE

USED TIRES

UMW r.tarr .Jsertssd r.
•stMact ii ilia Federal

11:00-4:00
Nice 31115th wheel
F-250 Ford buck. runs

7539896

washer dryer
28R
distiwashet
quer
naighboreood, no per,
$475nnontr. • dot
753-0919

Murray Loft.& r. Fair
Harms oca Notocr

Brass lamps, ladles

408 N. 5th St.. park in lot next door

onsmeroil Prop
For SIM

BOAT STORAGE
tVtILABLE

YARD SALE
505 S. 6th St.
Friday & Saturday
7:00-1:00

irli

AM Warebousing
Near MSU $20 SO
753-7668

From mother s house
in CO Vintage items
Jewelry, housewares
toys Something for
everyone Din cheap'

Ms

Auto Parts

Re Estes

ESTATE SALE
5028 US Hwy
641S, Hazel. Just
before LMD
Landscape
Fri. • 7AM-3PM
Sat. • 7AM-3PM

Ledirs &
480

430
%Nide

1010-B Northwood Drive
Saturday, September 22 • 7AM-?

Terry's Decorating

288 ckoraes. race
C.1t.,A. appliances
misread Venous kw
nons Coleman 0f

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

L
ti)Offk-r lours

Nturrits

BAOGIDE &
TPIUCIONG
ROY HILL.
Septic system. gravel.
mute roc*
436-2113
Dozer work & Tree_
hoe
TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-338-5288
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Saturday, Sept. 22, 2007•10 a.m.
At the Dan Miller Auction Barn at Lynn Grove, KY.
From Murray, KT take Hwy.94 West to Lynn Grove. From Mayfield,
KY take Hwy. 121 South through Coldwater. KY.,turn south onto
Hwy. 1836,follow to auction. See auction signs.
Merduuidise came from 3 different estates and others.
Queen. full & twin beds. flat top trunk. small breakfast table - small
child's secretary - old rocker - old cabinet radio - old wood straight
chairs - old table w/turned legs. cotton bats - hand turned dough roller
- bar stool - old wood baby bed - bifold doors - old fragata Espanol°
1780 sail ship - loveseat handmade from old bed - desk chair - Vita
Master steam bath - old dining tables - gun rack - yard sweeper. nice
costume jewelry - lamps - green Aladdin lamp - some old glass &
china - pots & pans - small kitchen appliances - sofa chairs. recliner
- small office refrigerator - dress maker lady - office desk - old kitchen
clock - odd dresser & chest - lamp tables - bookshelf - quilt rack- 5
shelf what not - magazine rack - wash stand & rack - set of 8 dining
chairs - other old dining chairs - nice framed prints & pictures - large
storage cabinet - wall mirrors - lot of nice rugs - old games - 1990
Honda 4 dr. and much more.
Not responsibk for accidents. Lunch available.

DAN MILLER 435-4144. DARRELL BEANE 435-4420
TERRY D. PASCHALL 767-9223 AUCTIONEERS
Licensed & Bonded in KY & Tenn. #1281 Firm 2333
"My Service Doesn't Cost. It Pays"

LAND AUCTION
Saturday, October 6th 2007 a 2:00 PM

ANNOUNCEMENTS

mlles Jr, Hwy 280 t Pottertown
; to Poplar Springs Rd.. then proceeo B mites to
:NJirtla#414 Dr Signs Posted!
Wildcat Dr rher1 1 Miler,

BORDERED ON 2 SIDES BY NA LAND! JUST MINUTES FROM THE KENTUCKY
LAKE (BLOOD RIVER AREA) 9 MILES FROM MURRAY. KY • 4.5 MILES FROM
MILLER MEMORIAL GOLF COURSE • GREAT RECREATIONAL PROPERTY!
BUILDING SITES, MINI-FARM
TRACTS, GREAT DEER, TURKEY
AND SMALL GAME HUNTING,
GENTLE ROLLING CROP LAND,
BOOSTING OF FINE STANDING
TIMBER PINE OAKS -CHERRY,
195.934
JUST A TREMENDOUS TRACT OF
in Tracts & Combinationsk
' LAND IN CALLOWAY COUNTY.
REAL ESTATE TRACT ACREAGE: TRACTS OF 12 ACRES - 15 ACRES 20 ACRES AND 22 ACRES. BUY ANY TRACT. COMBINATION OR ENTIRE
PROPERTY, Immediate Hunting Privrlegesm!,

Excellent Interior Roads With Greve( Throughout Farm!
To Purchase Prime Hurd)ng
Mate A Wise Investment'

AUCTION MELD AT CA1JLOWAY CO. FIRE DEPT.#7
ON HWY.280 IN POTTERTOWN1
For Dvied Brochure or ViS11 WWW.tterriSOVOOnS,c0n1
REAL ESTATE TERMS: 15% DOOM Day Or Sale Balance in 30 Days A 10% BuYei
;NamurAdded To rnat Bids And inciuded in Contract Sale Ptce
sadact Tine*, Reserved From Auction.

HAuninisitttlIvovi:
A Loads* in Land Marketing -Your Prollsootormil Aucataraaars
:wee at RI_ 46 Noma • MesSISM,NY MISS
(2101 74/ 3763 - 801114111111-43111
VI lc 11 our Welesite: vvierveharee.cant
.• :

EEI

ABSOLUTE ESTATE
AUCTION
SATURDAY,SEPTEMBER 22,2007
9:00 A.M. RAIN OR SHINE
At the home of the late Dennis Woods, 1046 State Route 1241
Highway Mayfield, Kentucky. 5 miles North of Mayfield or 1
mile South of Hickory. Kentucky.
Qt miE\

Rso

ikI.

pRopi..Ril

- Walnut corner cabinet, walnut Jelly cabinet, full brass bed.
Victorian walnut wishbone dresser with matching ssa,,h qand. Victorian wishbone
dresser. Victorian walnut wash stand, walnut blanket chest, walnut tavern table. 2
walnut Early Amencan wash stands, walnut 3 drawer spool cabinet, walnut candle
stand, walnut 2 drawer drop leaf stand table. walnut I drawer stand table. walnut
game table, walnut sewing rocker, oak hall tree, oak pressed back rocker, oak pie
safe, oak pedestal dining table with 4 chairs and extra leaves oak 2 drawer work
table, oak stand table. inatiog Martha Washington sewing cabinet, mahog secretary bookcase. 1930's 3 piece bedroom suite, clawfoot piano stool, trundle bed, 2
camel back trunks, tea cart, wicker chairs - swing & planter. recliner. 2 love seats.
Maytag side by side refrigerator. Maytag washer. Maytag dryer, GE upright freezer, GE chest freezer. Zenith cabinet TV
GLASSWARE - 57 pieces of Ucagco China. 48 pieces of Flintridge China BonLae. 12 piece sandwich set, 8 red Fostoria glasses. Amethyst sugar. creamer & tray
with ladle bottom, 12 pieces of Forest Green. 41 pieces of Century Fostoria, J&C
Mealon piece. 5 Germany plates, cut glass. pressed & pressed cut pieces. Sponge
buttermilk pitcher & other buttermilk pitchers, Ho Blue historical plates, Red &
Blue Transfer ware, amber caster set, milk glass animal cos ered dishes.
Bennington ware. Stoneware buckets with blue ring
IRONWARE - ICRR lantern, red globe Little Wizard. Outer, charcoal iron.
Fairbanks scales, tea kettles. coffee grinders. Grisw.ild Dutch en. poodle dog
weather vane. oval kettle. wash kettle with lid, dinner hell on stand
LAMPS- 2 Banquet hanging lamps. floor lamp with hand painted shade. Aladdin
lamp. 10 Kero elec lamps and other lamps
WOODEN ITEMS - Dough bowls. butter 11101t1S. sugar butkeu, utensils, comb
cases, spice cabinets, rolling pins stirrup. lemon squeeter. Folk art carved levet
opener dated April 6, 1924
4000 diesel with (rum( end loader. .ID 110
TRACTOR Sr EQUIPMENT •
ph chisel
Wheel <NC. ID 3 ph breaking plows. Woods 172 rotary mower. RI
plows. drag 3' rotary hole, Cr' utility blade. Tmyhtlt hotse rear tine tiller. Ranch
King 42' lawn sweep. Hussisarna chain saw. Air America 4 hp 20 gal air compressor, Yamaha 200 four wheeler, Craftsman trIl drill, small Craftsman socket set.
small Armstrong socket set. BID circular saw, several hand & garden tools
PORTABLE BUILDING 10012 wooden portable building
Metal Coke cooler with trays. Cliampion Co cast iron
MISCELLANEOUS
implement seat. Blackhawk sorn sheller. sr...scut saw, Eagle depth finder. Motor
Guide trolling motor & other odd & end fishing equipment 5 Longaberger baskets
NOTE- FOLKS COME PREPARF..D TO SPEND THE DAT
AT 12 NOON WE WILL BE GOING TO 2 RINGS
STARTING WITH THE TRACTOR & EQUIPMENT
Careha Weed - Exert.
rfreablenths Avertable
Visit as on the Web! www.wrIlhersolooddeaceso

FURNITURE

ers,

al.

mink

RTS

OR

*React) over 1 million
readers with one call!
Contact the classified
department of this
newspaper or call KPS
at 1-502-223-8821 for
more information about
placing a 25-word classified in 70 newspapers
for only $250

BUSINESS
SERVICES
*Attention Homeowners
wanted Display homes
wanted for vinyl siding,
windows, roofs, baths
Guaranteed financing
No payments until
January, 2008 Starting
at $99 month Call 1
800-251-0843
EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE
*Sawmills from only
$2990. Convert your
LOGS to VALUABLE
LUMBER with your
own Norwood portable
band sawmill. Log siodders also available.
www.norwoodindustries.com. FREE information:
1-800-5781363 ext. 500-A

1116,111,

FOR SALE
*Wolff Tanning Beds.
Buy direct and save!
Full body units from
$22 a month! FREE
color catalog. Call
Today! 1-800-842-1305

*Training: Act Now!
Train as a heavy equipment operator on skid
steers, dozers, backhoes & excavators. 40
Operators
Trainees
Needed! Statewide Job
Placement Assistance.
1-866-280-5836
~ea amhet.corn

•Dnver Don't just start
your career, start it
right! Company sponsored COL training in 3
weeks. Must be 21
Have CDC? Tuition
reimbursement! CRST.
866-917-2778

MEDICAL

*Absolutely no cost to
you!! All brand new
power
wheelchairs,
hospital
beds
and
scooters. Immediate
delivery. Call toll free 1888-998-4111 to qualify.
•New
Power
Wheelchairs, Scooters,
Absolutely NO cost to
you! Act NOW before
program ends! Call
TOLL FREE 1-800-3542066
PET/PET SUPPUES

*Control Hook, Round &
Tapeworms in dogs.
Rotate Happy Jack (R)
Liqui-Vict(R) (2x) and
tapeworm tablets. At
Farm & Feed Stores

(www.happyjackinc.co
111)

REAL ESTATE
HELP WANTED

*Colonial Life seeking
licensed Life & Health
agents to market voluntary employee benefit
programs to employers
wsvwcolonialopportunity.com or call Katie
Bertrand at 888-4541463, x232.
•Craftmatic Adjustable
Beds Sales Career.
Immediate Openings'
Full time. Up to $750 a
week plus commissions
and
bonuses
No
prospecting.
12-15
apts per week All
appointments are prequalified and pre-set for
you. Health Benefits
available. Call 1-877392-4980.

Maintenance (888)349-

5387

•

COL PAUL WILKERSON & SONS

......sibannanaramtram
OUR,albormamilowor.cao
110- iSie
Frail.I 110••••• • (1,
neeesi,ovie mew*,• ireen•war
si VTA1101111trat WATT MatIt
Andligarfarlt Al(MANTIS
1701147.17
•
Chem
Foe
-117A1•54"*
011edna•
Aim
1LAL1* ASSOCIATI
OCR Unit-.Ione cm( re ;41;Si
.tav•5•••• wow OW
Paw Gookamliev Semis" Nor lawn* & Rod I

*CHERRY BLOSSOM
GOLF/COUNTRY
Georgetown.
CLUB,
Voted #1 public access
golf
course
by
GolfWeek Magazine.
Join us for your next
round or outing. Call
502-570-9849.

•A-COL
KNIGHT
TRANSPORTATION Miles + weekly hometime,
Indianapolis
Orientation. 3 raises in
1st year Daily pay. benefits/401K
888-3464639 Ask for Rafael or
Joyce 4 months OTR
required. Owner ops.
80 0 - 4 3 7 5 90 7
www.krughttrans.com
*Driver- $5K sign-on
bonus for experienced
teams: Dry Van & Temp
Control. Solo pottig also
available Regional &
OTR 0/0s & CDL-A
Grads welcome Call
Covenant (866)684
2519 EOE

NADEAU'S
Construction

Garage

Doors.

•Flooring •Decks

Sakes, DIA•ACII 4 repair

*Vinyl siding *All
Home IMIXOVISTents

Cal 573-895-2130 or
573-42145413

Licensed/Insured

Wallpepering, Painting.
Cleaning. 270- 227%05 731-498-13904

Service

Cleaning
AN

D-6 id 1211

blade
**req. Noce rows
andel:inseam ponds
wrierways
/9 yrs eiperionro

Grog florAroo

17*-2934371•

II I

WASTF
\CI
\

• wtykli
!A Tr, a pt,
• locally oo ord./operated

*DriverRegional
Drivers,
New
Pay
Package, 37cpm vi,12
years expenence. Full
Benefits
Package,
Home every week,
CDL-A w/6 months
experience required
Call 877-354-9039 or
online.
apply
www.averittcareers.co

*DRIVERS
ASAP'
$1000+ Weekly 3643cprm $1 20pm $0
Lease NEW Trucks
Teams Welcome CDLA + 3 mos OTR 800635-8669
*Drivers: Class-A COL
Drivers Needed w/hazmat for local positions
and OTR (2 yr recent
exp required) 502-4521
0
9
8
envw.abdnvers,corn
*Midwest
Owner
Operators
Needed!!
$1.05 guaranteed ALL
miles, Generous fuel
surcharge. Guaranteed
home
weekends.
Reefer and dry van
2500-3000 miles average. Frontier Transport
(800)991-6227
*Regional
Flatbed
Drivers: NOW PAYING
$.40/
mile!!!
Earn
$50,000 PLUS 6%
Bonus' Home every
weekend and 1-2 times
per week!! Great benefits including 401K 1
6mo. tA & Class-A CDL
req'd. Wabash Valley
Transportation,
Inc
8 0 0 - 2 4 6 - 6 30 5
votesv.vAdontine.corn
•We have drivers projected to earn $83,000
this year! How much will
YOU earn/ Excellent
Hometimel We simply
offer a whole lot morel
Heartland Express 1800 - 4 4 1 - 4 9 5 3
www.heartlandexpress.COM

external

cleaning Vinyl, fences.
Mc (270)527-7175

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removai
Tnmming
stump grinding, firewood

7,41,1

Insured

489-

OSIVAL OP
INFORRAIII
eseemous Gutters,
amp Door Service &
Repair
Owner: Grog Mansfield

(270) 293-84N
MILLS & Son
Pressure Washing
vinyl wood, brick, siding, concrete, decks &
more
270-227-6160

Colurrin
FREE puppies to a
good home 227-2424

FREE to a good home:
Friendly 1-1/2 year old
Chocolate Lab/Beagle
mix. Call 752-0299

Check out the
classifieds at:
www.murrayledger.com

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do OCCUf
Readers using this infor
rnaeon do so at their
own risk, Although per
sons and companies
mentioned herein are
believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times nor any
of its employees accept
any responsibility whatsoever for their activities

Photo provided

FCA AT MMS: Leah Haworth, sponsor of FCA at Murray
Middle School, recently invited Martin Sevems, preacher at
Memorial Baptist Church, to speak to the middle school students during the 7:30 a.m. assembly. The Fellowship of
Christian Athletes meets twice a month in the auditorium at
Murray Middle School. Pictured above are Martin Sevems and
Ashlee Edminister.

Horoscope

In'Jacqueline Blear

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, Sept. 21,2007:
This year, your creativity teams up with your strong intellect, point-ing you in a new and appropriate direction. At times, you might feel'
confusealorsip,stt by a situation. Let qv). aacl know that, with time..
you will get clarity. Your own images -- i.e., how you think 6r'enrs:- —
situations and people should be -- are half of the problem. Be aware
of the problem you are causing yourself with these thoughts. If you
are single, by this time next year you could be with someone quite
special and dynamic. Cupid's arrow will strike. If you are attached,
try to divvy up the responsibilities so both of you don't feel like you
are shouldering all of the burden. CAPRICORN makes you laugh.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; I-Difficult
ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
*** The unexpected Could disrupt your concentration. Staying
focused will be essential at the moment. Without any help, what
might start out as a lucid conversation could get more and more confused. Stay centered. Tonight: A force to be dealt with.

TAURUS(AprIl 20-May 20)
***** If you plan on heading out early, go when you see a break.
Otherwise, you might never get out the door. Plans go haywire no
matter how well planned. News from a distance might jolt you, but IS
ultimately good news. Tonight: Add music to the setting,

GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Work with a key partner or associate. You might not like what
kind of situation lands in your path. Remember, you don't have to go
along. You can and probably need to say no. Handle communications
carefully. Tonight: Even if you're unsure, go with another's suggestion.

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Others will dominate no matter what you do, other than
walk in the other direction. Still, aren't you reacting to them? Work
with a situation. Surprising information heads your way. Be conservative with money. Tonight: Just don't be alone.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** How you deal with others might be a direct reflection of your
mood. How wise is that? Instead, focus on what you need to do, and
you will accomplish a lot. Confusion and misunderstandings might
interfere with communication, only for now, Tonight: Play it low-key.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Though you could hit a bump or two, know that you are more
fortunate than many. Listen to what is being shared by a child or
loved one. Two minds can find solutions together better, and have
more fun together too! Tonight: Christen the weekend in style.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
*** Lie back. If you put yourself out there, you could find the experience frustrating. as misunderstandings run rampant. Your idealistt::
and imaginative side emerges. Be with those who appreciate you:.
Tonight: Check out some information that heads your way.

edge just yet that they agree. Give others much-needed space.
Emphasize socializing and networking. An offer that is too good to be
true is. Tonight. At a favorite spot, with a favorite person

SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** Seriously consider changing your position on a key issue. You :
might find that ultimately the benefits could be worth it If you're not
comfortable with others, then head the other way. You cannot change.
them Tonight: Treat yourself.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Though you might be up for any task, the currents that surround you could be tough to deal with. Avoid causing yourself a problem. Walk in another direction rather than get into a power play. Use
care financially. Tonight Curb spending.

AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Knowing when to back down or be less available comes

NEED HELP?
through again Sometimes people don't want to hear your opinions.
Handyman Services. They
All remodeling
No job too small.
Free estimates.

759-1151 • 293-27*3
293-2784

JOE JOBS

SI NINIONS'S
1i0It

you don't have tens
for

simply aren't interested. Let a situation develop. You have time
or your side Tonight Get some extra R and R.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Let others' idiosyncrasies be. You cannot change them,
and to try to buck a situation could cause more of a problem than you
_realize. Eye the big picture. You will get a fuller understanding and
become less distracted Tonight. Where the gang is.
BORN TODAY
Singer Faith Hill (1967), actor Rob Morrow (1962), actor Bill Murray
(1(150)
•
•
•

Painting. siding, roots.
decks
'di- '10

Tree
esti436-

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Others do listen, but they might not be willing to acknowl-

(731)247-3001
(731)363-3511

014J HANDYMAN
We lo aft Itus odd lobe

Service. Free
mates Phone
2562, 227-0267

Commercial/Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

*Driver,
Owner
Operators
ONLY,
Regional freight from
Louisville.
$1.20pm
average! Home often &
weekends. Plates available. NOT forced dispatch. Call Max at
T&T! 1-800-511-0082

(270)576-2111

CATHY'S

DAVID'S

CUSTOM IRWIN*

Food Plot
Consultants
*Deer and Turkey
*Custom planting
-Sod testing
-Liming arid Fertilizing
*Spraying
*Bedding area Design
and Construction
oWildtite Trees arid
Shrubs Available
(270)293-5519/days
498-8950/evenings

YEARRY'S

*Driver Job Fair &
Open
HOUSE)
Wednesday September
26 Noon -7.00 pm
Company
Representatives
Covenant,
TMC,
Transport
America,
Riverton Truckers &
UPS Truck America
Training & American
Heavy
Equipment
Training 364 Ferguson
Lane Shepherdsville,
KY 1-866-244-3644

ING GOODS

at

011aral

General Confiracting
WILDLIFE

•End-of- Summer Sale!
LAKE ACCESS 1+ Acre
$34,900 (was $49,900)
includes FREE boat
slips! SAVE $15,000!
Great dealt Nicely
wooded lake access
Premier •Dnver: Sign-on Bonus!
acreage.
development
on Guaranteed homehme,
Kentucky Lake! Paved Company or lease purroad, utilities. Others at chase
available,
similar savings! Gall 1- BC/BS. CDL-A and 6
800-704-3154, x1512
months
experience
required 800-441-4271
SPORTING/SPORText. KY-100

*Industry Appreciation
Week: In support of our
local industrial commu- *Gun Show: September
nity, we Will be hosting 22-23. Sat. 9-5, Sun, 9a SHOWCASE & JOB 4. Lexington Heritage
FAIR
Friday. Hall (430 W Vine St)
September 21, 2007. Buy, Sell, Trade! Into,
Shelby
County (563)927-8176
Fairgrounds.
1513
TRAVEL
Midland
Trail,
Shelbyville, Kentucky
•Destin, Fort Walton
9am-6pm. For more
Beach, South Walton &
information, please call
Port St. Joe. Florida,
( 5 0 2)6 3 3 - 5 0 6 8 .
Stay in beautiful beach
Sponsored by Shelby
homes, cottages and
County Industrial &
condos. Visit website.
Development
Reserve
on-line!
Foundation,
www.SouthernResorts.
Celebrating 50 years of
corn 800-737-2322
service
to
Shelby
County
TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
*Part-time.
homebased Internet busi- 41
Truck
Driving
ness Earn $941 per School. Training for
month or much more
Swift, Werner & others.
Flexible hours. Training
Dedicated, Regional,
provided. No selling Local. Approx. $50,000required. FREE details $70,000 yearty. Home
WWW K738 corn
weekly'
1-800-8830171 Open 7 days a
INSTRUCTIONAL
week
*Airlines Are HiringTrain for high paying
Aviation Maintenance
Career FAA approved
program Financial aid
it qualified- Job Macement assistance Call
Aviation Institute of

Calhoun Construction,LLC

*Driver Class-A & B
CDL Training
Jot
Placement Assistance
50 Driver Trainees
Needed Now' Tuition
Reimbursement Learn
to Run With the Big
Dogs 1-866-244-3644
www listed; corn

www.np.etstan.com

*Attend College Online
from borne Medical.
business, paralegal
computers
criminal
justice Job placement
assistance Financial
aid and computer provided of qualified Call
0•
Real Estate & Audios 4
8 66 - 8 5 8 - 2 1 2 1
Lama lialeadiy
wwer.OnlineTidewaterT
i21907445L1 i nbe711641/3
AO her 11111.746-3214 hest ir79074-5417
ech corn

BROWN'S

Thursday, September 20, 2007 • 313

You Dig It? Heavy
school. 3veli
training
program_
Backhoes. Bulldozers,
Trackhoes. Local job
placement asst. Start
digging dirt now! 866362-6497 or 888-7076886

•Can

Equipment

Location: Nightiva,* Dr., Racoon Or. & Meadowlark Dr., Murray, KY (Potterioem
Community) From Murray, KV take Hwy 94 East 2 Miles to Hwy 280. Proceed East

tree

-

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS

PUBLIC AUCTION
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NIurray Ledger & Times
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753-4344• 22-•56.44

270-5/9-85711

Jacqueline Bigar is on the Internet at

garcom.

http://www.jacquetinebl- •

111 • Ihursdas. September 20, 2007

UmddngBack
10 years Rio
Stair Rep 1-reed Curd. Michael
Ilarrulion and IN Linke Weaver
were awarded the (;olden Horseshoe Awards by Murray State I:nisi-1,41y at the ,CIC1114,11) held At
Wrather West Kentucky MUSCUITI
Life House Care Center will host
its annual banquet on Oct 18 at
the Murray State University t'inos Center with Res Andy Merrill as guest speaker According to
Nngtc Wyatt, director
Ori spoke about the
Kini
alUe of music in therapy and
self-expression at a meeting of
the Music Ikepartinent of the Murray Woman's Club
20 years ago
Published is a picture of Bob
Hendon and Bull Bailey. members
Club. goong speof Murray 1 it
cial reports on the lath ('and>
hays held Sept 4 And t at a
meeting of the club Also pictured
is.Chathr Lassito, club presrderd
M
Yezerski
A
John
announces the opening of his prac.tice for orthopaldic surgery including anhow.opy And hand surgery
At Murray Call( ay County Hospital
("wily High School
Laker% won 46-6 over Lone Oak
PurpleflashmithiothaBgAme
At lack Rose Stadium at Calloway
30 years ago
Published is a pit lure f Pat
Usans AI work on the Wallace
Rogers' tobacco field near Lynn
Grove • Many local II ih.acco fann
are harsesting dark fired
Cr%
tobacco and starting smoking it
in their barns Counts Agent led
ptedictes1 a healthy
the photo
!Oil+, 1.0 the 1477 crop
was
Sian Prtoto pglapher LOSS c11 Atchley
Mrs Howard Keller of Murray spoke about her trip to her
homeland in Germany last sum
libel at a meeting of the IDelta
Department the Milli at. WO111411•,

Club
Mr and Mrs Clayton (Bill)
Adams will he married for 35
years Sept 21
40 years ago
Airman Second Class Donald
trtrUler has been Awarded the Outstanding Aimosn's award for the
month of July 1957 at his base
at Ortani3o. Fla. He is the son of
Mr and Mrs H T. Danner of
Murray
EICCred all officers of the Surhurban Homemakers Club at a
meeting at the home of Mrs Lemth
Rogers were Mrs Malt Earley. president, Mrs Joe Hosfixd, vice president. and Mrs 0.1. Jennings. secretary -treasurer
50 years ago
Standard Oil of California has
reached a depth of 3.465 feet in
its drilling of a possible oil well
on the farm of Pearl Cherry lust
west of Calloway County Jaycee
Fairgrounds on Ky 121 North
Captain Wendell Oury Chapter
of the Daughters of the American
Revolution held its September
meeting at the home of Mrs W.P.
Roberts with Sirs 1 D Peterson
as cu hOstess
441 years ago
Carmon (ifilhi1111. director of
Murray Training School. has
Announced an enrollment of 354
students for the school this year
this is DO for the elementary
grades and 167 for sesenth through
12th grades for the 1947 48 school
year
Murrell tlendeni in and John
Ned Nance were married Aug 15
at the first Methodist Church parsonage _at Mayfield.
MIS ft F Scherffius spoke about
'The Democracy of Books- at a
meeting of the.) N Williams Chapter of the United Daughters of
the Comederacy held at the home
id Mrs I tither La.
Street

COMICS/ FEATURES
Death in her family leaves
girl feeling sad and confused
DEAR ABBY: I am almost
13. There has been a recent
death in the family. My aunt
and a very close family mend
were both killed in a cal crash.
Every time I hear a sad
song or a song my aunt or
the friend liked. I want to cry,
but I can't.
In school,
when I hear
something
that reminds
me of my
aunt, I want
to cry. hut I
don't want to
humiliate
Dear Abby myself.
My little
sister is very
By Abigail
new to the
Van Buren
whole death
situation. She doesn't know how
to handle it, so she expresses
it in anger. Can you help me"
-- MISSING MY AUNT IN
NEW YORK
DEAR MISSING YOUR
AUNT: Please accept my deepest sympathy for your loss.
Death is hard for anyone to
cope with. hut at the tender
ages of you and your sister It
can be particularly traumatic.
You could both benefit from
grief counseling, because talking about your feelings is an
effective and healthy way to
deal with loss. Also, if you
feel the need to cry, remember that tears are healing. If
you are embarrassed to cry in
front of schoolmates, excuse
yourself and do it in private.
Sometimes peiple need help

TodoidnIlistory
In 1N57: Delhi. India, fell to
By I he Associated Press
loclay is Ihurulas Sept 20, British forces
In 1)47t), Italian troops took
the It. lid day id 10117 I here are
contstil ol the Papal Stales, lead102 days tell in the year
ing it. the unification of Italy
lialay s Highlight in Illistory
In !hal. Chester A Arthur was
On serf Ion 1519 Portuguese
sworn in is the 210 president of
nasigaiiir 1 etchn.usd Slagelian and
the United States, succeeding the
his crew set ,rut from Spain on
assassinated James A Garfield
rise ships on 3 Sirs,age to find
In 1917. former New Virdi City
western passage to the Spice Islands
Mayor l'iorello La Guardia died
iii Indonesia ( Magellan was killed
in -DAT.' "I.4 Squad; starring
en route, but one in ins—ships I...te Mars in premiered on 5133
esentually c US lett the world
TV
(Ni this date

In 1962, black student James
was blocked from
Meredith
enrolling at the University of MIS
r iS Ross R Barnett
sis•I pp
IMeredith was later admitted
In 1967, the Cunard liner RMS
Queen Elizabeth 2 was christened
by Britain's Queen Elizabeth II
in Clydebank. Scotland
In 1971. in their so-called "battle of the Wiles.- tennis star Billie Jean King defeated Bobby Riggs
in straight sets, h-4, h- I. h- 4, at
the Houston Astrodome

in finding their way through
the gnef process. Your parents, clergyperson or a counselor at school can help you
get it. So please don't wait to
ask.
IMO

DEAR ABBY: I did something 1 really regret. I was
given a beautifully wrapped
gift for my wedding. I was
told what it was and, because
I had already received one as
a gift, I decided to give it to
someone else who was being
marned. The problem is. I never
opened the beautiful package.
Later I realized there could
have been a card inside with
my name on it. I have a feeling the recipient of the regifted item found something that
let her know it was not meant
for them. Should I confront
the person and fess up?
It has been 12 years, and
she is my husband's relative.
Needless to say. I have not
been invited to any more family bridal showers, baby showers, etc. I feel so guilty. Please
warn people not to make the
same mistake. -- CAUGHT
REGIFTING IN DELAWARE
CAUGHT
DEAR
REGIFTING: I'm pleased to
oblige. However. I see nothing wrong with regifting, as
long as it. isn't obvious, and
obviously you should have
checked the gift and rewrapped
it before sending it to the
bridal couple.
What I do see as problematic is the fact that you have
been excluded from family
gathcnngs for the last 12 years.
By all means say something
to this relative. Begin by telling
her how much you enjoyed
the gift you were given, which
is why when you discovered
you had a duplicate, you passed
the gift along to her. Then listen to what she has to say.
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3
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DEAR ABBY: What is your
opinion of a husband who
plans a cruise with you and
then invites most _of his coworkers -- none of whom are
taking their husbands? So, now
I'm going on a cruise with ID
women and my husband. What
do you think about that? -DIANE IN BROWNS MILLS.
N
DEAR DIANE: A couple
of thoughts come to mind.
Your husband may be trying
to wnte off the cruise as a
business expense -- and when
tat 'season is here, it will he
interesting to see how the IRS
reacts It also appears your
husband has Sortie issues
regarding intimacy because he
seems to have gone to great
lengths to prevent you from
has ing much quiet time togethel

•••
I/ear ‘bby is written by
Abigail San Buren. also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother. Pauline Phillips.

Murray Ledger & Times

Seek relief
for UTIs
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am an
avid reader of your column. I
could identify with the nurse
who has frequent unnary-tract
infections I had the same problem for years following a hysterectomy and cystocele/rectocele
surgery, until
recently
I
discovered
an alternative
called CysYour
lex.
readers
might want
to try it.
DEAR
READER:
Urinary-tract
infections are
the secondBy
most ComDr. Peter Gott mon type of
Infection in
the entire body, accounting for
more than II nullion doctor visits per year. Bactena that normally reside in the colon enter
the tube emptying the bladder,
where they attach and multiply.
causing infection. Both men and
women can suffer from this malady. However, women are twice
as likely to have UTIs than are
men Individuals who suffer
abnormalities of the unnary tract
that can obstruct the flow of
urine (as in the case of bladder or kidney stones) are more
likely to develop a UT1.
Some of the most common
symptoms of a UTI are back pain.
fever, general achiness, malaise.
burning on urination and frequent urination.
Women who suffer from
recumng UTIs — especially during and after menopause — often
write me asking for an inexpensive therapy to prevent them.
Recently, several readers have
called to my attention a useful
preyentive. the Cystex that you
mentioned: so 1 ant passing on
your tip in hopes that it may
help improve other women's

Dr. Gott

health.
To give you related information, I am sending you a copy
of my newly updated Health
Report "Bladder and Urinary
Tract Infections."
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a
concerned parent of a little boy
who is 7-1/2 and weighs 110
pounds. I fear he has diabetes.
It runs in my family with my
mom, two aunts, grandmother
and myself all affected. All his
doctors do is a urine test that
comes out normal. He is active,
plays baseball and soccer and will
be starting football soon. In spite
of that, he continues to put on
weight. He has some of the
signs and symptoms, such as
feathering of the skin around
his neck, and he drinks liquids
like crazy. For example. one night
at dinner he had 32 ounces of
juice. I work in the medical
field, so I see what can happen
if diabetes goes undetected.
DEAR READER: Your son
shows no indication of diabetes
at this stage in his life, so further testing would probably not
be helpful. My inclination as a
nonpediatncian is to defer making a diagnosis, suggesting you
monitor the situation and, by
all means, follow the doctor's
advice. Perhaps football (a sport
that I am not sure is appropriate for a pre-teen) will cause
your son to trim down.
You indicated he drank a
quart of juice with dinner. Make
every attempt to limit his intake
of juices and sugar-containing
foods. Insist he have water or
skim milk with dinner instead.
Since you have diabetes.1 assume
you are monitoring his diet closely, and you may wish to have
him follow a diet similar to yours.
If it helps, congratulations. If
not. insist on more extensive
testing that includes blood work,
or request a referral to an endocnnologist.

ContractBridge
South dealer.
Both sides sulnerable.

NORTH
•76 4 2
63
- 4
11-A-t0 7
•A 3
EAST
WEST
•J 10 5
•K 8
Q 94
•
•10 8 7 5 2
•K 6 4
•Q 4
*9 X 5
+764
SOUTH
•AQ9 3 .
IfAK1
•2
•KQJ 102
The bidding.
East
North
West
Smith
Pass
I•
Pass
•
Pass
3•
Pass
2•
Pass
5•
Pass
4N1
Pass
64
Pass
5 NT
640
Doming lead — five of hearts

One of the combinations is featured in today's hand When the deal
was played in a tournament, South
reached so, spades as shown, and
West led a heart Ikclarer took East's
quern with the ace. crossed to the ace
of clubs and led a spade to the queen.
losing to W'et's king South still had
to lose another spade trick to East
and finished down one.
Declarer's line of play left something to be desired, since it did not
'make provision for the possibility
that East might have been dealt the
tack and ten of spades In essence,
South would hasc succeeded only if
last had held two or three spades
including the king. about a 34 perhencser West had the
cent chance
king, finessing the queen was certain
to ;rad to defeat
lestead, declarer should have
begun by leading a spade to the nine
In the actual deal, the nine would
have lost to the king, alter which
South would have had the rest of the
tricks If the nine lost to the ten or
tack, the queen could be finessed on
the next round. thus retaining the
possibility of making the contract if
Last had the king
The recommended play would
base given declarer two chances
instead of one to make the slam. His
combined probability of success,
according to the Encyclopedia.
would he exactly 52 percent

The 0Mcial Encyclopedia ot
!indite contains a 55-page section on
card combinations, listing the proper
percentage r4avs in nearly 700 common combined holdings Included
ssith each combination us the probability, stated in percentages. iii how
often the recommen&-d play 'Atli
succeed, depending on ISOM many
tricks declarer needs to obtain from
the suit
Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.
`10.
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MURRAY STATE FOOTBALL
PREP FOOTBALL PREVIEW:
MURRAY HIGH AT Hun'

UK FOOTBALL

Tech, MSU face
similar challenges
BROWN LOOKING TO REBUILD GOLDEN EAGLES

MICHAEL DANN Ledger & Tithes

Lee Edwards will lead his Tigers into Heath tomorrow night, as
Murray High is still in search of its first victory of the season

Edwards hopes
Tigers catch on

a

0
ty

I

TONIGHT
STATE
AT TDMIESSEE TECH
MURRAY

When: 7 p.m
Tucker
Tenn
Where: Cookeville
Stadium
Series Record: TTU leads 39-32-1
Last Meeting: TTU 20 MSU 14 OT
12006,
First Meeting: 1930
Strout: Murray has lost 2 in a roe
461: The Racers are 14-20In C00410,
0 at Tucker Stadium
Griffin vs. TTU: 2-2-0

ing of veteran coach and
native Watson
Cookeville
Brown.
Brown, who has compiled a
94-151-1 record in previous
head coaching stints at Austin
Rice,
Cincinnati,
Peay,
Alabamaand
Vanderbilt
Birmingham, is looking to resurrect his hometown team after a
4-7 campaign last year under
interim head coach Doug
Malone.
The Golden Eagles did have
some success under Hennigan,
posting four winning records
and one .500 mark in the coach's
nine seasons at his alma mater.
But Tech has fallen on hard

times in recent seasons, producing just one winning record in its
last four campaigns.
In their last two games, the
Golden Eagles have claimed
wins over two non-Division IAA opponents — defeating
Cumberland 45-21 on Sept. 6
before hammering Concordia
College 55-7 last week. Tech
was thumped in its season opener at defending OVC co-champion Eastern Illinois, 45-24.
"I think we're better," said
Brown."I thought going into the
season that would be true, and it
is. But we're not a dominant
team. We have to play well to
win."
Though not dominant, the
Golden Eagles do possess some
big-play threats that are expected to give a young and suspect
Racer defense fits.
At the head of that list is tailback Derek White. The 5-foot-9,
220-pound senior is averaging
7.5 yards per carry after compiling 475 yards and six touchdowns in three games this season. He has garnered back-toback OVC Player of the Week

AP

Arkansas tailback Darren
McFadden will pose the
biggest challenge of the season for the Kentucky defense
during Saturday's game.

Wildcats
look to
stop Hogs'
'Superman'

Image makeover

Id
es
Is
,s

UK TO FACE
ANOTHER HEISMAN
CANDIDATE.

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
And the Heisman Trophy candidates just keep on coming for
Kentucky.
A week after finally beating
and quarterback
Louisville
intercepfour
with
8-of-31
were
By MICHAEL DANN
Brian Brohm, the 21st-ranked
tions and 60 total yards in the air
Sports Writer
Wildcats face another stiff chalagainst the Wildcats. However,
•See TECH,3C
It's not so much that Lee
in Arkansas' do-everyon
lenge
job
better
much
a
did
Murray
Edwards wants or needs his
thing running back Darren
Murray High School football the ground, racking up 170
McFadden.
attempts. ST. LOUIS 2, PHILADELPHIA 1, 10 INNINGS
31
on
team to read Keyshawn's yards
"It's a never-ending battle,"
Johnson's book, "Just Give Me Sophomore tailback Jamie King
Kentucky defensive coordinator
the Damn Ball!: The Fast Times accounted for 154 of those yards
Steve Brown said. "You've got
and Hard Knocks of an NFL on 20 touches.
guy, then you've got this
that
of
scheme
the
said
Edwards
Rookie.Your celebration is small.
is
guy.
offense
productive
a
having
for
like
least
at
would
he
But
happens real quick,
Everything
matter
a
just
"It's
simple.
quite
some of them to follow the
sudden you prepare
a
of
all
then
have
you
when
retired wideout's way of think- of making a play
the next guy."
for
play,"
a
make
to
y
opportunit
the
ing.
The "next guy" in this case
The downfall of the Tigers he noted.
being arguably the best allWith that said. Edwards
against Trigg last Friday night.
around player in the country.
and in multiple games this sea- would like to see someone other
Squint real hard, and it's easy
load.
the
carry
King
than
or
son. was the inability. to catch
to mistake the No. 5 on
"Somebody other than Jamie
make a play with the football.
McFadden's jersey for the 'S'.
And since Murray has opted to has to be the step-up guy. I was
across Superman's
splashed
get
to
able
was
I
see
to
shocked
go with a spread formation
coach Rich
Kentucky
chest.
Friday
times
20
offense, catching the football is the ball to Jamie
McFadden to a
likens
Brooks
going
was
I
think
not
did
I
night.
things
making
of
part
an integral
combination of the speed and
to be able to do that. because
happen.
grace of O.J. Simpson and the
Combined passing, the Tigers
•See TIGERS. 3C
raw power of Earl Campbell.
McFadden's versatility, however, poses the kind of defensive,
NASCAR
and
Simpson
problems
Campbell never did. The,
Razorbacks (1-1) line him up at
nearly every offensive skill post-:
.
tion, from running back to guar,
terback to wide receiver;
McFadden ran for 195 yards and
two touchdowns during last,
week's 41-38 loss to Alabama;
The new sponsors feel they
DALLAS (API — When
also caught three passes for
He
Dale Earnhardt Jr. decided to are a good fit for Earnhardt. who
16 yards and even threw an
16a
drinking
casually
was
drive for Rick Hendrick, the car
incomplete pass.
owner didn't have to worry ounce Mountain Dew Amp
"They use him in so many
during
drink
Energy
car.
the
about funding
different ways that it does create
unveiling.
's
Sponsors immediately lined Wednesday
problems," Brooks said. "It's
"They got me up at 5 o'clock
up for an opportunity to align
not like you can line up and stop
their brands with NASCAR's this morning, so I've been able
him in the 1-formation, because
the
of
ss
effectivene
most popular driver, and to test the
he's going to be in different
Hendrick could have started a product,- he joked. "I'm pleased
places."
yawnnot
and
here
sitting
be
to
bidding war. But he instead
The problems with defending
stayed within his own organiza- ing."
only get worse once
McFadden
The new alliances mark a
tion, showing loyalty to his
snapped. He can —
is
ball
the
AP
existing relationships with clear shift from the party-boy
— thrown the ball when
has
and
Phillies
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Molina
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by
that
single
a
PepsiCo. and The National image Budweiser cultivated
Miguel Cairo scores the game-winning run for St. Louis on
he lines up under center, and his
made Junior a phenomenon. catcher Chns Coste watches in the 10th inning of Wednesday's game at Busch Stadium. The
Guard.
speed and power in the open
purgrowing
their
and
in
32
he's
game
a
that
Both companies will sponsor Now
Philadelphia 2-1 in 10 innings, knocking the Phillies back
beat
Cardinals
field are almost unmatched. His
a
Earnhardt's No. 88 Chevrolet up. Earnhardt is turning into
New York in the NL East.
stiff-arms are highlights waiting
first-place
of
suit
corporate pitchman.
next season.
to happen. Brooks marveled at
be
will
sponsors
The new
"I got phone calls from so
how easily McFadden planted
many ctmparnes, some of them joined by a new car number.
Alabama defender in the
an
in the sport that I never talked to Earnhardt has dnven the No. 8
ground with one well-placed
DEI
for
and some of them I had no idea Chevrolet full-time
stiff-arm.
even had any interest in the since 20(1), and he tned to take
"You can't let him get his
Hendnck.
to
him
with
8
No.
the
said
Hendrick
sport,"
around your face or shoulhand
Teresa
stepmother
Wednesday. "It was just phe- But
Brooks said. "It's not a
pad,"
der
nomenal the amount of interest Earnhardt refused to give up her
you don't see a lot of
but
art,
lost
the fans. It's so special for me,"
nghts to it.
that was there.''
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Yadier Louis with a run-sconng single
it to their advantage
use
backs
said.
he
Molina helped the New York in the bottom half.
Philadelphia, which dropped like he does.Scott Spiezio flied out to the
Mets this time.
Though hardly dominant iri
games behind San Diego
1/2
2
Brett
against
Molina singled home the nght-field wall
by the Cardinals Iasi
squeaking
left
race,
wild-card
in the NL
winning run with two outs in the Myers (4-7) for the first out in
s defense did
Kentucky'
week,
two men on in each of the last
10th inning, giving the St. Louis the 10th. with Shane Victornio
manage to hold one of the
were
Phillies
The
innings.
three
Miguel
victory making a leaping catch.
2-1
Cardinals a
explosive units ti
0-for-9 with runners in scoring nation's most
Wednesday night that stopped Cairo beat out an infield hit,
touchdowns. The
offensive
four
position.
Philadelphia's six-game win- stole second and pinch-hitter
Cardinals rushed for just 10‘
Howard
Ryan
hitter
Cleanup
ning streak and dropped the Russell Branyan struck out.
yards against the Wildcats, a
Molina, whose tiebreaking, was 0-for-1 with a stnkeout and week after piling up 328 rushing
Phillies 2112 games back of the
ninth-inning homer beat the four walks.
NL East-leading Mets.
Middle Tennessee,
"I never really got a chance yards against
Mets in Game 7 of last year's
chances."
of
kind
all
"We had
a few of the draw
than
"Other
series. to hit," Howard said. "There
championship
manager Charlie Manuel said. NI
plays. we did a really good job
do."
could
I
lot
whole
a
wasn't
left
the
"We just couldn't get the big hit. bounced a single through
call the 'base'
was
Chase Utley was stranded at on what I would
A couple of times all we needed side of the infield. The run
said.
Brooks
game,
running
third after his one-out triple in
was a fly ball. We just couldn't likely to score easily even
There is nothing "base,"
Rollins
Jimmy
eighth.
the
before left fielder Jayson Werth
do it.how the
grounded out with runners on however, about
Coming off a tense 7-4. 14- slipped and fell and fielding the
ending the Razorbacks run the ball.
third
and
second
inning victory Tuesday night, ball.
Between McFadden's versatility
It came on a night when ninth, and Randy Flores (3-0) and the speed of backup Felix
the Phillies went ahead on Pat
and
were struck out Aaron Rowand
s cad
AP Burrell's RBI double in the sixth Molina bobblehead dolls
Werth with runners on first and Jones, the Razorback
out.
given
Adam
pitcher
have
to
only
opponents.
exploit
10th.
the
end
Dale Earnhardt Jr takes a look at his his new No 88 race car
to
"It's real special to do it for second
Wainwnght tie the score for St.
at a news conference on Wednesday in Dallas

DROPS PLAGUE MURRAY
WIDEOUTS AS HEATH LOOMS
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By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
Although perhaps not as
severe, Tennessee Tech finds
itself in much the same rebuilding mode as Murray State entering the Racers' Ohio Valley
Conference opener tonight at
Cookeville, Tenn.
After all, the Golden Eagles
(2-1, 0-1 OVC) aren't facing a
daunting
conference
losing streak
the
like
Racers (1-2),
who enter
the 6 o'clock
at
kickoff
Tucker
Stadium
looking for
Brown
first
their
league win in 15 tries,, dating,
back to the 2004 season finale at
Tennessee State (a 30-13 MSU
win).
However, Tech is looking to
regroup after the stunning
departure of long-time head
coach Mike Hennigan before the
2006 season because of health
concerns, and the offseason hir-

NEW NUMBER, NEW SPONSOR ALLOWS
EARNHARDT CHANCE AT NEW START

Cards end Phils' win streak
in dramatic fashion in 10

l'hursday, September 20, 2007
Murray Lodger & noes
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PREP FOOTBALL PREVIEW: CAU_OWAY VS. LONE OAK
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District slate star
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
Josh McKeel will stand
behind one statement today, lust
as he did on Nov 27
Friday night's Loftiest against
Lone Oak will hr. and is, the
most important game on the
Lakers 10-game slate this season
Never mind the fact that the
flash are a perfect 4-0 and
ranked No. 6 in the Associated
Press Kentucky Prep Football
Class 4A Poll But it's the mere
tact that Lone Oak will be
Calloway's tint crack at posting
r win in the newly-aligned Class
4A, First District
Meanwhile. Jack Haskins --former Calloway County
coach t 19145-149) who was
instrumental, along with Chuck
Hoke. in helping to get the k urfent CCHS tieldhouse built
recalls good times and good
players during his tenure on the
Lakers' sidelines
had J great hunch of kids,
including Pookie Jones." said
Ifrskins 01 the former Kentucky
ildcats' quarterback. "There
meliumes there.
are a lot tit It
- 1-i-Cally-emoSed it"
Standing out the most lot
Haskins during his time at
Calloway was the whool's first
wilt user rival Murray High in
I 9kh
Since then. Haskins has also
had Loat hing stints at Prdut ah
IlIghinan. Ballard Memorial
and (,rases County lie has
.at I Atm
spent the last tour !.ear,
(kik
Haskins new what he was
getting into when he took user
the Lone ()A program. %Ain't:
the Purple I lash "eseryone's
homecoming game
-Lone Dal has always been
the doormat rol the league
an ound here,- added Haskins.
se played in front of more-homecomings than anybody
Fce known My first Iwo years
here. I knew wady what we
were getting into Everyone
whedules us ft it llometimung "
Haskins had a good laugh
M hen told his squad was going

rwermeaurrir Dam
CALLOWAY COUNTY LAKERS
Jordan
GILLUM
height
5-10 I

weight class
155 I Sr.

Superhero pew you wish you
had:
The ability to stick to walls
Posh Spice is:
Not hot anymore
Favorite thing to eat in the
Shrimp
My WWE nickname would be:
Fork lift
Song you'd sing for karaoke:
"Umbrella"
You might be surprised to learn

MICHAEL DANN Ledger & Times
ses the game plan with his
discus
Chris Bynum
Calloway County High School assistant coach
last Friday night's loss
from
back
e
bounc
to
hope
players in recent game action The Lakers
Calloway:s homecoming Friday nightalPO( p, Rose.
to Marshall. by beating Lone Or during
Calloway getting away from
ilbolil .1 doubt.- he added
to he ( alloway s homecoming
and
Tilghman
Paducah
Oak
Lone
At the same time.
opponent this season.
s noted.
Haskin
ville."
Hopkins
along the same
"Gosh Dang' Well. 1 guess has improsed
can compete with
Lakers. In three "Now, we
we don't get much respect. timeline as the
the same athletic
on
people
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Homework
Favorite Easter candy:
Sour Eggs

Sound bites
"You're got to think they're
going to try to find a way to
stop Dobby and George and
make us do something else."
Josh Mebeel

LAST WV11(
Calloway tost to Marshal County 26-20

Lone Oak Oast Olson County caw&
Tenn. 59-6
Hopkrns County Central beat Booneville
Ind 33-14
Munienterg North lost to Reldland 26-8
THIS WEEK
Lone Oak ,5 at Calloway County
Hopkins County Central os at Muhienberg
Nom
2007 LAKER STATS
21 35 34 49 139
Calloway
Opponents 14 40 20 38 111
TEAM STATISTICS
OPP
CCHS
54
61
F rst Downs
122-785
112-531
Rushes-Yards
391
854
Passmg Yards
cor_n_p-AK-Int 57-102-8 37-67-2
11713
1385
Total Yards
12-7
7-4
Fumbles Lost
38-198
19-143
Yards
Penaitres
Isonnoum STATISTICS
Russia — Wollos 37-282 5TD
Brockman 27-44 2TD Burnous 2998 2TD Hargrove 6-54 Sway 1-25
TD Travos 7-30 Burks 2-1,
Treadway 1-1 TO, Burkeen 1-(-1),
Latlepage 1-1-2)

Pummel; — Brockman 57-102-8 854 STD
Recatywo — Dot:Awns 20-304 2TD,
Gamer 22-403 511) Wok's 4-41 TD,
McClure 4-43 Hargrove 2-21 Gillum 439 TO Burnous 1-8 Drat 1-7

HERE MAINS 70
GAME TIME FORECAST SHOULD HOVER SOMEW
M. THOU A 10
DEGREES FRIDAY NIGHT AT JACK D. ROSE STADIU
991_,011N-OWS
PERCENT CHANCE or um, wmi HIGHS IN THE LOW
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Friday Night Forecast

• Group Discounts

FORTO GO ORDERS CALL

2007 OISTRICT STANDINGS
(Mem&
Isar
3-0
Lone Oak
2-2
Calmer/ County
2-2
Hopiuns Co Centre/
0-4
Muhlenberg NorVi

Subscribe today and start getting the
area's most comprehensive news
coverage. From a focus on fine arts
to the latest sports reports and
everything in between, we bring you
all the news that matters to you.

_
340in.4.5 13efOre or
After the Greime..5/
Smoor FOR A

'REF APPOZZER

like:
Heavy Metal Music
If I had a band, I'd call it
Haymakers
Pet you're dying to own:
fvlonkf,v
I'm supposed to like —,but I
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BRINN'S QUALITY
, INC.
SERVICE B LUREp.m.
on Saturdays.

507 S. 12th Sc.• 759-0003 • Open 'ul 1:30
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CALL TODAY!
753-1916
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@CORED E1D
.frfri-;•Paying
too much for
SPONSORED BY STUART ALEXANDER

Home Insurance?
Call me today for a FREE quote.
978.0355 .1702 HWY lit N.BYPASS• MURRAY,KY
k6BMu

.com

e-mail: stuart_ole•onder ookythins.com
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL STANDINGS
American League
East Division
W
Boston
90 63
New York
88 64
77 75
64 87
63 90

Toronto
Baltimore
Tampa Bay

Central Division
WI
Cleveland
Detroit
Minnesota
Chicago
Kansas City

DUNN CUP CHAMPS!: For the second year in a row, the Oaks Country Club team captured the Dunn Cup Trophy, which
goes to the winner of the annual matchup between players from Oaks and Murray country clubs. Oaks reclaimed the trophy after winning last weekend's event 12.5 points to 5.5. Oaks also won last Saturday's 2-ball alternate shot matches 42 and the Sunday individual matches 8.5-3.5. The win by Oaks puts the series record at 4-3-1 in favor of Murray Country
Club. Oaks team members pictured include (front row, from left) Matt Garnson, Darren Hooper, Jacob Oakley, Mark
Boggess, Steve Simmons, Johnny Hutching,(back row) Terry Butler, Mark Waldrop. Todd Contn, David Ryan, Jimmy Dan
Hicks, Jay Connell, Brian Scott, Josh Burks and Buzz Paul.

90
83
75
66
65

62
70
77
86

86
West Division
W
Los Angeles
90 62

Seattle
Oakland
Texas

81 70
74 80

70
Wednesday's Scores

82

GB
I 1/2
121/2
25
27
GB
71/2
15
24
24 1/2

GB
812
17
20

Cleveland 4 Detroit 2
Seattle 9 Oakland 5
L A Angels 2 Tampa Bay 1
N V Yankees 2 Baltimore 1
Toronto 6 Boston 1
Minnesota 4 Texas 2
Chicago White Sox 7 Kansas City 0

Despite gaudy numbers, Cards 0J. returns
to Florida
still working on high-octane attack after judge
sets bail

5

70
10

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API - Looking at the tape' of
Louisville's 40-34 loss to
Kentucky last week, the perfectionist in quarterback Brian
Brohm wouldn't shut up.
Despite throwing for 366
yards and two touchdowns,
Brohm noticed the little mistakes
that
turned
into
Louisville's first loss to its
archrival in five years.
"We missed some opportunities," Brohm said. "We moved
the ball well. I thought. We only
had to punt twice. We didn't
score when we got down in the
red zone. Another time we kind
of stalled and had to try a long
field goal. We've got to take
advantage of those opportunities
and not hun ourselves."
It's in Brohnitnature to nitpick. But if the 18th-ranked
Cardinals (2-1) want to compete
for a second straight Big East
title, they'd like to incorporate
more playmakers in the offense.
"Across the board, whether
it's tight ends, running backs or
wide receivers, we're looking
for guys who can step up and
make plays with the ball in their
hands," coach Steve Kragthorpe

said."We're continually looking the Cardinals had no real alterfor guys who can do that in chal- natives when it came to giving
lenging environments."
Allen a breather.
So far, only wide receiver
Kragthorpe hopes that will
Harry Douglas and running back change on Saturday when the
Anthony Allen have consistently Cardinals host Syracuse (0-3)
met the challenge. Douglas set a and when he may give defenschool record with 223 yards sive-back-turned-running-back
receiving against the Wildcats, Bilal Powell an audition to get
as Brohm turned to him when- into the rotation.
ever the Cardinals needed to
"We actually planned on givmake a big play.
ing him a little bit the other
Allen, meanwhile, has erased night, but the complexion of the
any doubts about his durability. game didn't start out the way we
Besides setting a school record wanted," Kragthorpe said. "He's
with 275 yards in a win over a guy who was a multiple-posiMiddle Tennessee, he added 96 tion player in high school."
yards against Kentucky, highDouglas has been his usual
lighted by a nifty hurdle over a steady self and tight end Gary
Wildcat defender and some Barnidge has become a legititough yards between the tackles. mate threat at the goal line. But
"He's becoming more of a teammate
Mario
Urrutia.
complete player and a guy that although averaging 19.2 yards
can play on every down," per catch, has let several catchKragthorpe said.
able balls get away from him.
Yet Kragthorpe would prefer
"I think Mario would tell you
it not come to that. Kragthorpe he's a little bit inconsistent right
likens each running play to a car now in terms of catching the
accident and wants to divvy up football," Kragthorpe said. "He
the carries whenever possible. has such great ability of advancInjuries, however, have forced ing the ball after the catch, and
Allen into the spotlight. Sergio sometimes he forgets about the
Spencer and Brock Bolen didn't catch because he's excited about
play against the Wildcats, and the opportunity to advance it "

•Tigers

TIVOMMITE DIM

From Page 1C
Tngg's defense is just so stifling," said Edwards. :However,
I was not surprised to see the
passing stats and the drops."
Up next on the Tiger docket
is a Friday night road show at
Heath High School.
The Pirates, who are coached
by another Edwards (Vernon),
sport a 2-2 record, with wins
over Carbondale, Ill.. and
Reidland. Heath's losses have
come against Mayfield and
Caldwell County.
Meanwhile, Murray has staned the season 0-4 for the second
straight year. And, from a
matchup standpoint, this is the
best Edwards has felt since
Week 2, when the Tigers played
McClean County.
"I think we matched up with
four of our first five, really."
Edwards added. "I can't really
rank them in order, but I do feel
like we match up very well with
Heath."
The biggest areas of concern
for Murray will be stopping the
centerpiece of Heath's offense.
Chad Wright. The 5-foot- 10,
I75-pound senior tailback was
the state's second-leading rusher
last season, amassing 2.101
yards and 21 touchdowns.
Despite his gaudy numbers.
it's believed that Wright will
forgo any football offers and
stick with playing baseball. He
is currently fielding offers from
Kentucky, Western Kentucky
and Murray State.
Lee Edwards says Wright
might possibly be one of the best
players he will set this year.
"Obviously, the Wnght kid is
their go-to guy. and we have to
find a way to limit ham," the
Tiger coach said. "Shutting him
down may be a hit of an overstatement. You see him on film.
and he doesn't stand out and do
awesome things, until you realize he just went 70, or he just
broke two tackles and went 60
He's very deceptive

MURRAY HIGH TIGERS

shawn
McCLURE
height weight class

5-10 I 180 I Sr.
N I tm Harry Potter, I mutt
Be The Man
should play me in a
mai=
Alex Villatoro
First celebrity crush:
Baby Spice
Pet you're dying to owni:
Dinosaur
My VAVE iiielusams would be:
The Great One
I'd Mks to go a round in the ring
with:
Tyle Holszschuh
Favor*. chick Illelc
Sweet Home Alabama
Posh Spice im
Isn't that Beckman's wife.
ginfnend or something?
Favorite dig to sot to the
11111111111011

Steak
Sho may sot he kasha ter N.
halt
but
Heather Collins

Sound bites
"Somebody other than Jamie
has to be the stop-op try. I
was shocked to see I was
she, to get the ball to breaks
20 thou Friday night"

42

2907 DISTRICT STANDmos
ILAN
Trigg County
Heath
Caldwell County
Redend
Mummy

Onee.k_ idtuezr
4-0
2-0
1-1
2-2

2-2
1-3
0-4

1-1
0-1
0-2

LAST WEEK
Trigg Co beet Murray High 49-6
Heath iost to Caldwell Co 41-27

MIAMI (API - 0.1.
Simpson slipped back into
familiar territory around midnight - not just the humid
South Florida night, but into
the center of a media cavalcade fixated on a case that
could imprison him for life.
Simpson left the Fort
Lauderdale-Hollywood
International Airport in an
SUV early Thursday morning, tailed by a pack of cameras and reporters. The same
SUV later picked up his girlfriend, but Simpson was not
sponed in the car.
In the airport, he refused to
answer reporters' questions
about the case, though girl- .
friend
Christine
Pi
.;
answered a question aboue*
how Simpson was doing
with,"He's fine."
Police allege the Heisman
Trophy winner led an armed
holdup a sports memorabilia
collectors. Simpson has
insisted he was merely
retrieving items that had been
stolen from him.
Legal experts say the prosecution's case could be •
clouded by issues including
who had rightful ownership
of the goods and the reputation of witnesses in the sometimes
less-than-reputable
world of memorabilia
ing.
At
his
arraignm
Thursday, Simpson furrowed
his brow as the judge read the
list of charges against him.
Gone was the slight smirk he
flashed when arrested.
He answered quietly in a
hoarse voice and nodded as
the judge laid out restrictions
tot his release, including
rendering his passport to
attorney.

Raidand beat MuNenbeng North *6

Ties WEEK

Trigg Gov/ay at Roderic!
Heath vs Wirtay
Caldwell Co es idle the wen*

2007 TIGER STAYS
Murray
06 28 13 '6-63
Opponents 28 40 42 21 131
TEAM STATISTICS
OPP
Mt*
Forst Downs
61
86
Rushes-Yards 140.777 144709
Passing Yards
435
703
Comp-AV-Ire 38-102-10 61 108-6
1149
Total Yards
1412
10-6
Fumbies-lost
8-4
Ponanies Yards 28-258
26-200
leweews.lhimancs
Burma - Krig 74-582 2T0. Thertell
24-164 211). Hooke 16-99 TO. DONS
6-9 TO Darcus 1-5. CiaNind 12-20
Woes 3-2. McClure 1-0, Hotzschuh 1
haws - Garland 38-80-9 409 270
Thorne 2-121 26. Kardley 0-1.0 0 King
0- 1 -00

Illscsese - Pre *130 TD. Thorne 8,29. lecC2ie 4-71. Demo 5-06 TO Dens
2-* Oallea 14.mem 1.5 morimcm.i.

3
Tarn and inciondual eats provident by
Greg Gentian

-Lao Edwards

If You Go
Directions according to atapersolconi Ifrosa NMI
Total Est. Theo: 1 hour. 7 Warta* Total Est, Distance: 51128 miles
Tabs 841 Owe Is Ste Puncher Partmee. At lie rtediese Pletreep now mew
ride sale RimeN Cana Pireheme ParImme Neve the Re ewe ItS elm Thee
Mew eole 1-24 meet eft eillaa teemeree Sideseh ler the mat 211.7 aim Tele
the b11-41, Peileesh sad time MR OR the new Maples ea 111140111 fer N.sett
RS idles. Thee -- AIM ode Ildreeiels Labe Ili, annlog at lima 111/6 Selleeel

SportsBriefs
III Tryouts for the West
Kentucky Titans 8-under travel
baseball team have been rescheduled for Sunday from 2 to 4
p m at the Mid-Continent College
softball field in Mayfield. For additional information, contact David
Bockeen at (270) 293-0857 or
Kent Guthne at (270) 804-0799.

Chicago White Sox (Garland 0-12) at
Kansas City IGreinke 6-6), 1 10 p m
Baltimore IZambrano 0-2) at Texas
(McCarthy 5-10). 7 05 p m
Seattle (Feierabend 1-4) at LA Angels
tier Weaver 12-7). 9 05 p m

Friday's Games
Toronto (1-tailaday 15-7) at NY
Yankees (Wang 18-7). 6 05 p m
Oakland (Blanton 14-9) at Cleveland
(Carmona 17-8) 6 05 p m
Kansas City (Buckner 1-1) at Detroit
iJurrens
6 05 p m
Boston (Beckett 19-6) at Tampa Bay
(Kazmir 13-8). 6 10 p m
Baltimore (Santos 1-5) at Texas
(Mendoza 0-0). 705 pm
Chicago White Sox (Buehrte 9-9) at
Minnesota (.1 Santana 15-121 7 10 p m
Seattle (Washburn 9-15) at LA Angels
(Saunders 8-3). 905 11 m

From Page 1C
honors after gaining 213 Yards
against Cumblerland and 194
and five scores last week versus
Concordia.
White is also one of the
team's leading receivers with 18
catches for 136 yards. His compliment in the TTU passing
attack is sophomore quarterback
Lee Sweeney, who has completed 60.2 percent of his attempts
(53-of-88) for 616 yards and
four scores against three interceptions.
Senior wide receiver Larry
Shipp is also a threat through the
air, having hauled in 11 passes
for a team-best 183 yards and
three TDs.
That trio has helped the
Golden Eagle offense rank first
in the OVC in scoring (41.3
ppg.).
"Offensively, they've got
Sweeney back. He was the newcomer of the year last year." said
Murray State head coach Matt
Griffin.
-The Shipp kid has just made
some unbelievable plays for
them. He's had two kickoff
returns for touchdowns. Those
are the types of receivers you
like to have, but you hate to prep
for them. ... Watson has them
playing well."
Another concern for Griffin
is

Lindy Soifer

11/ Schedule
Torlay
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
8:20 p.m
ESPN - Texas kW at Memo
GOLF
2 p.m.
TGC - PGA Tow Turning Stone
Reson Championship first round
at Venona N
5:30 p.m.
TGC - Nationwide Tour Boise Open
brit round at Boise Idaho
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
I p.m.
WON - Chicago White Sox
at Kansas City
PREP FOOTBALL
10 p.m.
ESPN2 -- Notre Dame (Cale vs
Berminghern (Cal)
at Lake Babas Cele
SOCCER
6 al".
MLS Chicago at Dalian
ESP412

73
80
83
86

66 86
West Division
W L

Arizona
San Diego
Colorado
Los Angeles
San Francisco

86 67
84 67

80 72
79 73
67 85

GS

8
10 1/2
131/2

131/2
GB
1
5 1/2
6 112
181/2

NV Mets 8. Washington 4
Atlanta 5. Florida 1
Chicago Cubs 3. Cincinnati 2
Houston 5, Milwaukee 4. 10 innings
St Louis 2. Philadelphia 1, 10 innings
Colorado 6, L A Dodgers 5
Arizona 6. San Francisco 4
San Diego 5. Pittsburgh 3

Today's Games
LA Dodgers (Lowe 12-12) at Colorado
(Jimenez 3-4), 2'05 p m
Pittsburgh (Moms 9-10) at San Diego
(Tornko 3-11). 2'35 pm
NY Mets (Glavine 13-6) at Florida
(Willis 9-15). 6.05 p m
Philadelphia (Lohse 8-12) at
Washington (Bergmann 5-5). 6 05 p m
Milwaukee (Suppan 10-11) at Atlanta
(Cormier 2-6). 6 35 pm
Houston (Rodriguez 8-13) at St Louis
(Looper 12-10). 7 10 p m
Cincinnati (Bailey 2-2) at San Francisco
(Cain 7-15), 9 15 p m

Friday's Games
Pittsburgh (Mahoirn 10-15) at Chicago
Cubs (Marquis 12-8), 1 20 pm
N Y Mets (Maninez 2-0) at Florida
(Olsen 9-14) 6 05 p m
Milwaukee (Villanueva 8-4) at Atlanta
(T Hudson 16-81, 605 p m
Philadelphia (Eaton 9-9) at Washington
(Hill 4-4), 6 05 p m
Houston (Backe 1-1) at St Louts
(Pineiro 6-4). 7 10 p m
L.A Dodgers (Loaiza 2-2) at Arizona
(1. Hernandez 10-10). 8 40 p m
Colorado (Morales 2-2) at San Diego
(Peav-y 18-6), 9 05 p m
Cincinnati (Belisle 8-9) at San
Francisco (Lincecum 7-5). 9 15 pm

a

is a Tech defense that routinely
ranks among conference I A rs
It's a huge concern, considering
the Racer offense sputtered in
Week 2 at Illinois State and for
much of the first half last week
against NAIA member Lambuth
before pulling together to blow
out the visiting Eagles in the
second half.
"They've always played
good defense," he noted.
"They've got two very good
defensive tackles. They remind
me of the two kids who were at
Martin last year. Those two kids
were awesome, and these two
are very similar.
"They've got a couple of
safeties who are good, and there
are two linebackers that really
tackle well."
On the flip side, Brown has
been impressed with what he
calls a "much improved"
Murray squad.
"I think they're much better
than they were a year ago." he
claimed. "They still have a
young team, but they really have
a lot of experience.
"You can't get caught up in
their record, because they've
played two really good teams.
We're going to have to play
well, because we're not good
enough to beat Murray the way
we played against Concordia."

Ait•

Around the corner
v.and
around the clock.'

4

aulne Wash Wacoor

oil *Pie It. • 753-5941

78
71
69
66

2 1/2
5 1/2
161/2
19 1/2

•Tech

U*1111 SPOS,15111D ST:

to we al rots Sone'wove
canker la torIar,

Milwaukee
St Louis
Cincinnati
Pittsburgh
Houston

GB

Wednesday's Scores

Todsy's Games

LOUISVILLE FOOTBALL

National League
East Division
W I
New York
84 67
Philadeiphia
82 70
79 73
Atlanta
Washington
68 84
Ronda
65 87
Central Division
W L
Chicago
80 73

4

1

Drive-Ihru Now Open 24 Hours
107 N. 12th Street
Murray, KY
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
www.murrayledger.com

HILICS concert planned
at Lovett Saturday

Christopher's art dream comes true

The Murray Civic Music came 12 foster homes in two
years. A recent
Association will present 4speRedbook magsial "blues- concert on Saturanne includes
day at Lovett Auditorium at 7
an article by
;.)itt
in
Magness
I he Season Membership
which she talks
priceus 1.45 for adult, $40 for
openly about
senior. $95 for family. and $10
her traumatic
for child For this. low admischildhood. She
sion fee. purchasers can attend
Was
recently
tour coneens in Murray as Well
named
as tour in Dyersburg and four
spokesperson
Won's*
in Union City
for the Casey
rhc Association•s 4401 SeaFamily Programs tor National
son began at Freedom Fest
with the fireworks concert by Foster Care. Foster care is all
the Brass Quintet The after- experience Janiva speaks about
noon children's concerts began from first hand knowledge.
Opening this special evening
With the 'Chit MUSK perform ark c on Sept 14, which was will he singer Rohm Rogers.
attended hy children from Cal- tier interest in the blues came
loway ('ouhlis schools. home during the late slThes when
America's youth was -redisschools and risme schools
SilUMA plans al least two free covering the blues She learned
afternoon concerts for children to play guitar and began accompanying herself, performing at
c
each year
Iwo artists will sing the different venues In 1979 she
recorded for the Sal Soul Libel.
-blues tor the Sept 22 con
a subsidiary of RCA.
et1
Rogers began an associaHeadlining the first MCMA
tion with the Charlotte Blues
• Int er1 series IS lath% J Mag•
nes.. a talented and recognized Society in the mid-nineties.
blues socalist Billboard *me% Shortly after that, she met and
'Magness 4r5 CS out a niche married fellow musician Tony
Rogers They now perform as
by singing the blues with itiatu
At the all acoustic- duo She Is cur fily and sophistication
2011' Blues Music Awards held tenth working on J new release
scheduled for 2007.
iii Memphis she won the(
temporary female Artist 01 the
Neat Award She also won that
award m
.11though singing has alwa%
been natural tor Magness, 11, ,
. nut
s path WA,
earl%
1 al Is In We she lost both pa,
cut,I. sUls Ide Shortly aft,
ALL 4 LOCATIONS

Ellie Chrlstophor

( asse Janet. from 'ape .
orardeau. Mu, . has wined th,•
.1st ot Variety %tusk.Mcii
01 les & More 111(nand Risers
Sanely' is a Branson sl!, IC
IlltrOl'al resin: that performs
erre) weekend at the Hedger!
Play house
Janet joined the t AO. n Se;
tember IS. J J featured % is.
1st and dancer She is a sell
rot nursing manir at %lima%
State Unisersity where she peT
!WM% with the Racer (ilt
Dance -leant she has played
in 'West
the role 01
Side Story.- les ed first runner up in the Craither Cit.spei
minx-11110n and has
latent
been a part of "Sing AMC,Is
dinner Infante In
(iirardeau suite she v. a

Sing' Musk

Cape
1 1) eats-old
-Voe - are thrilled to hare her
said
.is a part 01 the cast,
Bill Slimhan who co-produkes
the shows rt the Hrtlyett Play•
house with his wife. tiara -We
hare %cry high standards for
extent-me in pertonuante and
we knew that we wanted to
iris luck her in our cast as soOn
as we heard her sing.- he
added
Satiety' (.011•Ist• 01 a pr.
te•sional 4.4%1 011 singer•,
dancers and a hie hand The
show in. links tributes to
Gospel.
ountry.
1111the•.
Mows.n And Disco The 211S.
scattheatre. Incited across the

Take An Additional 15% Off Our Every Day Low Discount Price!**
L13111
ayments/ o
Save on EVERY Item Throughout the Store

Buy at "SPECIAL
NEW EMPLOYEE'
DISCOUNT PRICES

For Example:
Retail Value
Discount Price
less 15%

8848

11589
880

tiet $509
)
7

Famous Name Brands
• Thomasville • Mattress 1st
• AICO
• Broyhill
• Klaussner
• Ilenredon
• Lane/Action • La-Z-Boy
• Ashley
• Serta

bitturic ,i11
--- --

• American
Sleep
• Pennsylvania
House
• Much More!

It

*Broyhill*

Bedding Sets
Queen Sets
Startintiat

•Itret !tom Palli's Restaurant
in Cuand Risers, was built in

2111IS
In addition. new Saner
matinees has c hren added tor
this weekend, it was reported.
They are Ihuriay. Sept 20„
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'I have found that my great.
eat pleasure comes in giving the
gourds,' she explained. "I find
sheer magic in expressing my
feelings on a gourd."
'Through her experiences as
mother and friend. Christopher
has established bonds of understanding, acceptance and respect.
"It is in this glorious exchange
of feelings — good, bad, sad Of
different — that distinguishes
women from men," Christopher
added. "It is our privilege al
women to become all that we
can be to one another. What
gift God has given us!"
Over the years, Hopscotcb
House has served hundreds of
women including artists. feminists:
art critique groups, quilting groups,
social justice groups. art organizations and social service organizations.
Located east of downtown
Louisville, it features a renovat•
ed farmhouse, originally built in
1848, and offers individual studios for artists and more than
400 acres of woodlands. rolling
fields and watersheds; all of which
provides time and space for selfeiploration and personal growth
through its resources and the cornpany of other women.
For more information about
Hopscotch House and the opportunity to apply for residence, contact www.kfw.org/hophouse.html.

IPIE4C11111L !Loft
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k -min

New member,
matinees have.
been added to
Variety! lineup

Like most busy women, Ellie
Christopher always dreamed that
once her children grew up and
left home, once she got a little
closer to retirement age, she'd
have more time to pursue her
personal passions,
In her case, dreams do come
true.
Christopher of Murray was
recently chosen as a recipient of
a residence at Hopscotch House
in Louisville. Ky. Hopscotch
House is a program of the Kentucky Foundation for Women. It
is an artist retreat center for ferninist artists and is also used by
a variety of groups and organizations working to better the lives
of women and girls in the Cornmonwealth
Originally an art major in college. her love of painting continued through the years. In addition to her job with the Farrn
Service Agency. Christopher is a
grandmother to five grandchilthen. And despite her busy schedule. she has managed to continue her artistic endeavors.
Using acrylics, she has chosen gourd painting as her art
form and used crude gourds to
create gifts for friends and lamily. Her designs have included
holiday, get well and newborn
themes. are colorful and intricate, and often include hidden messages to loved ones,
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Inspection important before lighting chimney
By TOM BERRY
Stan Writer
ilmnorw r1Cf with actiSelhunneys need
ro make sure they have then equipment
mix:tied tor efficient!, and safety this
tall in preparation for J 1.1/14.1 winter
ahead
Quita freeman. owner manager 01
Iseepers ot the Chimney ,4 Bentim.
:est. an inspectum ot the equipment at
the very least to determine whether any
limber work needs be pi:domed before
the chimney is used
'I would &Amite
Is have it
ii'

inspected tor not 'only tire safety, but
because a 10i of birds and other animals
like to make their nest an chimneys in
the sununenitne." Freeman said. It you
just go and use it without making sure
it could cause a lot of problems for
you "
It's possible other obtrusive objects
and problems could be found in a chimney that can not only make it inefficient
to use. but possibly dangerous.
-Not often. but every once in a while
I find other things I even found a small
Santa Claus in a chime) once,- she
Nauf
Before lighting the
first fire of winter. Freeman suggests homeowners
_check the
chimney's
draft
to
insure a
proper

Internet phol,

Chimneys should get a thorough check before lighting up on cold winter
nights.

"hiteetidfrice, k
'
a,ii;rof(teethe(

PAINT PLUS FLOORING
Bruce
Laminates Flooring

CCV
Custom Window
TrestmeMs

inside-outside flow.
"Make sure the flow of air is going
from the house to the top of the chimney." she said. -That's just regular maintenance, but it's important."
Freeman says the work can also be
very hazardous as well as messy and
it's very important that a professional do
the work.
"I would not suggest anyone try to
do this for themselses." she said. "It
takes a lot of special brushes and rods
and a lot of people forget to do a lot
of things like taking out the damper and
cleaning behind it. which is where a lot
of your fires start."
Proper maintenance also creates a significant mess

"It's a big mess and we have equipment for mess control." she said.
Proper chimney safety and efficiency'
precautions are very important. According to an report from the US. Consumer
Product Safety Commission posted on
the Web site www.doityourself.com.
23,600 residential fires in the U.S. were
related to solid fuel appliances and equipment. About 5,500 fires were attributed
to chimneys and chimney connectors serving heating systems burning liquid and
other fuels.
As a result of these fires, 130 people died, 230 were injured, and total
property losses were set at more than
S184.4 million. In addition there were a
minimum of 119 deaths from carbon

CERAMIC TILE • LAMINATE • VINYL • HARDWOOD • CARPET • CERAMIC TILE • LAMINATE
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Ille fteuswaidir 4tatall rat pou'ag
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...;iorial Installation
• MISS • Q01114110 • MAMA • Coronet • Philadelphia • Shaw
RESIDENTIAL OH COMMERCIAt
FREE ESTIMATES ON FLOWAINti
MINDS

270-753-7728
1204 Johnson Blvd.(llthind Waiter's Pharmacy)• 759-4979

!I•,
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.,011
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monoxide and at least 4,7(X)injunes reported. The cause of the statistics were related to homeowners being unaware that
chimneys are an important part of the
home heating system and that they require
regular evaluation and maintenance.
Commission officials said the primary
job of a chimney service professional is
to aid in the prevention of fires related
KEEPERS OF THE CHIMNEY
to fireplaces, woodstoves, gas, oil and
coal heating systems and the chimneys
270-527-5087
that serve them. Wood burning heating
Internet photo
systems, in particular, require careful
Pictured is a dirty chimney.
monitoring and skillful operation.
inspect chimneys annually for cracks,
The article pointed out that the chimblockages and leaks, and have them
ney service trade is not regulated. nor
cleaned and repaired as needed.
are chimney sweeps licensed in most
— Keep all persons, pets and flamstates and homeowners must use caution
mable objects, including kindling, bedin hiring a professional to do the job.
ding, clothing, at least three feet away
Chimney service businesses require relfrom fireplaces and wood stoves.
atively little capital investment, thus
— open flues before fireplaces are
just about anyone without education, trainused.
ing, experience or even a working knowl— use sturdy screens or doors to keep
edge of proper tools or equipment
Photo provided
can become a chimney sweep.
Rick Freeman, co-owner and manager of the Benton-based Keepers of the embers inside fireplaces.
— install at least one smoke alarm
Homeowners are cautioned to ques- Chimney, is seen here ready to go to work on any chimneys needing inspection the experience of anyone seeking to tion, cleaning or repair. Freeman recommends anyone with an active chim- on every level of your home and inside
or near sleeping areas.
provide services. Some states are curney to take the precaution of having it inspected for safety and efficiency.
— keep young children away from
rently considering license requirements
for chimney sweeps. As precursors to need to be tended to properly to ensure it organization dedicated to keeping fam- working wood stoves and heaters to avoid
ilies safe in and around their homes:
contact burn injuries.
state licensing, some municipalities cur- safety.
For those that want to do as much
— burn only seasoned hardwood; not
For more information about the need
rently license chimney sweeps and in
most of those, the criteria for licensing as possible to insure fireplace safety for trash, cardboard boxes, or Christmas trees, for professional chimney sweep services
is the CSIA Certified Chimney Sweep themselves, here are some useful guide- because these items burn unevenly, may or suggestions for promoting better effilines for both fireplaces and wood burn- contain toxins, and increase the risk of ciency and safety, go online at www.doitycredential.
ourself.comiscatichimneymaintenance or
Fireplaces can greatly enhance both ing stoves from Men-K Appy, president uncontrolled fires.
— have a professional chimney sweep www.homesafetycouncil.org.
the look and comfort of your home, but of the Home Safety Council, a nonprof-
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State warns against unlicensed contractors
FRANKFORT. Ky
With home-improvement projects now under way, the state Office of Housing. Buildings and Construction (OHIBC) urges Kentuckians to
he wary when hiring contractors
Anyone performing any plumbing, electric or heating. ventilanm and air-conditioning IHVAC) semces
must he licensed by the state
"Lach certification requires documentation showing
how long the license holder has spent in the trade and
confirnung that the contractor has passed the state
exammation." said Van(x4,executive director of OHBC
fin installation or repairs requiring plumbers. ekctricians or 11VAC technicians, "always be sure to
research the company or individual you plan to hire,"
said Cook
Matt Koropchak a
businessman, learned
this lesson the hard way
"It was a nightmare."
Koropchak said, in reference to a poor bathroom remodeling job that he had hired a contractor to complete
'Not only was he unlicensed. but the plumbing and
electric work he had done was out if ode and endan.
gem' the Sirudifirat infe-grity of my home."--Koropettak
said ik was forced to hire another contractor to finish the sob. adding e‘pensc and time to the project.
Always ask to see a contractor's license, Cook said
once . bii 11.11Se established that the contractor is
licensed. the OffBC strongly recommends preparing a
contract outlining the work to be done It should spell
out what preparitions are needed for the job, when
work will hegin, how long it will take, the type and
tlUallt of materials being used and how much will it
cost
"A written contract ensures everyone knows what to

expect from the job." Cook. said. "When there is no
wntten agreement, the possibility of a lawsuit significantly increases."
Here are other tips for home renovations:
— Ask to see a license card, which shows the expiration date.
— Make sure the contractor and any subcontractors
ha%c workers compensation coverage. This would pay
for medical and rehabilitation expenses and lost wages
if a worker gets injured on the job. If the contractor does not have proper insurance, the injured worker might sue the homeowner. Also be sure the contractor has general liability coverage.
-- Refuse an offer by contractors to have an unlicensed technician "file for the permit." It's against
the law
— Check the state Web site -- wwv.,.ohbc.ky.gov —
to verify licensed technicians.
--- Be sure that the electrician, plumber or HVAC
license holder has an office contact number should
you need to visit them All estimates and contracts
should- have 4- company name. address. telephone _number and license number. Be wary of someone who
only provides a telephone number.
--- Shop around and get more than one estimate,
and ask friends and neighbors for references.
For questions and concerns regarding the licensing
Internet pr.
of electncians, contact Richard Peddicord at 502- 573- Kentucky officials are urging poop* to check out
0369 or e-mail richard.peddicordOrky.gov. For ques- their contractors.
tions regarding heating. ventilation and air condition- 4502) 573-1058 or
by e-mail tim.house@ky.gov. The
ing. contact Nelson Henderson at 1502) 573-0395 or Office of Housing. Buildings
and Construction is pan
nelson.hendersonterky.gov.
of the Department of Public Protection in the EnvironFor questions or concerns regarding plumbing, phone mental and Public
Protection Cabinet
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WARM FLOORS 101
A GUIDE TO UNDERFLOOR HEATING
By MORRIS and JAMES CAREY
For The Associated Press
You decided to install a ceramic tile floor in
your bathroom, but you live in a part of the world
where it gets incredibly cold during the winter.
Now, when you walk across that floor, your toes
curl up from the chill and you are seriously considering major back surgery to eliminate the sensation
of cold that travels up your spine.
There is a solution: You need to add a component to the mix known as a "warm floor." A warm
floor is a type of radiant heating system that is
reasonably simple to install and whose addition can
substantially improve your personal comfort on
chilly mornings.
A radiant heating system uses a series of electric
cables or small tubes of hot water embedded in a
concrete floor; or embedded in the mortar or mastic
beneath a tiled floor, beneath carpet; or attached to
the underside of a wooden subfloor.
Instead of heating air and circulating it through
the house, radiant heat warms objects such as tile,
carpet, hardwood and furniture.
Tile is the preferred surface as it radiates the
generated heat better than the other types of flooring we mentioned.
Folks who have radiant heat swear by it. They
say it is by far the most even and comfortable type
of heat.
Radiant heating companies claim that less energy

is needed to transfer heat directly to people, rather
than to fill the entire room with heated air as a
forced-air furnace does. We feel that their statement
is debatable. Truth is, radiant heating can cost at
least 50 percent more than forced air heating.
We agree that radiant heating has its advantages
and that it is comfortable and efficient, but there
are major drawbacks. Radiant heating cannot be
accessed easily for repair. Because it usually is
built into the floor, repair or replacement can in
many situations require removal of structural parts
of the home — a very expensive proposition.
Also, massive use of electricity in most parts of
the country is simply not as energy-efficient or as
cost-effective as gas-fired heating.
So, keep in mind that although we like radiant
heating for special uses, like warming a tile bathroom floor, we feel that much consideration would
have to be given before installing it throughout
one's home.
A warm floor for a small bathroom with an
inexpensive thermostat (not recommended) is about
$200. Keep in mind this is exclusive of any other
work such as the flooring itself. Warm floors for
bathrooms can cost as much as $2,000 — again,
exclusive of any floor-finishing work. Most folks
can figure costs coming somewhere in the middle.
Warm-floor dealers are usually found through
flooring stores. You can also find warm-floor con

See Page 6

Internet photo

Underfloor heating can be comfortable, but it is
also expensive.
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computer's search engine. Warm-floor
trastors by typing "warm floor" into your
s all over the country. Type in your
manufacturing companies list their dealer
zip code and you're there.
ded in the mortar or mastic under tiled
Electric heating cables can be embed
product in a portable mat that can be
floors. Some manufacturers offer the
lar shaped room, a useful installation
irregu
the
fit
quickly and easily cut to
option.
se they are portable. Who would
Also, such mats are great for renters becau
es with them during a house
footsi
warm
take
have thought that people could
move?
in a given room is controlled by a
By the way. the temperature of the floor
thermostats were nothing more
these
days
old
wall-mount thermostat. In the
been replaced with highly sophisticated
than an on/off switch. Today they have
reduce operating cost.
and
rt
comfo
ve
impro
digital controls that
versadk. First, double-headed
most
are
For a mortar floor, electric cables
or to a uniform depth (where the nail
nails are driven into the wooden subflo
and about 6 inches apart in two
floor
the
above
heads are about 3/4 inch
directions — think tic-tac-toe here).
e-head of each nail and zip-ties arc
The cable is placed alongside the doubl
is _woven back and forth so
cable
The
nail.
each
used to hold the cable to
nents, cover the entire floor.
increr
that rows of wire, spaced and held at 6-inch
etely covering the wire
compl
inch,
I
about
of
depth
a
to
d
Mortar is poure
ending end of the wire
the
and
wire
the
of
and the nails. The beginning end
the wall to the therinside
up
travel
have to end up at the same location and
.
mostat. It's that simple
it normally would be without any
Tile is then laid over the mortar bed as
beneath.
special consideration for the warm floor hidden
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By ERIC WALKER
Editor
Shakespeare penned that "all the world's
a stage" and linked life to the theater.
Now a local real estate agency is linking home selling to the theater through
a process called "staging."
Grey's Properties, LLC are utilizing
this real estate tool that goes beyond
cleaning and decorating a house that's
on the market. Staging is creating an atmosphere in which potential homebuyers feel
comfortable and can easily picture themselves in the home that's for sale.
Grey's REALTORS Lynda Grey Houck,
Alesia Gail Parker and Earleene Woods
are Accredited
Staging Professionals
(ASP); however they are
quick to say
the process is
a team effort
throughout
their agency.
'(Other
Grey's agents)
go to one or
Parker

Page 7

in
2005,
There, Barb
Schwarz,
a
Washington
State-based
REALTOR
who created
home staging
in 1972, spoke
on the process
that
has
spawned into
appearances
for her on
"Today" and "20/20" television programs.
Parker eventually impressed the positives of staging homes on Houck and
Woods, who took part in a similar semSuging
inar and training session in Indianapolis,
Ind., over the summer.
ive,crame_bar,,k,..d csid-Wear." Houck
recalled.
rigor Slageilihrmo tom
The mantra of ASPs is' "clutter eats
equity" and is at the heart of the stagPtioto provided ing effort. Houck explained that as part
Lynda Grey Houck, from right, and Earleene Woods of Grey's Properties, of her and Woods' class, they and other
real estate agents went to a home that
LLC, are shown with two Accredited Staging Professionals.
more of us" for staging information ideas
Parker was the first to get on board was for sale. There, the group was dividand assistance, according to Houck.
following a seminar in Nashville, Tenn.,
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ed ono teams, placed in rooms and
asked to 'stage the room belore the
owners returned
The instructors said each room should
have a 'Wow' tactor to impress potential buyers. Items the students thought
took away from the rooms feel were
carefully hosed And placed in the garage.
'
It changed the whole house.' Houck
said 'When the lady and her family
k.ame bask and they said 'Wow.To some, the idea of staging may
lust he setting the table and cleaning
around the. house, but the staging pro.
le•sionals \41) it goes well beyond that
-The way you sell your house and
the way yon use in,your house are two
different things.' Woods explained 'Weft
marketing J product and you have to
depersonalite the house We want the
buyer to envision thernselses in that
house.'
'
We- try to make it appeal to the
masses.' Parker added
Lamers are taken through the process
by the ASPs over a penod of time that
includes examining rooms and remos
mg clutter Of items that note the

ers' connection to the home.
'We all look at the lists together .
and it can he quite a checklist,' Parker said
'Often we can't see with our own
eyes and we can go in with eyes that
AM unemotional.' Houck added of being
able to offer unbiased advice_
The results have been impressise.
according to the ladies. Woods said following their accreditation as staging
pros. they staged two listed homes which
were both sold at the list pnce in no
more than three days on the market.
Information
front
www.stagedhomes corn also indicate
inipressise results_ Prestagcd homes that
were listed were on the market for 163 7
days. Houses listed then auger' were on
the market for 13.7 days, while houses
that were staged then listed reportedly
sold in 8.9 days_
The staging concept has also shown
up on popular home improvement cable
channels, such as F1CTV and DIY
NSchwarti actually did a pilot program ifor televisioni and they said people wouldn't watch things like this.'
Parker said 'So actually she was ahead
of her time

The sill is the part of the frame that takes the worst beating because
it extends out from the window. To protect a particularly vulnerable sill,
you can cover it with a sheet of aluminum and paint it to match the
wood.
This is actually a very easy project and offers excellent protection.
First, cut a paper template that fits the sill. Lay the template on sheet
aluminum (available in rolls or sheets at home improvement centers), and
mark the pattern on the metal. Using tin snips, cut out the pattern. Caulk
the sill edges and wedge one side of the aluminum to the stool of the
sill and nail it in place with 1-inch roofing nails.
Tape a block of wood over the surface of the aluminum and tap it
with a hammer so the aluminum takes on the shape of the sill. Nail it
underneath the sill and seal along the edges with caulking compound
Prime with metal primer and paint to match your trim.
1) Make a paper template that conforms to the sill's shape.
21 Using tin snips, cut out aluminum sheeting to match the template.
3) Nail the template to the sill's stool then, using a block arid hammer'. shape the metal to the sill and finish nailing.
— Don Vandervort's HomeTlps com
www hometips.corn

FRONT-END LOADER,
BACK HOE JOHN DEERE- TRACTOR

Chestnut St. • Murray, KY • 753-2571 • Hr-s: Mon.-Fri. 7:30 am-5.00 pm • Sat. 7:30 am-12:00 pm •
www.murrayhorneandeuto corn
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Fix those drafty rooms and chilly floors
(SPM Wire) No matter where you
live, temperature changes' an iiieffitiefiT
homes can cause drafty rooms or cold
floors underfoot.
Cold air can leak into your house
around doors, windows,light fixtures, electrical outlets and gaps in corners, causing rooms to feel drafty and uncomfortable. As cold air seeps in through leaks,
warm air can escape through other leaks
and cracks.
Some homeowners may worry about
sealing their houses too tightly; however, this is very unlikely, especially in
many older homes.
According to the experts at the U.S.
Department of Energy, the biggest leaks
for escaping air are often found in the
attic, and recessed lights are another common location. And if you have a fireplace, be sure to Close the damperwhen
you're not using it.
Many drafts and air leaks are easy to
locate because they can easily be felt - like those around doors and windows.
But cracks and holes hidden in basements, attics and crawlspaces are usually bigger culprits. Sealing these leaks
with caulk, spray foam, or weather strip-

ping

•••

can
Most Although some types of floor coverings
at I y
*err importantly, (such as, stone, tile, wood or concrete)
improve your
after ---Will naturally feel cold on -bare feet,
comfort and
home sealing insufficient insulation or air infiltration
reduce hefty
project, have a could be the cause for cold floors.
utility bills.
heating and
Common locations for cold floor probYou can fix
cooling tech- lems include floors over garages, basesome of these
nician check ment floors and floors over crawlspaces.
things yourpro° to make sure
Proper insulation will help keep your
self, but for
that
your home warm in the winter and cool in
ierec
'
s
the best solucombustion the summer. There are several common
tions
you
appliances types of insulation, such as fiberglass,
probably need
or (gas- or oil- cellulose, rigid foam board, and spray
to hire a heatfired furnace, foam.
ing and coolwater heater,
When correctly installed with air sealing contractor.
and dryer) are ing, the proper types of insulation can
Ask your conventing prop- deliver comfort and help lower energy
tractor
to
erly.
bills during the hottest and coldest times
check
that
Home seal- of the year. Remember that insulation
your heating
ing
should works best when air is not moving through
and cooling
also
help or around it. So it is very important to
system is progoive —the- -seal air leaks prior to installing insulaviding enough
problem
of tion to help ensure you get the best perair to each
floors, formance from the insulation.
Internet image cold
room, and to Installing weatherstripping around windows especially
if
check ducts for and doors can block out cold drafts and you take the
To learn more about proper home
air leaks and Improve energy efficiency.
time to make sealing and insulation, visit the governbalanced airsure
your men(sfree energy-efficient home improveflow.
house is properly insulated, as well. nrent Web site at www.eneigystar.com.
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See our new fall Arrivals and Christmas
decor to add a touch of the season
tO 9our home.
t

For All Your Heating 8, Cooling Needs
Lie #M04582

Darren Parker - 293-7227 or Mike Garrison - 293-6958

24'HOUR SERVICE AVAILABLE

TIM LEMONS
IRRIGATION SPECIAUST

"The Area's Leader in Irrigation"

RA/N4kBIRD
WE OFFER WINTER DISCOUNTS
Installing Quality Lawn Sprinklers and Landscape Lighting Since 1980

FREE ESTIMATES
Murra ,KY

(270)435-4776
(270)435-4771

/

400 Main St.• Murray, KY 42071 • 270-767-0007
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Fall is right time to get lawn,
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Some of Murray-Calloway County's
lawn and garden professionals have some
advice for those who want to get a head
start on preparing for next spring.
Kevin Wolf of Maley Lawn and Landscape Services says now is the time to
do many of the things that would usually be done in the spring to give you
a head-start on a good year next growing season.
"Now is the time to fertilize. Of course
you will want to do that again in the
spring." Wolf said. "Now is also a good
time to aerate your lawn and get it ready
for the spring. h is also a great time to
install landscaping and maybe get out
some of your old shrubs and get ready
to start planting some new ones."
Fall is an excellent time to condition
-Itir-tbe--itext
seasork _or lay,
down mulch, according to Wolf.
"There's a lot you can do right now
or even in the winter." he said as he
was laying a new lawn covered with
straw at a Miller Street home.
Elsewhere. Randy Sanderson of Rolling
TOM BERRY 1049P' Drm,'
Paula Edwards, owner-manager of Rare Earth Nursery. says it is important Rills Nursery, suggests treating and loosfor soil to be treated with an organic conditioner to help spring plants grow ing the soil for a better yield in the
and look their best It is also a good idea to plant perennials in the fall and spring.
"Of course with our heavy clay, soil
not wait until spring.
amendments are very helpful in allowing plants to grow better root systems

NURSERY 4110h

"wens Once A.Year!

9.4

RARE..EARTH

by loosing up the soil," Sanderson said.
It is always good to mix in some sand
and some pine bark soil conditioner. Probably about a yard of sand and a yard
of soil conditioner per 200 square feet
of bed area."
Paula Edwards, owner manager of Rare
Earth Nursery, recommends an organic
amendment to soften and condition soil.
She also recommended doing some planting during the fall months as well.
"Most people believe that spring is
the best time to plant perennials and
woody ornaments, but fall is actually
better," she said. "The transplant shock
is less severe due to the cooler temperatures and shorter days. Growth ceases
for the most part during winter months.
When spring arrives, the plants are in
place and 100 percent of their energy is
directed towards growing and not diverted to adjusting to new digs."
" She also recommends bringing-terracotta pots indoors to prevent cracking.
She noted that fall is the time to fertilize bluegrass, fescue and cool season
blends of grass on lawns by using a
good lawn fertilizer containing a portion
of nitrogen in a slow-release form.
"Apply about five pounds of fertilizer per 1,000 square feet of lawn using
a whirlybird or drop spreader to distribute granular fertilizer evenly," she said.
According
to
the
site,
Web
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garden ready for springtime
wWw.ehow.com "How To Do
Just About Everything," it's time
now to start preparing plant beds
for next spring. Doing the prep
work now will give amendments
time to work their way into the
soil and the following steps will
get gardens into good shape.
Suggestions include:
—shutting down the garden
when frost is forecast or temperatures begin to-drop into the
low 40s. Take some time to survey your gardens and decide on
any changes you might want to
make.
— evaluating perennials and
dividing if necessary. Plant division is necessary to promote
healthy plants.
— planting flower bulbs, bareroot shrubs and new trees.
walking around your home
to make sure you haven't forgotten a tropical plant on the
patio, or the hibiscus on the
front porch. You'll need to inspect
them for pests. Spray them thoroughly with a weak soap spray,
using a few drops of liquid dish
soap with water in a spray bottle. That will get rid of any spider mites or other insects. Don't

forget the undersides of leaves.
Let the plants sit out for a few
hours after spraying, then bring
indoors.
— beginning cleanup. Pull
up your annuals (petunias, geraniums, most vegetables), along
with any weeds and dispose of
them, preferably in your compost pile. If you don't have a
compost pile, fall is a great time
to start one.
— trimming back your perennials (and add the trimmings to
your compost pile, of course).
Some perennials are better left
alone as they go to seed and
provide food for the birds in
winter.
— gathering any decorative
items and containers that need
to be stored and clean them;
then store.
• — using leaves
mulch for
more tender plants. To discourage pests, wait until the ground
begins to freeze before adding
mulch. Some gardeners like to
rake up their year's mulch (bark
chips, for example)and put them
in the compost pile or dispose
of them.
— raking leaves into large

trash bags and add a source of
nitrogen.
— improving your soil. If
you haven't yet had your soil
tested, consider doing it now or
in the spring. Your county extension office will be able to test
it or give you a recommendation for a lab nearby. Once you
know what deficiencies your soil
has, you will know what amendments to add.
— taking the time to put
down a layer of compost. It is
good for all soil types and feeds
your garden. That's why it's called
gardener's black gold. If you
don't have your own, you can
buy it in bags at any garden
store or even have a truckload
delivered. Many areas even have
composting facilities nearby.
— putting a layer of compost
on your gardens and around your _
plants, approximately two to three
inches deep. Whether or not you
till it into unplanted beds is personal choice.
— preparing lasagna beds in
T OM BERRY/Ledger photo
fall, which will result in brand
new beds without the need for Kevin Wolf, of Maley Lawn and Landscape Services, lays
tilling, or will improve the soil straw atop a new layer of freshly-laid grass at a Miller Street
of existing beds.
home recently.

Ins ection
All work
100%
Guaranteed!
All techs
licensed
& insured

Serval' offers letter of clearance
on the buying and selling of homes
• If under termite contract with
Serval!, there is a $35 cost
• If not with Servall or without
contract, there is a $50 cost.

Gutters
Home Repair

Termite Service

Servall otters a vast range of
repair solutions for your home

Servall offers the latest in
termite treatment technology
for your home

We specialize In:
• Mold & Fungus Treatments
• Moisture Bamers
• Foundation Vents with
Lifetime Guarantee
• Foundation Fans
• Crawlspace Access Doors
• Fixing Sagging Floors
• Adding or Replacing
Support Beams
• Floor Joists & Sill Plates
• Dryer Vents
•Sump Pumps

We specialize in:
• Liquid Treatments
• Bait Treatments
• Termite Insurance

In Business for over 40 years!
Our Family, Protecting Yours
"The ONLY pest control company you will ever need."

Servall offers residential and commercial seamless aluminum gutters
We specialize In:
• Several Types of Leaf Proofing
•5 year guarantee on work
• 5, 6, & 7 inch seamless gutters

Pest Control
Servall offers the latest in Integrated
Pest Management Systems
We specialize In:
• Residential & Commercial Quarterly
Monthly, & Bi-Monthly Service
• Brown Recluse Removal

411(1LT

Chad Parks, Manager • 1604 121 N.• Murray.. KY • 753-6433 • 1-800-264-1433
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Childproofing home should also
include examining cords, wires
You've put safety plugs in all unused electrical outlets and blocked others with large furnishings. attached cushioned edge bumpers to
the sharp corners of furniture, put locks on
cabinets containing harmful chemicals and medications, sequestered pens. scissors, letter openers, staplers, paper clips, and other sharp instruments, and coiled dangling cords on blinds and
drapery.
But, is your home now REALLY safe for
small children" Simply put, the answer is "no."
Even with these important measures in place,
a home is still chock-full of dangers that threaten the physical well-being of curious young minds.
While some threats are fairly obvious, others
can lurk in the most unexpected places.
— Public Enemy WI: FAiuipment Cords and
Wires
_
"Electrical appliance and equipment cables'
and wires are a true menace," notes Paul Holstein. CO() of CableOrganizercom. "Small
children and even common household animals
like cats, dogs. rabbits, and ferrets often see
equipment wires as play things -- all too often
Internet photo
Children can often see eletrical wires and
cords as play things.

Need a mirror for your bath or home?
We have ready-made frames and custom moldings
available for all your home decorating needs.

SPECIALI NG IN;

CUSTOM FRAMING
• An • haw lamas• Srictun Gwrs • Homt ACCINTS

CGALLERY

301 N. 12th St. • Murray • 759-1019

Residential and Commercial
Plumbing & Electrical
• Pool Installation
• Service •Supplies

StetelllithrlititaN
209 South 3rd St • Murray • 753-5341

as chew toys. Clearly such a circumstance puts
the child or pet at great bodily risk, with electric shock and strangulation at the top of the
list. Even if the loved one evades harm, significant damage could be caused to the associated electronic equipment. But, this is just
one of many dangers that all too often go
unaddressed by even the most well-intentioned
parent."
With all of this in mind, the experts at
CableOrganizer.com. a leader in cable, wire and
equipment management solutions, offer these
"Phase 2" home childproofing strategies:
• Cable Control on the Cheap:. For just a
few dollars. computer cables can be easily
shielded with split wire loom, flexible and
durable polyethylene corrugated tube with a
split down the side where you enter your multicable- bundle. -If-you- have--to--add another wire
later on, you can easily slip it into the split
wire loom along with the others without removing the entire bundle.
• Achieve Lift-Off: Cables, power adapters,
power strips. hubs, modems and other small
devices can be readily lifted off the floor and
put safely out of harm's way with cable management products to loop, tie and hang "cable

Tired of the Rain Washing Away
Your Landscaping?
Let

METAL
OF MURRAY

Install New 6" Gutters

Call Greg Mansfield TODAY - 270-293-8480

WIN A HOUSE!
United Way of murray/Calloway

TheBuiltGrand Home Give-A-Way!
by Irent Girlatui Construction in Brian re4t Sitheltvicion

Tickets On Sale Now - '100/ea
Only 4,000 WIII Be Sold!
Tickets are available at: BUT Bank, Heritage Bank, The Murray Bank,
Regions Bank, and LS Bank or you ma) also purchase tickets by
contacting the United Way of Murray/Calloway County
bt calling (270)",13-0317 or go on the web at www.unitedwaymcc.org
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clutter" off the floor to reduce risks ed use areas, particularly those prone to ment. Fortunately, surface raceways are
including snags, trips, and liquid spills. moisture or spills. Be sure to use a floor a readily available and easy way to organ• Wire Fire Can Be Dire: With a mat with beveled edges to eliminate trip ize and protect electrical cords that run
glut of equipment, wiring and electrical risk; those with sponge bases will enhance along the floor or on the wall. These
outlets conducting heat, often over long ergonomic safety to boot.
" • e Channels" are made of tough PVC
periods of time and in compact spaces,
• Surface Raceways: Wires ttiat--and
can be painted to match your home
"171fire safety is an important cord control across the floor to a distant outlet are decor.
consideration. In addition to the standard among the most dangerous, with a high
• Cord Protectors: These wire cover
fire extinguisher every home should be risk of bodily injury or damaged equip- systems are another great way to keep
equipped with, other fire safety measures should also be employed. Flame
spread is one vital safety consideration
that can be easily addressed. Flame-retardant wire sleeving that does not support
combustion can significantly reduce home
fire hazards. You can also establish an
effective insulating barrier to prevent the
spread of fire and smoke through structural gaps and voids with Fire-Rated
Expanding Polyurethane Foams - a costeffective way to establish an insulating
seal on concrete, brick, wood, metal, aluminum and steel.
• Chemistry 101: Most homes contain
chemicals that can ..be considered hazardous. Many cleaning agents, art supplies, and home office supplies may contain properties that are classified as hazardous materials. In these areas, utilizing chemicals labeled as -environmentally safe, non-hazardous, non-toxic and
non-corrosive" is your best bet.
• An Important Mat-ter: Traction floor
Internet photo
mats excellent for high traffic and extend- Parents should move hazardous chemicals away from the reach of children.

children and adults alike from tripping
on loose cables and cords running across
a walkway or behind furniture. Cord protectors cover, hide, and protect cords and
cables while keeping floors clear and
safe. They also lie flat, and stay flat,
and. are decidedly easy to install.
• Heavy Metal: Whether you want
greater protection for your wires from
children or animals or have a need to
protect outdoor fiber optics. RG-6 coaxial cable or Category 5E cables from
wildlife or the elements, Metal Braided
Sleeving, made from tin-coated copper,
is both flexible and strong, also offering
Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) protection.
• Take the Edge Off: Wrap anything
with a sharp edge such as broken/cracked
glass, brittle plastic casings or other
objects, or other materials that may break
and produce a sharp or rough edge in
corrugated cardboard and secure with a
heavy-duty tape to protect yourself and
others from accidental lacerations. This
is especially important before placing
such items in a trash container.
• Get Attached: Assure bookshelves
and cabinets over 5 feet in height, particularly those that are top-heavy, are
secured to the wall with the appropriate
mount or fastener to ensure they do not
fall over and deliver a crushing blow to
whoever is on the receiving end.

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS.

Restore your Decor.
This fall, get a jump on holiday home decorating with help from your Murray
Sherwin-Williams paint store Find all the tools you need, backed by expert
advice to make your home improvement projects a success.
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04 puothssis licsd ,4 copied, putt-Nosed, traostentscl or sokl Oftett subsso to &tangs Not
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Now's the time to check plumbing,
insulation to combat potential problems
Staff Report

"to
Early preparation can stave ott costly repairs to
frozen pipes and plumbing when Old Man
Winter comes calling

With the thought of colder weather approaching. residents
are reminded to take the time now to start making preparations for winter. Checking plumbing, insulation. water
heaters and sealing leaks today can help to prevent unpleasant. expensive repairs in the future.
Newer homes are built with many modem,energy-saving
advantages, however older homes can require periodic
inspections and attention to possible problem areas.
Insulation installed in cavities adjacent to or near hying
quarters can help to retain heat during the colder winter
months as well as reduce costly utility bills. By assisting in
maintaining a comfortable room temperature, proper insulation saves energy and can contribute to an increased
resale value of a home.
Using heat tape around pipes that are exposed or are
known to freeze during wintercan help to keep them warm
dunng the cold winter months. In addition. residentisiiiiitia know the location of a water source in the event of a leak.
Residents should also drain water from outdoor faucets
prior to a hard freeze.
Charles Reed of Steele & Allbhttan said one of the
biggest problems that he sees when it comes to water freezing is when residents fail to close vents or close crawl space
doors. "We find after the first freeze of each year there are
ventilators that are left open. If people will get heat in their

well house and close the doors, it will eliminate most problems." he said.
Reed added that wind and cold temperatures will also
blow cold air in cracks in foundations and urged residents
to also look for such cracks and to repair them.
In the past we've had as many as 500 calls for frozen
lines, but people are doing much better. The past few years
it's been down to around 20 to 30 calls." he noted.
Numerous sources offer winterization tips for residents
seeking informational assistance. The Public Service
Commission of Kentucky suggests making sure furnaces.
furnace filters and ducts are clean, water heaters are insulated as well as the first six feet of hot water supply line. They
also say that sealing out cold air through insulation gaskets
for electrical switches and outlet plates can be helpful.
Opening blinds during the day to let the sun heat a room
and closing them at night to prevent heat loss is also
-adviied
die—PSe.
In addition, the American Red Cross encourages residents
to take precautions to prevent winter freezing. Among the
many things they suggest are draining sprinkler water supply lines, removing and draining water hoses, checking for
unheated areas where water supply lines may be, keeping
garage doors closed, letting cold water drip from faucets
and keeping thermostats set to the same temperatures both
day and night.

MYERS
Building Materials Since 1933

MYERS LUMBER COMPANY,INC.
500 South 4th St. • Murray, KY 42071
Ph:(270) 753-6450
• Hundreds of Custom Design Combinations to choose from
• Factory Direct Pricing Less Overhead = Lower Cost

Free Consultation on New
Construction Projects, Free In-Home
Measurements on Remodeling
Projects

• Free Computerized Kitchen Design
• Fast Friendly Service From Reputable. Knowledgeable
Professionals
• All Forms of Countertop Material Available, Including
Laminate. Stone, Butcher Block, Solid Surface.
and Stainless Steel
Come see Connie Lovett or Bruce Fredholm about your
new custom kitchen. With over 15 years design
experience, we offer great designs at the best prices'

Installation Available
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Energy efficiency at heart of new development
By ERIC WALKER
Editor
With plenty of talk about high fuel
prices, a new housing development is
building its foundation on the premise
of energy efficiency.
Homes in Narrow Gates Estates, located off Coles Campground Road, are currently being constructed under the "energy right" specifications of the Tennessee
Valley Authority (TVA).
.n open house is planned for Saturday. Sept. 22, from 10 a.m. until 4 p.m.
The homes are all electric, which
includes energy-efficient heat pumps and
electric water heaters, double-pane windows, insulation and other energy-efficiency measures within four different housing floor plans.
Square footage of the homes range
from 1,516 square feet for The Gateway
design; 1,563 square feet for The Crusade floor plan: 1,720 square feet for
The Passage; and 1,748 square feet for
The Journey.
Prices, which include lot costs, range
from $159,900 to $183,900, according
to Kathy Kopperud, whose agency, Kopperud Realty, is the development's exclusive seller.

Internet photo
Pictured is one of the homes in the de veloping Narrow Gates Estates which
features TVA "energy right" homes.
Kopperud said it is the first time the
agency has been involved with a subdivision project involving TVA's "energy
right" design.

"People are paying attention," she said
of high energy costs and options to cut
those in the wake of cold winters and
scorching summers.
think it's an idea
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that's time has come."
The demand has certainly grown and
appears to be continuing its trend. According to a 2006 survey by the American
Institute- of Architects of its members,
54 percent said some sort of energy management system was more in demand,
which reportedly covered a 38 percent
increase in demand from 2005.
David Smart, who co-owns Narrow Path
Developers, LLC, with Kenny Wyatt, said
his experience building two of his own
homes, as well as 15 years in the energy industry, has shown him the need for
energy-efficient housing.
"In America, everyone's aware that all
types of energy costs are climbing," said
Smart, who is currently president/CEO
of West Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative. "What we're trying to do is provide houses that are well built and will
insulated to provide those low costs.*
An example provided by TVA involved
13 Seer heat pump compared to an
air conditioner/propane furnace. According to the TVA's figures, the system's
annual fuel cost comparison was $797.57
for the heat pump to $1,422.59 for the
AC/furnace.
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Dinkins is an exclusive dealer of Champion homes
built locally in Henry County Tennessee.

SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.

Serving You Since
1955 With Quality
Products And Service 200-206 E Main • Murray. KY • 270-753-3361
Hrs. M-F 7- 5 p.m Sat 7-4 p.m
You Deserve
www.murraysupply.net
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Hardware Store
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2427 E. WOOD ST.• PARIS, TENNESSEE
OFFICE (731)642-4891
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God bless you!
If your home is stuffy or musty, and wider conclenGes on
windows and pipes, you may have a morsture probffirn Dehumidifiers are a practical and easy solution for reducing high
humidity levels
They extract excess moisture from indoor air, making it comfortable and healthy for occupants
By controlling the relative humidity level in your home, dehumidifiers
I Protect walls. floors and furniture from water damage
2 Prevent the growth of fungus. dust mites, and mildew,
which thrive in damp environments and trigger allergies
3 End moldy, stale odors that can pervade a home,
Whole-home dehumidifiers are the most expensive models,
costing between $1,000 and $2,0400 They typically are fixed
units professionally installed and connected to existing duct
work in a home s central air or heating system
Portable dehumidifiers, which you simply plug in to operate,
are the most popular models and available at big box hardware stores and major department stores
There are many advantages to using portable dehumidifiers
over fixed ones Advances in technology make these dehumidifiers easy to use. affordable and effective at improving your
home s air quality
But not all portable dehumidifiers are the same Here is a
look at common types of portable home dehumrdifiers, how the
units work, and features to shop for in a new dehumidifier.
The bottom line for consumers is to pick a unit that is efficient and effective at reducing indoor humidity and keeping it
at optimal levels
Don Vandervort s Hornerips corn
www hometips corn

By TRESA ERICKSON
You love to garden, but with your allergies
increasing in intensity each year. it's getting
harder and harder for you to do so. You're
tired of sneezing constantly and are seriously
considering giving up gardening. Before you
till up your garden patch and fill it with mulch,
you might to reconsider what you have planted.
Gardening can be a hassle for allergy sufferers, but if you pay attention to what you
ity
<re
.
lell
API
are planting, you can have a relatively sneezefree garden. First, make a list of the plants
that you are allergic to. If you do not know,
then you may want to consult an allergist.
ItI
C
Next, compare your list to what you have
Internet photo
planted. Pcplacc any plants that you are allergic to. keeping in mind that the more fragrant Gardening and allergies don't mix!
a plant. the more likely it is to make you
rieete. Plants more agreeable to allergy sufferers include ajuga, astilbe, columbine, hostas,
eliminated some of the problem plants, you should
impatiens. scabiosa, snow-on-the-mountain and
make an effort to keep allergens at bay by
viola.
•
gardening at more appropriate times. Choose a
Along with replacing certain plants, you
fairly calm, cloudy day and go out in the
may need to reduce the amount of grass you
afternoon when pollen counts are lower. Stay
have in your garden. Grass causes allergy sufin on windy days when pollen and other allerferers many headaches, and to reduce the
gens are being whipped around at random.
amount you have in your garden, consider creIf you adore gardening, don't give it up just
ating paths of mulch, stone and gravel. If you
because it is making you sneeze. Try some of
can't bear to pan with your grass, arrange for
these suggestions and see if they provide some
someone else to mow it.
relief. Don't give up until you know for cerOnce you have reevaluated your garden and
tain that you have no other choice.
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°Ensuring QuaCity In Our Community!O

possible disaster?

(Family Features) No one knows when or where a disaster might strike, so families should take time to prepare for emergencies in advance.
New research from the national nonprofit Home Safety Council reveals that
while the majority of mothers (68 percent) say they have talked with their children about what to do if a natural disaster occurred in their hometown, less than
one-third have developed an emergency communication plan or prepared disaster
supply kits — two preparedness activities strongly advised by leading safety experts
"Regardless of where you live, we encourage all families to take a few simple safety precautions in order to be ready for
any type of emergency," said Men-K Appy.
president of the Home Safety Council
"Being prepared starts with having a conversation. Talk about the kinds of things
that can happen in your area, then develop
a family communication plan and assemble disaster supply kits that are stored in
an identified place in the home."
The Home Safety Council advises families to assertible both a "Ready-to-Stay" and
"Ready-to-Go" Kit to ensure they are prepared for emergencies that require staying
at home as well as for events that require
evacuation.
Ready-to-Go Kit:
Keep a "Ready-toGo" Kit with the following items in a backpack or duffle bag in case an emergency
forces you to leave home:
• One gallon of water per person
• Food that doesn't have to be refrigFarnay Features photo erated and a manual can opener
Families should have disaster/ • Plastic/paper plates, cups and utensils
• Flashlight and extra batteries
emergency kits prepared.
• Battery-operated radio
• Change of clothes
• Card with your contact information and the number of someone out of state
to call
• Pet food and supplies for one or more days
• Small first aid kit
• Personal identification card
• Personal hygiene items, soap and hand sanitizer
• Store medicine you usually take near your "Ready-to-Go" Kit
Prepare a "Ready-to-Stay" Kit including the items in the "Ready-to-Go" Kit,
plus a few additional items stored in a plastic tub:
• Three gallons of water for each family member
• Canned food and snacks for at least three days and a manual can opener
• Pet food and supplies for three days
• Toilet paper
• Non-scented bleach
• Blankets
• Books and games to keep busy
• Paper and pencils
For additional information on the Home Safety Council's preparedness programs,
sisit www.homesafetycouncil.org.
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Check for problems with garage doors
No matter what type of. garage door you buy, inspect
it every year lot' loose or worn hinges, springs and
•ther hardware. You can keep moving pans working
.reels hy lubricating them occasionally with light houseii For repair of spnngs or operators. It's usual•
). best to contact a trained professional.
Manufacturers of wood doors recommend you paint
them initially on both the inside and outside and repaint
ihe exterior surface every year or two.
Though they look relatively simple in construction.
garage doors actually have many components, especialiv if they're hooked up to an electric opener. Because
of this level of complexity — and the fact that a
garage door must stand up against harsh weather -- a
garage door may suffer from any of several problems
The most common problem is that the door becomes
difficult to lift and lower. This may be something that
can he resolved with a few simple adjustments and
basic maintenance, or it may be more serious.
-- If the- door---44—connected .to .an electric operier,thc__
first clue is to disconnect the opener mechanism from
the door by pulling the release cord or lever. If the
door works fine manually, the problem is with the
electric opener. in this case, consult your owner's manual
A door that seems unusually heavy to lift may
have a problem with spring tension. For help with
springs call a qualified garage door contractor
Problems with a garage door kick can usually he

traced to a poorly-aligned lock bar.
Fixing this is .often just a mattii—olloosening a
couple of screws, re-aligning the mechanism, then tightening the screws.
It you have a wood door, be sure to keep it properly painted or stained, both outside and inside. If you
finish only the outside of a garage door, the door may
warp and the moisture will subvert the paint, causing
it to peel.
Because a garage door is a very large, heavy, moving pan. its prone to fall out of adjustment with daily
use. When this happens, the door becomes harder and
harder to lift and lower.
The best way to prevent a garage door from growing obstinate is to maintain it on a regular basis and,
when you notice a problem. to address it immediately before it has a chance to worsen.
The first line of defense is to lubricate the moving pans. As shown at right. apply penetrating oil to
all rollers and hinges at least once a year. If you
Ei Toii sCrewt, bolts, or num. -tighten -them
so pans won't fall out of adjustment.
To prevent binding, tracks must be properly aligned
to guide the rollers. If one or both of the tracks needs
adjustment. loosen its mounting bolt and use a hammer and a wood block to persuade it in the proper
direction, as shown at left Then retighten the bolt.
If you have a swing-up, one-piece door that sags
in the middle when it's in the raised position, you

Internet photo

Maintenance is important to the proper function
of a garage door.
may be able to solve the problem by having a garage
door contractor install metal reinforcing strips or rods
across inner face of the door. Then again, it may be
time to replace the door with a roll-up door.
— Don Vandervort's HomeTips.com
WWW.hometips co m
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Of all the accessories that can be
added to a swimming pool, a cover makes
the most _praelical. sense.
First, it keeps debris as well as rainwater and snowmelt out of the pool —
which greatly eases maintenance as well
as the load on the pump and filter.
Second, by reducing heat loss from
evaporation and heat radiation, a cover
can lower heating bills substantially.
Finally, a specially designed pool cover
can act as a safety device by supponing the weight of a person who falls on
or walks across it.

Hill HOME IMPROUEMEI1T

snowmelt out of pool eases maintenance

Covers for Easy Maintenance
The simplest pool cover amounts to
little more than a giant tarp that is
stretched over the surface of an aboveground or in-ground pool.
Such covers need to be firmly attached
along the edges so they don't blow away
in the wind. Special ties will anchor
them, or the edges.c.an_be_weiglaedjown_
with sand- or water-filled bags.
Many of the simplest covers are loose
fitting. To prevent rainwater and snow from
weighing them down, add a floating ball
beneath the cover, which will prevent
precipitation from pooling.
For maximum protection. make sure
the cover extends at least 5 feet beyond
the edge of an in-ground pool.

Covers for Energy Efficiency
During swimming season, a pool tends
to gain heat from the sun during the
day,--then lose it---at-reght_through _heat
radiation as well as evaporation.
If a -pool is heated, covering it at
night will reduce heat loss, resulting in
not only warmer temperatures but an
energy savings of hundreds or even thousands of dollars over the course of a
year.
If a pool is unheated, covering it at
night can mean that in the morning, the

the best choice is a pool cover designee
to withstand the weight of a person walk
ing on it. Such covers, made of a tougl
fiberglass-mesh material, can hold load
of up to 400 pounds per square foot.
Installing them manually is difficult
relegating them to use on a pool that'
closed for the season. But an automatic
track system makes a safety cover se
easy to open and close that you ea;
cover the pool after each use.
An Automatic Option
Any type of swimming pool cove
can be unwieldy to maneuver into place
Because of that you may want to instal
an automatic system that unrolls and roll
up the cover with the turn of the key.
If you're using a safety cover, an auto
matic system is virtually a must. Kee)
Internet photo in mind that an automated pool cover i
water is comfortable rather than bone- pricey. Installing one may cost betweei
$8,000 and $12,000, compared to onl:
achingly cold.
Any cover, including a simple vinyl a few hundred dollars for a simple viny
one, will help reduce heat loss. For added maintenance cover.
benefits, choose' a- sotar--ros---whiell- Safety_ tip
No matter which type of tover--yor-----contains air-filled baffles that increase'
use, be sure to remove it completely —
the insulatint=;.
rather than simply folding back a por
Covers for
Tarps and solar covers offer no meas- tion — before letting anyone use the
ure of safety. Anyone who steps or falls pool. Swimmers can easily become trappet
onto them would most likely end up in and disoriented if they surface beneatl
the cover.
the water.
Where safety is a primary concern,
— Don Vandervort's HomeTips.00n
cee
www.hometips.con
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Summer's heat hasn't
been too tough on homes
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can hurt a roof more than summer heat."
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